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Three
Things To Consider

When Purchasing A Console
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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.

The ENCO DAC:1114032

Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On -Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADNio product, but now optimized
for the Windows NT* operating system,
DAD,,,4032 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.

Intuitive On -Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.

Complete On -Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide a continuously "Live" image.

Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.

Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

Features full 32 -Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capab lities. Many third party

programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems

and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD or operated on the
same Workstation.

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between

multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.

Operates on commonly available "off -the -
shelf' computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of a wide variety
of redundancy configurations.

DAD is an out'ight purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo

Check Out The ENCO Web Page At:
www.eico.com

ENCOENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Court Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711

Fax: 248-476-5712 www.enco.com
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We only named it.

You've got your own set of problems.
Multiple stations, numerous studios
and locations. Change, change, and
more change. So wouldn't it be nice if
there was a complete digital studio
system out there, that would let you
configure your radio operation your
way? There is. We call it AudioVAULT'.

And the reason why AudioVAULT is in
use at more stations, in more coun-
tries than any other, is simple. It's
configured by the people who use it.
As a result, AudioVAULT delivers your
program content in any format... from
satellite to live assist to complete
walkaway. And best of all, AudioVAULT
does it efficiently, effectively, and
reliably. No other digital studio system
out there compares. It's the solution
to your problems. All of them.

Visit our web site or call us for a free
info packet.

1111M1OM1111-

Need Solutions?
www.bdcast.com
or (214 224-56110
ne BI toles is a nosterel tidemark el Planet Electron it

Is. Visit Us At NAB. Booth iR11610
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Death by imitation

Broadcasting provides a service model that is being
followed by many new media startups today. Like
moths to the flame, these newcomers are drawn to

a media model that works - and has worked for decades.
This is enviable status to such young contenders, for
whom profitability is still a distant dream.

Shaping new media on old models is a
time-honored tradition. Even Gutenberg's
first fonts were patterned after the calligra-
phy of scribes. It wasn't until later that the
printer's own typefaces evolved. In the best case, this
modeling of predecessors helps the new entrant to its feet

while searching for unique ele-
ments. But if, after a decent inter-
val of grace, the newcomer fails
to add its own value, it becomes
cast as an imitator and is sent
packing.

From today's vantage point, the
reasons for broadcasting's success
seem simple enough, but they
weren't so obvious 75 years ago,
when broadcasting itself was the
new kid. What we call radio today
is a form that has been substantial-

ly honed and refined (some would say sequentially
reinvented) over time. In its early years, radio broadcasting
was an interesting technology, but nothing more than a
novelty, and certainly not a viable engine of commerce. It
was almost by accident that broadcast pioneers stumbled
upon the radio advertisement as a fiscal foundation for the
industry that it subsequently spawned.
This device, in turn, was modeled on the classified

advertising of newspapers: Individuals paid a small fee to
the station in return for having their announcements read
on the air. It wasn't long before merchants realized the
commercial value in this process, and the rest is broadcast
history.
Today the mimicry continues, with many in the on-line,

cable, telco and satellite industries trying adaptations of
broadcasting's recipe, hoping to add their own secret
sauce to arrive at an equally successful result. Statistics
predict that most will fail, giving broadcasters good
reason to count their blessings. But history also tells us
that when the successful new formula is finally discov-
ered, its impact on the earlier model can be swift and
devastating. For this reason, broadcasters should put
themselves among the modelers, in an attempt to fmd yet

another reinvention of their own industry that will thrive
in the new millennium.
A frequent allusion to this "killer ap" among today's

new -media cognoscenti is the so-called convergence
model. It implies that the ultimate solution will take on the

attributes of "fusion"
among media types,
whereas just the
opposite appears to
be true. Combining

broadcasting with computers actually has opened up a
large number of new possibilities, all of which pursue
divergent, rather than convergent, courses.

This "fission" is nowhere more apparent than at the
annual NAB Convention. Each year a growing number of
different industry segments attend, converse and exhibit
at the show. They all meet at the crossroads of electronic
media, but each heads in a separate direction from there.

While this is great for the trade association itself, and for
most attendees, what does it mean for the radio business?
Are existing broadcasters under the lens of new media
moguls' scrutiny, or will new media markets be leveraged
by broadcasters for repurposing of their existing assets?
Who is the predator and who is the prey?

Whatever your persuasion, NAB is the place to see
and be seen. It's clear that the modeling of successful
past practice will continue, and NAB is the primary
runway - in both the fashion and the aeronautical
senses - for such observations and departures. The Las
Vegas gaming environment also presents a behavioral
metaphor that cautions of being beaten at one's own
game. In this atmosphere of risk and remodeling, we
are left to ask: Will radio be eclipsed by new media,
or will it become one?

"The cr
gets dro

ow that mimics a cormorant
wned."
Japanese proverb

Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905
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UNBEATABLE SOUND

LEITCH®
Digital Audio Champion

The winning Digital Glue team now includes
digital audio. The range consists of AES/EBU

distribution, audio synchronization, audio multi-
plexing and analog to digital and digital to analog

conversion. And all for the same
convenient frames as the Leitch
digital video products.

Check into Leitch's Digital Audio
Glue. Now that's sound advice!

Canada / International U.S. A Europe Eastern Europe Japan Australia Brazil
lel + 1 (416)445-9640 lel + 1 (6(10) 2319673 lel +44 (0) 1256 880088 Tel +49 (89) 4900-2042 Tel + 81 (3)
Fax: + 1 (416) 445-0595 Fax: + 1 (757) 548-4088 Fax: +44 (0) 1256 880428 Fax: +49 (89) 4900-2043 Fax: + 81 (3)

5423-3631 Tel : 011-61-2-9999-2355 Tel + 55 (11) 867-0218
5423-3632 Fax: 01161-2-9999-2366 Fax: + 55 (11) 867-0408

http://www. leitch.com Circle (14) on Frus Info Card
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Viewpoint
An `E' for effort

The topic of DAB in the United States is showing its
face again. As we prepare to embark on the annual
trek to the desert for the NAB, you have probably

made some notes about sessions you want to attend -
including any on DAB. If you have not been following the
progress up to now, you should take a moment and see
what is happening.

I understand that for most engineers, the topic may not
be of the greatest importance. After all, it doesn't pertain
to your daily routine of keeping the station on the air.
Spending time considering how you will do your job (if
you still have your job) in 10 years means nothing

compared to a noisy microphone,
a last minute remote, or an auto-
mation lock -up.
The work on DAB continues.

At one time, there had been sev-
eral groups taking a stab. But the
field has narrowed to two front-
runners in each of the two areas
of development - satellite and
IBOC. I am not going to go into the
current status of each system here.
We'll save that for another day.

I recently received an announce-
ment from CEMA, the Consumer Electronics Manufactur-
er's Association, regarding the results of their evaluation
of several DAB systems proposed in the United States. It's
good that there is interest in DAB from several sides. This
kind of participation should result in a system that will
meet the needs of a wider variety audience. It may not fill
everyone's needs exactly, but that's what a cooperative
effort is all about.

The CEMA report goes into the evaluation process used
to obtain their results, which they submitted to the FCC
in early February. When all the dust settled, the report
stated that the best system for use in the U.S. is the Eureka
147/DAB because of its audio quality and signal robust-
ness. These two factors are important in the selection
process and will determine the success of a final system.
The problem, though, is that there is currently no Eureka
147 work being done in the U.S.
The report goes on to detail why other systems would

not work, making these basic points for three other
systems: an In -Band, Adjacent -Channel (IBAC) system
would not be acceptable because of interference within
the band; the In -Band, On -Channel (IBOC) systems that
were presented showed poor audio quality and coverage

problems; the S -band system (VOA/JPL) had poor cover-
age because of signal outages from obstructions.

This is all wonderful information, but the problem is that
the report does not reflect the current work being done.

There are two licenses for satellite S -band delivery
already out there. The IBOC camps are forging ahead and
show full confidence that their systems will do the job. No
one is working on Eureka 147 in the United States.

It is unfortunate that the United States may adopt a
standard that is incompatible with the rest of the world.
Implementing a working DAB system is a great idea, but
if the driver goes into Canada or Mexico, or the headset
radio is taken to Europe, it will be useless. This is not to
say that all the current work should stop. The IBOC
proposals provide a means for current licensees to take
part in a DAB future. The satellite licenses have already
been auctioned by the FCC. Perhaps we can join with the
rest of the world on a DAB standard one day, but for now,
the work goes on.

CEMA did not advocate a system last spring, pending
some further tests from the IBOC teams. Now they appear
to advocate a system that has no support. Their findings
are too little, too late. Getting involved to adopt a standard
is a worthy cause, but advocating a system with no support
can only serve to impede progress of the other systems
and show poorly for the advocate.

Chriss Scherer, editor

ADER
ESPONSE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905
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Hit the Road
Remote broadcasts
have never been easier!

Sometimes it's impractical
to install a special circuit
like ISDN for a one-time
remote, and often your
RPU just won't make it.
However, a plain tele-
phone line is usually
available and the HotLine
delivers up to 10 kHz,
two-way audio, on just
one dial -up line. Want

to sound great from
anywhere, anytime?
Hit the road with a
Comrex HotLine.

"No hassles. No antennas to hang,

no cable to string, no paths to

adjust. No sweating or cursing!"

4 eo,

,y of Jason Gant
- Ask the Computer

Doctor Show

"People thought the
interview was being
done in the studio!"

it .5 11111i

C:4"whinin, 800.237.1776
Ue make great connections www.comrex.com

"I didn't have to do my usual
routine of pulliig a muscle
coitorting nw radio antenna

/111111111. to avoid (RPU' nterference."

...with the
Commit HotLine.

See us at NAB Booth tift1_2612

COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Pati-, Acton, MA 01720 USA
Tel: 978-263-1800 Fax: 97E-635-0401 Email: info@comrex.com
Fax -on -Demand: 978-264-3973 Toll -free: 800-237-1776 in N.A.
or 0-800-96-2093 in the U.<.
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Engineering
Test equipment: How much do you need?
by Mark Manolio

Let's face it, radio broadcasting is changing rapidly.
Not only are we faced with changes in audio
technology with the move from analog to digital,

but we also have to deal with the marketplace
changes and the consolidation that goes along with it.
Modern test and measurement equipment is pro-
gressing with these changes, and what was once more
than adequate may be lacking greatly in perfor-
mance, accuracy and efficiency today.

The basics
Most stations have access to the basic line-up of

traditional test gear. A Simpson 260 -style VOM for the
transmitter site, and a digital mul-
timeter with sample -and -hold
and true RMS features for the
bench, are staples. The oscillo-
scope is also hard to do without.
A conventional 20MHz dual -trace
scope is adequate for most appli-
cations, but portable digital LCD
scope -meters are now available
for the bench, as are real-time
digital scopes. Many service man-
uals for common equipment like
CD players assume access to a
meter and scope, and thus show
photos of right and wrong wave-
forms along with tables of voltag-
es. These, along with a good set
of tools, a power supply or two,
and an audio generator/analyzer
form the basis of most shops.

A clamp -on ammeter accesso-
ry for multimeters, an AC plug-in
checker or volt -pen to make sure
those grounds and neutrals are in
the right place, a capacitor/in-
ductor analyzer for troubleshooting at the component
level and a frequency counter for RF and audio use are
all popular and helpful pieces of equipment. Their
availability approaches necessity. Furthermore, a watt-
meter with plenty of slugs, a small dummy load and a tap
for feeding a direct low-level signal to a receiver or
monitor are requirements for working on exciters, RPU,
STL and two-way gear. A telephone butt -set is likewise
very handy, along with a battery -powered tone genera-
tor for ringing out, identifying and testing pairs. If you do

Digital signals need digital test equipment. Special-
ized test gear must be used for some of the newer
technology. (Photo courtesy of Prism Media)

a lot of remol cs, a battery powered midline tester is
extremely useful as is a battery tester. Don't forget about
test CDs for setting levels (some have special test signals
that can use the output of the CD player as a handy sub
for an audio generator or other, more specialized type of
test signal) and test tapes for aligning analog machines.
Lastly, a good set of headphones or a bench amplifier and
speakers are a must. Sometimes one good listen is worth
a lot of time and trouble.

The digital revolution
Far from just a buzzword these days, digital audio

technology is here to stay. It brings with it a whole new
set of problems requiring new
test equipment. The audio test
set is the staple that illustrates
this best. The limiting factor in
any measurement situation
should be the device under test,
not the test equipment.
Traditional test sets have some

major drawbacks even if they can
measure what were once consid-
ered vanishingly small levels of
noise and distortion. Today's 16 -
to 24 -bit digital audio systems
can have a noise floor well below
-100dB. One reason for measur-
ing this low concerns dither.

When converting to 16 bits
from a high -resolution signal
processed at 24 bits, a noise
signal called dither is often add-
ed. This is a very low level hiss
that is added to reduce quanti-
zation noise (the fluttery dis-
tortion generated when a high-
er bit signal is simply truncat-

ed). If improperly applied or applied too often, the
dither noise could become audible, especially when
later processing is used. In addition to quantization
noise, other new, digital -only aberrations like jitter
and bit error rate must be measured. Sample rates and
the presence of status bits in the AES3 serial data
stream must be detected. The ability to generate and
analyze within the digital domain (to avoid multiple
A/D and D/A conversions) will become increasingly
important as your plant becomes filled with digital

10 BE Radio March 1998



DBMAX
110

- FIVE BAND DIGITAL BROADCAST MINA.

Maximize your footprint and get the impact
you need with the cleanliness you deserve!

Years of research and experience in
digital compression and limiting
techniques for CD mastering have
led TC Electronic to the
development of the five -band
DBMAX processor.

The DBMAX was brought to life in

close cooperation with chief engineers
at broadcast facilities world-wide,

resulting in a powerful broadcasting
tool, that easily interfaces with all
analog and digital audio broadcast
formats.

Used as a Transmission Processor,
the DBMAX ensures a louder and more
consistent signal, thereby enhancing
the signal within the actual coverage
area.

Radio, TV & Film Post Optimiser:
 Ultimate mastering processing Louder, crisper. ivarmer. punchier,

more subtle, more spectrally -balanced productiol

 5 -band Eq. Dynamic filtering of spot/trouble freq Ancies. 0 or 90

degree mono summing. MS -decoder etc

 AESIEBU I/O and sync -input as well as 24 bit AD and DA -converters

 Full 24 kHz audio bandwidth at 48 kHz sampling frequency

Nip
The DBMAX allows transmission -settings

to be copied to the production suites.

enabling engineers with a DBMAX to listen

to the final transmitted signal during the

production phase. For easy transfer and

back-up of these transmission settings

we've equipped the DBMAX with a

PCMCIA-slot.

Finally you can be confident your listeners

receive the signal you intended them to!

Better coverage means you get
better ratings, molh ch in turn makes the
DBMAX a sounJ ilvestmentl

The DBMAX doubles as a great
Production Too Et all resolutions and
sample rates, offering optimized
program material without the sacrifice
of sound quality.

Transmission Processor:
 Transparent 5 -band on -a r dynamics processing

 Presets available for DAB. FM and AM traisnassion

- all pre-programmed and easy to set up

 Simultaneous AGC. Compressor, Limiter a If Soft Clipper

 Enhanced signal within the broadcast coverage area

 Various versatile OB-tools (for unattended operation etc)

Pat Yourself in the Place of Your Listener
- or -

env

Sorer/
Deeseler

lc  LO.. -
11.10 CO..

11a-1-+.-

6P+

1

 -

a

t.c. electronic
ULTIMATE e; t_s 1,1 Ca IVO A C.1-111.4 E

TV or Radio Production &
Transmission Emulation
Example of prediction for JAB. Digital TV

and FM

1) Productior: CBMAX inserted pre -

master to Dptunize production.

2) TX Emulation. DBMAX inserted post-

master for transmissior emulation

20
Lc electronic

I 9 /
TC ELECTRONIC INC.. 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD. WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 91361. USA PHONE: (805) 373 1828 FAX (805) 379 2648

EMAIL: INFOUS @TCE_ECTRONIC COM HTTP //WWW TCELECTRONIC COM/DEMAX
TC ELECTRONIC A/S. SINDALSVEJ 34. DK-8240 RISSKOV. DENMARK PHONE + 45 8621 7599 - FAX:+ 45 8621 7598
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Contract Engineering
"spaghetti." These are all capabili-
ties of the new digital and hybrid
analog/digital audio test sets.

The transmitter site
In addition to a VOM and

scope, you should have a
good set of tools at the site.
You may not have time to
stop at the shop when then
is a problem at the transmit
ter. Keep in mind that the
modulation monitor is a piece
of test gear too. It has to drive
the analyzer when proofing
the transmission system
Again, the test gear needs to
outperform what is being test-
ed. It is now possible for your
audio to stay in the digital
domain all the way from the
studio to the modulator in the
exciter. That old monitor with
.3% distortion and 70dB sig-
nal-to-noise ratio just won't
cut it anymore. For AM stations, an
operating impedance bridge is handy
to have around, especially for DA's.

The "C" word
There are advantages and disad-

vantages that come with consoli-
dation, most of which we won't get

Digitally based test equipment can save lots of bench time.
(Photo courtesy of Audio Precision)

into here. With less engineers per
station than ever before it is diffi-
cult to find the time to do the

Analog & Digital A2 -D
Audio Measurement System

regular measurements that are
needed to keep the transmission
system and studio gear in top
shape. Performing an audio proof

with conventional test gear
can take hours, assuming
you can get the down time
from the PD.

It's possible to run a good
set of basic measurements,
like frequency response,
phase, stereo separation and
distortion, in less than half a
second using automated or
PC -controlled test sets. This
can be run much more of-
ten than an old-style proof,
and the data can be tracked
for trends signaling a devel-
oping problem. Shared re-
sources could be an advan-
tage to a station that could
not previously afford the
more expensive pieces of
test gear. One audio test

set, one spectrum analyzer, etc.
could be purchased by the group
and shipped to each station on an

The affordable instrument
Designed to meet the challenges

of tomorrow's testing needs

Analog & Digital
Generator and Analyzer

User friendly front panel

Stand-alone or remote
control via RS -232 or
IEEE -48

Portable

-0-9 We set the standard in making audio testing AFFORDABLE
AV. ACV ,,r1411( Arra, AG

Gamin), Gaki:13:13- ,s.,L-effenO
NM 075: :'3/1414.e4 fel 03 14 144 62,V 74I 0941 98041 14/ 0213 811 44 Tel 01 734 0432

.544. 075/2325393 044 05143445221 Far 0941 27 97 72 Far 0983 811 439 Fu' Of 734 3891 IE Fr 1<-
CONNECTING THE WORLD
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While broadcast and video production environments have changed

over the years, your need for a Shure mixer has remained.

First the Shure M67 and then the Shure M267 became industry

standards, taking their place in the most demanding broadcast applications

and setting new levels of ruggedness, reliability, and versatility.

Now there's the Shure M367. Since its recent introduction, the M367

has found its way into the hands - and hearts - of audio professionals.

Just as versatile and reliable as its predecessors, the M367 includes a

list of impressive new features - like low -noise circuitry making it quiet

enough for digital formats, input peak LEDs, 12- and 48 -volt phantom

power to handle a wide variety of condenser microphones, two XLR

outputs, an easy -access side battery compartment, a headphone monitor

circuit with monitor in function, and a detachable power cord.

Your audio needs may continue to change, but there is one product

you can always count on: your Shure mixer.

For the Shure M367 Dealer Nearest You, Call 1-800-25-SHURE.

New
Fait

Shure M367 Professional Mixer

The Sound of Professionals...Worldwide. SHURE
Circle (18) on Free Info Card



Contract Engineering
xi -needed basis. For smaller, educational

or non -group stations, most big -ticket
test gear can be rented or borrowed as
the need arises.

Computers
Many broadcast en-

gineers are also main-
taining the studio and
office computers, and
possibly the network.
While sophisticated
network analyzers
are probably beyond
the needs of most sta-
tions, there are some
necessary tools. A stat-
ic mat and grounded
wrist strap for the
bench are obvious
needs when servicing computers and
other digital gear. Not generally
thought of as test equipment, but
extremely handy if you are taking
care of a lot of machines are a spare
monitor, keyboard and mouse for the
bench. These, along with a nearby
network port and a phone line for

testing modems, can save time and
trouble. Try to keep a box for small
PC parts handy. How many times

An oscilloscope and DVM are two basic tools for the bench.

have you searched for that case or
card screw only to steal one out of
another machine? You'll be surprised
to find what accumulates in there
over time. Spare cards and larger
parts for swapping out are also valu-
able when working on PCs.

On the software front, a shop copy

of a good utility program is invalu-
able when working on an ailing PC,
as is a clean boot disk with any

network or CD-ROM
drivers that might be re-
quired to get a machine
back up after a crash.

As you can see, the
amount of test equip-
ment you need depends
on many things in this
ever-changing industry.
With proper planning, a
good balance can be
struck for your facilities.
Fortunately there is
plenty of gear out there
to choose from to keep
your station or stations
competitive, reliable and

sounding great.

Mark Manolio is assistant chief engineer at
WGAR-FM, Cleveland, and chief engineer
at WCSB-FM, Cleveland.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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**486DX
(or better) DOS

-1z compatible computer.

PrismSound's Digital Audio
Analyzer / Generator

Dscope-S $995

With our software and ISA bus cardls), you can transform

Analyzer n1tF5 Plots

1111 Generator A1tF6 Files

your computer' ' into a digital audio test system.

INUP
I

E4 F12 Enter

0->

P Ch Status F8 User Bits

Prism Media Products Inc.
115 Rt. 46, B-16
Mountain Lakes, NJ 07046
phone: 973-299-7790 fax: 973-299-7759

>amine, create & edit* Channel Status bits. SiEU

Fl Oscilloscope

F2 FFT

F3 Si.Jeep.

5000.0

Ctr1F4 Relative

F9

4F9

F10 SGDIF

F11 Mute

Analyze Peak & RMS Amplitude, Noise, THD, THD+n & IMD.
141dB (24 -bit) dynamic range - unsurpassed by systems priced over $11,000.
Generate digital audio Sine, Square, Noise, Twintone & User -Defined waveforms.

Two cards required (Dscope D $1,945) for online editing or simultaneous measurement & generation
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The Short/cut Editor is your
next tape recorder, edit block
and digital delivery system.

It's Un-Reel.
So is our free test drive offer.

Discover for yourself why
the Short/cut Personal Audio
Editor is the perfect replace-
ment for generations of
reel-to-reel tape recorders.

It delivers massive hard disk
storage, provides true cut and
paste waveform editing, and
makes low-cost copies to the
popular Zip drive.* It even has
built-in speakers.

Short/cut is powerful enough

for production, yet easy enough
for fast on -air editing. All this
in one compact, =rhos it
portable and sexy unit.

If you've got a lot to do,
and not enough time to
do it in, it's time for a
Short/cut.

So here's our offer. Take it out
for a test drive on our nickel.
We're that sure that after you
test drive it, you'll want to
park it at your place.

//I

Attention call
letter stations!'

You're only a
phone call away

from a free
10 -day Test Drive.

So try it out.
We'll understand if

you don't give it back

(818) 991-0360

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (318) 991-1360 / e-mail: info036u,y1,turris com / Website. www.360sistems.com

*Optional accessory **Otter good in U S and Canada only
0 1997-360 Systems
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Managing Technology

The ADA in a broadcast facility
By Barry Thomas, CSRE

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) is
quickly becoming an issue with radio stations who
are building or remodeling. Local governments are

becoming increasingly aware of the purposes and need
for regulation in this area and are, as a result, stepping up
enforcement of the federal law. Understanding, planning and
consideration can reduce a station's liability risk and help ensure
a friendly and accessible workplace for everyone.

The ADA was enacted to prohibit discrimi-
nation by employers and businesses based on
physical or mental disabilities. A disabled per-
son is defined in this case as an individual that
has a physical or mental impairment that sub-
stantially limits a major life activity or anyone
perceived as having such an ailment (Source:
Public Law 101-336; 42 U.S.C. 12101). The act
is divided into five major parts. Engineers will
primarily be responsible for only one or two
portions, but some awareness of the other
sections is important to understand the intent.

The letter of the law
 Title I - Employment: This section ex-

pands on the Civil Rights Act which ensures
equal employment opportunity regardless of
race or nation of origin. The ADA adds the
provision that discrimination based on a dis-
ability is also illegal, and that "reasonable ac-
commodation" must be made to allow a dis-
abled individual equal employment.

 Title II -Public Services-. This portion addresses access to
public transportation and mandates that all state and local
government services be accessible by disabled individuals.

Thlell--PublicAcammodationsandServicesOperakdbyPritxtie
Entities This section will be the prime focus of a broadcast
engineer's involvement, particularly during any sort of con-
struction or remodeling. It addresses architectural barriers and
company policies which might deny equal access to a building.

 Title IV -Telecommunications. Engineers may be peripher-
ally concerned with this section dealing with access to telecom-
munications resources by hearing -impaired and speech -im-
paired persons. In most cases, standard phone system manufac-
turers have considered the requirements and have built their
systems to comply.

 Title V - Miscellaneous Provisions This is the catch-
all section which outlines the scope of the law with respect to
other similar provisions in other acts. It also outlines the
procedures for arbitration and curing a situation of non-compli-

ance. The section has an important codicil which allows
that a disabled individual is not required to accept an
accommodation if he or she does not choose to.

Equal access
Enforcement is the key to ADA and how it will affect

your facility and your job. The general scope of the act
is fairly broad and provides significant room for

interpretation. Additionally, the act states

OM=

Figure 1. The allowance in the
furniture for the "ADA No -

Man's Land" at the doorway is
shown by the dotted line.

that if there is state or local law that
pertains to disabled access issues, the
more stringent of the laws will apply.

At the heart of interpretation is the term
equal access. Cities and building inspectors
often apply strict interpretation to the defini-
tion applying the concept of non-discrimina-
tion. For example: It's required, of course,
that buildings provide a wheelchair -accessi-
ble entrance. This often means that there is
at least one door with a ramp and sufficient
width to accommodate a wheelchair. Some
cities are requiring that ALL doors be acces-
sible to eliminate the impression that disable

persons are "second-class citizens" who
must be forced to use back doors and
unusual entrances. The logic and concern
is valid but can drive design and construc-
tion costs through the roof without prop-
er planning and approvals ahead of time.

Be very mindful of ADA requirements at
the beginning of the project and make sure your archi-
tects and contractors are experienced in local interpreta-
tion of ADA and the laws that may apply. Making
informed choices and understanding the local atmo-
sphere is critical to reduce design delays, construction
problems, hindrances to obtaining occupancy certificates,
and even lawsuits from persons who feel they have been
discriminated against. The stakes are high, so it is in your
best business interest to understand your ADA responsi-
bilities as well as your ethical duty to accommodate the
disabled worker.

Applying the law
1.0 N 011NIdel .1 IRA% construction project of a multi -station

facility that includes studios, offices, engineering spaces and
parking. You will work on a space plan that meets your needs
with the architects and your staff. You will make every
effort to comply with the law when you can, but there are
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Neumann Has Been The
First Choice From The

Beginning.

Since the early days of radio, Neumann has been the leacer in
broadcast audio microphones. We have continued to evo ve,
developing new products with a single purpose in mind -
capturing all the nuances of the human voice.

Our new TLM 103 gives you the full, rich sound and natural
presence Neumann is famous for. Utilizing a large -diaphragm
capsule derived from our world -standard U 87, it has the lowest
self -noise of any condenser mic in the world - important in
today's low -noise and digital broadcast environments.

And now, having a Neumann as part of your sound has never
been easier...for less than $1000 US, you can acquire the most
important piece of equipment you'll ever use.

Upgrade to the real thing - Neumann..
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Radio Has
Changed
A Lot In
70 Years.

NeumannIUSA
One Enterprise Drive  PO Box 987. Old Lyme CT 06371 Tel: 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.:148

Wes*. Coast: Tel: 818.845.6815  FAX: 818.845.7140
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013  FAX: 514-426-3953  Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956  Fax: 52-5-639-5482

World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.corn
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Managing Technology
things you can do at the outset of the
planning process to ensure a smooth
ADA inspection. As soon as the space
plan is done, start building the furni-
ture and equipment plan. Your archi-
tects will build the huge stack of
prints to submit for permits. Licensed
architects and contractors will nor-
mally design for ADA compliance in
the office area. Studio and engineer-
ing area details are often left out of
these documents because the infor-
mation is not ready and most gener-
al designers are unsure of the specif-
ics of the broadcast needs. You should
make an effort to have your rough
furniture and equipment layouts in
place for this process to allow the
preliminary permit inspection to catch
any potential ADA violation issues.
Discuss with your designers consid-
erations regarding local enforcement.

Familiarize yourself with the basic
concepts and your responsibilities as
technical manager of a broadcast facil-
ity. There are texts available on ADA
compliance ranging from copies from
the Federal Register Vol. 56, No. 144:

For over 18 years Broadcasters have come
to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique
construction, along with solid wood
and quality materials, means your
furniture is built to last. Every
installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable
and can accommodate every
budget from economy to
showplace. Call today and
discover why Mager Systems is the
best in Sound Furniture.

ADA Accessibility GuidelinesforBuild-
ings and Facilities to primers and texts
which explore the case histories and
precedents nationwide. Ask your de-
signers for a recommendation of ma-
terials to review. That way you are
operating from the same knowledge

--e

kRamp

U

Figure 2. Note the doorway landing space
shown in green. This ramp leads to a six-
inch rise.

irrdk and can Ix. <<w sistent from design,

construction and operation of the facility.
Studios are a complicated area for

ADA compliance. Most music -orient-
ed radio stations are installing stand-
up -height furniture which provide a
myriad of advantages to engineering
and programming. The problem with
these studios is that the counter-

height is not ADA compliant. They
are too tall and the counters are too

Designed, FabricAligiWP4

21602 N. t::2iiird1119?., iull_&- I

L "11:011115...--.:

Mager Systems is very proud to offer Avonite
Solid Surface. Avonite is a non -porous solid
surface material with depth and richness of stop? in
an easy -to -care for composite surface. Avonite 's _71
available in over 60 natural looking colors. Highly r

-
r I I_

1 11)1)f- (Jar -11.stain and scratch resistant, it boasts durability with --111

confidence of a full 10 year warranty. -

deep. If you have designed stand-up
studios, you are required to have
accessible studios for disabled staff
from which to broadcast. This often
means that production studio furni-
ture must be designed to comply with
table -height, reach and knee -space
limits, and that production studios
can be used for on -air work when
necessary. You may be required to
demonstrate how this is done or write
a statement describing the procedure
of accommodating a disabled individ-
ual in the studio area. Removable
platforms might be acceptable to re-
solve the counter -height problem,
but only if they are easily available

and the local inspectors are amenable.
Acoustical design and storage re-

quirements in studios provide other
challenges for ADA compliance. Many
construction designs do not show
wall treatments for sound attenuation,
cart/CD racks and similar industry -

specific items used in broadcast sta-
tions. Whenever pnssible, coordinate
these items as part of the architects
plans. The thing to remember is the
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"It blew away the 8200, both in loudness and clarity."
Robert Mallery, Technical Consultant Communication Service and Supply

"Heads above all the processors we evaluated."
Ray Baker. Chief Engineer. Ace Radio Broadcasting, Melbourne, Australia

"Super powerhouse processing and a big, tight, bone -jarring bottom and."
Pete Partenio, Audio Specialist, Odyssey Communications

"The station pops right off the dial-it didn't do that before."
Tom Sittner, Chief Engineer of KSJL-FM, San Antonio, Texas

"We're getting calls from listeners commenting about the improvement in reception."
Rene Engel. General Manager, KCSN, Los Angeles

The Aphex Model 2020 FM Pro
The Writing's n the Wall

APHEXImproving the way the world soundssM

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
RYSTE NA A 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-264' http://~N.aphexsys.com
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Managing Technology
protrusion limits and how they affect
your furniture design. If there are three
inches of sound -attenuating foam on
the walls, (even if it's only from chair -
rail to the ceiling) the furniture clear-
ances must be measured from the
sound treatment, not the sheet -rock
wall. Cart and CD racks cannot pro-
trude from the wall more than four
inches if they are mounted more than
27" off the floor. Including these items
in the permit diagrams can demon-
strate how your station complies.

Many know of the requirements for
wheelchair ramps but aren't aware of
how specific those requirements are.
Studio installations with raised floors must

have ramp access if the rise is more than
1/4". Low-rise ramps - 1/4- to 1/2"
- require a 1:2 ratio where there are
two inches of ramp for every one
inch of rise. Higher ramps - up to
30" - should have a 1:12 to 1:16
ratio. Don't forget the hand rails. If
the rise is more than 1/2" there should
be landings of 60" or more. If there is

ready for the new

tom annij
0A.4.4a

41.

40

da-4x4a
Super low noise
16 mono/8 stereo/4 quad outputs
.002 distortion
individual gain adjustments
(or consider the economical industry standard DA- 1 6 stereo 2x8 model)

Now upgraded with 2 great new features
 removable rear barrier connectors (one per channel)
 "audio" and "peak" LED's for all 4 channels

relYSTEmmyM3E
601 Heron Drive  Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458

609-467-8000 voice  609-467-3044 fax  www.radiosystems.com

a turning landing, the requirement is
60"x60", as is shown in Figure 2.

Door specifications are just as detailed
regarding clearance space, wheelchair
turn -around room, and even door doser
tension (for those with the mega studio
doors). Figure 1 shows a dotted line
marking a five-foot square around a
door in the direction of the swing. In
this case, the architect has drawn this
square to indicate an "ADA No -Man's
Land" where no furniture or station-
ary objects can be placed. This type
of marking can be helpful as a re-
minder during the process.

Signage requirements specify stan-
dard heights and locations for direc-
tional and emergency exit signs in
both Braille and raised -letters. Your
architect and/or sign contractor should
be able to specify these locations.

When construction is done, it will
be time for the moment of truth -
and the inspection for the certificate
of occupancy. This is when you real-
ize all the savings from planning and
preparation and the time you spent
with your designers to resolve dis-
ability issues. An inspector will typi-
cally travel the space and evaluate
compliance on a host of issues, ADA
being one. I know of at least one case
where the building inspector is himself
in a wheelchair, which provided the
strictest of tests for compliance but,
once passed, provided the strongest of
cases that the company has made
reasonable accommodations. Problems
at this stage can be serious, causing
delays in occupancy permits, expen-
sive changes in construction, and a
waiting period for a re -inspection.

Proper planning and an understand-
ing of the spirit of the Americans with
Disabilities Act can protect your station
from costly delays, expensive change
orders, and ugly legal battles. Arming
yourself with the proper information
and consultation with knowledgeable
professionals provides the best means
to achieve that protection and provide
a positive work environment for your
employees regardless of the physical
or mental challenges.

Barry Thomas, CSRE, is director of engi-
neering at KCMG-FM/Chancellor Media, Los
Angeles.
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Easy
500 W - 10 kW Solid State FM Transmitter
TFMK Series

TFMK6 - TFMK8  6. kW

 Broadband power amplifier modules [87.5 - 108 MHz]
 Hot-pluggable and multiple faJlt-protected power

amplifier modules
 Compact and user-friendly modular design
 Fully controlled by microprocessor
 Remota control and monitoring capability
 N+1 systems available
 Plug-ir module for transposer configuration
 RDS and SCA plug -ins (optional)
 6 or 12 -pease transformer group
 Dimensions 600 [W] x 1900 [H] x 1016 [D] [mm]
 Optimized forced air cooling

Cid*
DOLP os an /tato group company For further derail please contact Dolp heedquarters. ha B Pontecorvo. 4 - 00012 Guodona Montecebo (Roma) itaty. phone +39 774 357400  tax + 39
774 375445  E-mail dolp0makseinet. rt - North Amenca and Canada  Itelco USA Inc., Westmnstet CO, phone +1 303 431 1699  fax +1 303 431 2868 - Central andSouth Amenca 
8990 USA Inc., Manx FL. phone +1 305 715 9410  tax +1 305 715 9414 - Turkey  !talc* Ltd.. Istanbul. phone +90 2122732365  fax +90 212 2732368 - China  helm &tiling Office.
Chaoyang Csstnct Being CHINA, phone +86 10 4948151  tax +86 10 6494823 ttelco group web site http://veww.delco-use.com.
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Engineering
FM proofs of performance
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

There is a great deal of difference between making
an AM proof and an FM proof. Not only are the
FCC's requirements different, but because of the

vastly different electrical and propagation characteristics
of FM, a completely different measurement technique has
to be used when making an FM proof.

When making an AM proof, within quite broad limits
there is little or no change in the field strength measured
if the field intensity meter (FIM) is moved three or four feet
in any direction. That is assuming of course, that there are
no re -radiating structures in the immediate vicinity of
either measuring location. On the other hand, when
measuring FM field strengths, a small change can make an
important difference in the measured value.
This difference is due to

the much shorter wave-
length of the FM signal. At
1000kHz (1MHz), a wave-
length is about 984 feet. At
100MHz, a wavelength is
about 10 feet. Therefore, it
can be seen that a move-
ment of only a few feet can
radically change the mea-
sured value of an FM sig-
nal. Incidentally, the fact
that a half wave in the FM
band is pretty close to the
height of a human being
makes examination of the
FM RF environment very
important.

It follows from these considerations that it is not possible
to make fixed FM measurements whose locations can be
accurately determined from a topo map in the same way
that an AM measuring location can be established. Hence
the FCC's different measuring technique. However, it is
probable that uses of the new GPS system units that are
becoming so common will modify the method before
long. With GPS, extremely accurate ground locations can
be identified.

Terrain can have an effect on measurements, especially
local shielding and obstructions. The time of day has
influence on field intensity measurements, and is generally
greatest in the region of the radio horizon. Again this
distance is affected by the height of the transmitting
antenna, assuming that the receiving antenna is at the
recommended height.

The Potomac Instruments FIM-71
field intensity meter -a familiar sight at FM proofs.

Why measure?
Sometimes the radiation pattern of an FM antenna is

suspect. Perhaps an anticipated area is not adequately
serviced, although theory says it should be. Maybe there
is a blank, or low signal area on a single azimuth, or the
vertical pattern is suspect.

Aircraft or helicopters are sometimes used to prove the
circularity of an FM antenna. Such measurements are not
usually made for submission to the FCC for purposes
such as hearing data because the Commission's rules do
not provide specific methods of performing these mea-
surements, as well as the difficulty of accurate measuring
point location. However, such measurements are often

accepted as supplementary
data.

One of the problems of
airborne measurements is

the stability of the measuring
platform. Obviously, a van driv-
ing around the tower site will

I be more stable than a heli-
copter or airplane bouncing

around at less than 1000 feet.
Unfortunately, it is most
unlikely you will find a road
encircling the antenna.

If airborne measurements
must be made, a helicopter

is the best vehicle. The aerial
path can be accurately plotted on
a map and, provided the wind is

not too strong, it should not be too difficult to maintain
an accurate circular pattern around the antenna. A
hovering helicopter allows an easier ground position
determination than an airplane, which cannot allow
enough time to make precise measurements.

With a helicopter, vertical radiation pattern measure-
ments can be made at different elevations, and azimuth
readings can be plotted in the form of a vertical slice. It
is very difficult to calibrate the FIM installation in a
helicopter. There is also a potential for signal modulation
by the blades. Great care has to be taken to avoid getting
the blades between the signal source and the FIM
antenna.

Play by the rules
Examination of Part 73.314 of the rules provides the

Commission's requirements for normal FM field mea-
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SERVICES.
NPR Satellite Services can customize your package to include any of the following:

Full-time Service - 24 hour
programming capability;

Occasional Service - lease accorcing
to your need -- whether it's for ar
hour, a day, or an event;

NDigital equipment;
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FAST!
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System Technical Center (STC).

STOP Your Search...

Call NPR Satellite Services at (202, 414-2626 for more information on your custom-
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NPR Satellite Services®
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635 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 2)001

(202) 414-2626
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RF Engineering
surements, certain conditions of which
are worth discussing.

FM field intensity measurements
are normally made with the equip-
ment in motion, with the FIM antenna
wobbling at the top of a 30 foot (nine
meters) telescopic mast attached to
the measuring vehicle. A run of at
least 100 feet (30 meters) is made
while recording the FIM output on a
strip recorder.

The 30 -foot height is used because
that is the height of an average home
antenna.

An antenna height of seven feet
(2.13 meters) is often used for spot
measurements. This is because the
height of a man holding the field
intensity meter, plus the elevation of
the antenna approximates this height.
This hand-held method is often used
for unofficial measurements.

Before making FM field strength
measurements, be sure to read Sec-
tion 73.314 of the rules very careful-
ly - there are two different methods
of making measurements depend-
ing on their ultimate purpose. If
measurements are to be submitted
to the FCC, the method of Paragraph
A is used. For other purposes such as
coverage information, Paragraph C
should be used. In some cases, it can
also help to have some training in
statistics when preparing material for
submission to the FCC.

To prepare for an FM field survey,
radials are drawn on a topo map at
approximately equal angles from the
transmitter site. The Commission likes
these radials to pass over representa-
tive types of ground, i.e. flat, hilly,
rough, etc. Another difference from
AM proofs is that there is no specific
required number of radials - merely
enough to meet this condition and
provide enough data to develop the
desired antenna radiation pattern.
Starting at 16km from the transmitter
a mark is made at three kilometer
intervals on each radial going out as
far as is deemed necessary. The next
part is often difficult to accomplish -
the rules require the selection of
roads aligning with each radial as
closely as possible to each kilometer
marker.

These radial/road intersections are

known as the measuring locations
and it is along these roads that the
measuring runs are made. Each mea-
suring run must be centered on the
radial/road intersection so that there
is an approximately equal distance
on each side of the radial.

The worst aspect of this type of
measurement is the danger of elec-
trocution through contact with over-
head power lines. Several highly ex-
perienced engineers have been killed
through antenna contact with unno-
ticed power lines. It is tragically easy
to miss such things while concentrat-
ing on the measurements.
If overhead obstacles prevent a

run, at least five cluster measure-
ments must be made. The same
must be done if it is discovered
when orienting the antenna, that
the strongest signals don't come
from the direction of the transmit-
ter. These cluster measurement must
normally be made within 60 meters
of the first one. These fixed mea-
surements must be made at nine
meters above ground so as to be
consistent with the remainder of
the mobile measurements. As their
name implies, the objective is to
obtain a group of measurements
that are reasonably close and show
the mean field intensity in that area.

Taking measurements
ihe f1N1-71 makes use

of a simple, calibrated dipole anten-
na, although a vertical non -direction-
al antenna can also be used. It will
work with any strip recorder using a
one mA calibration. The recorder
most engineers are probably familiar
with is the rugged Esterline Angus.

FM field strength measuring equip-
ment is more expensive than that for
AM. Most stations that need to mea-
sure only a few transmitters will find
it more economical to rent the equip-
ment from one of the many equip-
ment rental sources. Today's greatly
changed radio environment with
groups owning hundreds of FM sta-
tions may find it cheaper to own
equipment outright.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Now you can get digital technology and PRE reliability in the same console. Integrity:
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Digital signal routing
By Chriss Scherer, editor

How many digital audio sources do you have in use
at your facility right now? You may not actually be
using any, but you certainly have them available.

CD players, DAT machines and that digital editor all have
an AES3 outputs on them. The truth is, we are getting
closer to a completely digital facility every day. And while
there are few facilities that have taken the plunge, there
are many that are starting their transition.

Routing analog audio signals is relatively easy when you
think about it. There are some concerns about ground
loops and bridging or terminating inputs, but for the most
part, all you have to do is plug it in and go. This is still true
with digital, but how many times have you taken a split
from an analog feed with a distribution amp or isolation
pad? Many times this works fine for analog. Digital signals
are less forgiving.

Getting around in analog
Signal management in analog used some very com-

mon elements. In a given signal chain you could find
a distribution amp, a patch bay, a routing switcher and,
probably, a line tap
These signals were
spread throughout
your facility. There
can be feeds into
the control room,
production, news
room and master
control/TOC. Exten-
sive lengths of wire
were needed to route
these signals. Rout-
ing switchers helped
eliminate much of the
physical wiring by
centralizing the
sources and routing
only the audio that is
needed.

As was mentioned
before, one advantage to analog is that it is rather
forgiving. If you don't have any audio wire available
in a pinch, you can use zip cord, paper clips and coat
hangers. You may not get the exact same audio
quality, but I'll bet it's pretty good. These analog
shortcuts won't work in digital.

While the signal won't be affected the way analog is by

Analog signals can be passed through several punch blocks without prob
lems. However, digital signals can only tolerate one or two passes before
encountering problems.

some EMI and other interference (within reason), there is
one thing to look out for - the digital cliff As a signal
degrades in analog, it sounds worse and worse, picking
up noise or losing frequency response. Eventually, the
result is just too poor to listen to. The digital cliff is
something that is of concern with any digital signal
routing. As the signal quality degrades, the error correc-
tion will be called upon to do more and more. A point will
be reached, however, when there is not enough usable
information to correct. The signal will just mute. Instead
of a slow, graceful curve, the DSP compensates, usually
transparently, and then the signal is suddenly gone.

Routing
One of the most common ways to route analog audio is

with a patch bay. These have been used extensively in
some installations. Even though they can present their
own concerns and problems with loose or dirty connec-
tions, they are one of the easiest ways to route and re-
route analog audio. AES3 audio is an impedance specific
standard, and a patch bay is not. Even one pass through

a half-normalled
jack can change the
impedance.
Balanced AES3

signals are a data
stream with a char-
acteristic impedance
of 110f/, and there
is wire designed for
AES3 routing that has
a consistent imped-
ance. Many times, at
least for short runs
standard shielded,
twisted pair audio
will work, although
it is on the low end of
the impedance toler-
ance. The AES3 spec-
ification calls for

110fl ±20% (88 to 132(2). Typical balanced analog audio
wire (shielded. twisted pair) has a characteristic imped-
ance of less than 600. Table 1 shows a relative compar-
ison of common audio wiring types.

Not all digital audio needs to be balanced. The AES3
standard also defines an unbalanced format that uses 7511
unbalanced coaxial cable. Routing of coax is something
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lificoto aviligiows
The 16000D Digital Audio Routing System is the

powerful new compact switcher from Sierra

Automated Systems.

This spirited performer really moves AES/EBU or

S/PDIF digital audio around with operational

ease and long-term reliability.

Completely self-contained, the 16000D handles

32x32 routing in a mere two rack units. Through

a variety of schemes utilizing off -the -shelf, pre -

made cable assmblies and cross -connect blocks,

system interconnect is now faster than ever before.

This switcher gives you full -system access 'XY'

controls; plus a bright read-out for displaying

inputs/outputs, and system settings. A digital

receiver and D to A converter provide confidence

monitoring via a convenient front panel speaker!

The 16000D makes everything easy-with pro-

grammable salvo switching, PC software control,

scheduled event switching, universal serial ports

for distributed control networks, and employs the

lull range of SAS remote control panels.

The 160)0D moves with high-octane performance.

The control system is versatile and thorough.

Quality and reliability are never compromised.

Wired thing... We think you'll love it. For more

hformation about the SAS 16000D, please give

us a call

Sierra Automated Systems
and Engineering Corp.

2112 No. Glenoaks Boulevard Burbank. Ca 91504

818 840 6749 Voice 818 840 6751 Fax

www.sasaudio.com
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Next Wave
already well understood by broad-
cast engineers. The same consider-
ations hold true for unbalanced dig-
ital audio on coax as for RF. Splitting
can be done with impedance matched
splitters. Some of the digital audio routers
are also capable of handling 751/ connec-
tions on BNC connectors.
There are also standards for S/PDIF

and some other formats that were intro-
duced in consumer equipment, but they
are seldom used in a professional audio
environment.

Routing
systems

Instead ofa patch
bay for digital sig-
nal distribution, a
router is really the
way to go. Patch
bays introduce

afford. The installation can take long-
er than a patch bay, and the capital
outlay greater, but the lifespan of the
router makes it a clear choice. Once
installed, most routers will run for a
significant time without any problems.

The primary function of a router is
to switch an input to an output. This
simple, straightforward act can be
done in analog with little effort. With
digital streams, the audio engineer
has to start thinking like a video

Manufacturer Model Impedance
(in il)

Digital III
Replacement

Belden 8451 38 1800A 1111

Clark Wire & Cable SPA22GS 50 801

Gepco 61801 53 5524
West Penn 452 48 GAC-2AES

Table 1. Various impedance ratings for standard wire types, typically used for analog
audio. Balanced AES3 signals call for 11011 cabling. The digital cable shown on the
right is the recomentled replacement.

changes into the
characteristic impedance of the line.
Even a single jack in the signal path
can be enough to cause problems.

Routing systems have come into a
price range that most stations can

Pro

OutlEtadc-
One-Touch Remotes

Atik T
-110 traplex.011.

engineer.
The digital audio data is sampled at

a specific frequency. The stream from
a CD player and a DAT machine may
both be set for 44.1kHz, but they will

Intraplex, Incorporated
3 Lyberty Way, Westford, MA 01886

Te1. 978 692-9000 Fax: 978 692-2200

Intraplex, the leader in broadcast digital transmiss

not be synchronized to the same
clock and slight differences in timing
will result in an audible click or pop
when the source is switched.

One solution to this is to synchro-
nize all the machines in a facility to a
single clock. This practice is common
in TV facilities, but radio engineers
are not rushing out to install a master
synchronizer. To handle differences
in sampling rates, most equipment is
available with sample rate converters

built in. Even with
this conversion
being used, a
switch can still
result in a pop
because of frame
and phase differ-
ences between
the two signals.

Some audio
routers are using

smarter circuits to perform the switch-
ing with quieter results. The incom-
ing signal can be buffered and then
internally synchronized within the
router. This will get the two signals

SDNace
Iniraplex ISDN.
Broadcasters rely on Intraplex for high -quality, flexible

T1 transmission solutions. Now, Intraplex quality and

fle)ibility are available over ISDN.

lie, the industy's first fully modular ISDN multi-
Ker, allows broadcasters to combine high -quality

cgram audio, voice and data on a single ISDN circuit.

Connect and configure up to six individual BRI's in a

single rack unit shelf, and manage multiple channels and

codecs from a single PC. flexible and space -efficient,

IntraLink- redefines ISDN for broadcast.

Ortlacr ISDN audio codec is the ideal companion
for remote broadcasts. Compact and affordable, the
OutBadc" provides "plug and play" ISDN connections,

one -touch call set-up and auto -detection features that

simplify use, with ISO/MPEG Audio Layer II coding Lai

to 20 kHz.

Maximize your investment. Call us today.
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We're not nuts!
We offer the same great

products, service and support
to customers of all sizes.
Prophet Systems has enjoyed phenomenal growth in
recent years. We hear the competition may be hinting
that we don't offer the same great service to small and
midsize organizations that is enjoyed by our large super
groups. It's simply not true. Could it be they are jealous
of our great product line, tech support and WAN?

Radio is our life. Your business is important.
Give us a call. You won't regret it.

Prophet Systems, Inc

AudioWizardrm for Windows
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Sales: (800) 658-4403
Support: (308) 284-8450

Sales & Support Fax: (308) 284-4181
E-mail: sales®prophetsys.com



WARD BECK PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

STANDS ALONE
Legendary design

Legendary quality

Legendary construction

AFFORDABLE BY COMMITMENT

(w=1 WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LTD.
TORONTO. ONTARIO. CANADA M1H 2X4

TEL 1416) 4366550 FAX (416) 438-3865 TOLL FREE 1-800-771-2556
website. www.wbsltd.corn e-mail wbsltd@istar. ca

PODS - PODS

PODS

PODS

The secret to lowering costs, improving performance,
is knowing with whom to consult. Make

Ward -Beck your first call.
Audio Consoles, Digital Audio Products, Analog Audio
Distribution Products, Metering Products, Pods - low co
Broadcast Problem Solvers. Standard and Custom lines.
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Next Wave
lined up so the switch is not a hard crash from one stream to
another, possibly in the middle of a data word.
To go one step further, even more transparent switching can

be done by not switching at all. The function of "this and now
this" is open to problems. Instead of a hard switch, a very fast
crossfade, on the order of milliseconds, is done. This fluid
change increases the probability of a quiet change every time.

Consolidation of equipment
As digital consoles are being accepted into more and more stations,

a unique consolidation of equipment is occurring. Some of the
new digital console designs are using an audio router as the heart
of the system and the "console" is just an enhanced controller, like
a keyboard on a computer. This approach has some interesting
possibilities.

Digital audio delivery for music and commercials has made
great strides into the station already. Most often, their control
centers are located in one central location within a facility, like
the technical operations center. The simplicity of installing a
router/console eliminates the infrastructure needed to tie a
control room into the routing system and playback system. Less
cabling will be required from the control room. The integrated
function also makes any source in the router available for on -

air use by simply assigning it to the appropriate output. With
a centralized location for the two systems, even further
integration is possible.

High-speed data
Other kinds of digital data streams are being distributed around

a facility as well. High-speed POTS and ISDN modems, digital
telephone sets, various serial communications streams, and the
computer network can all share similar paths. When laying out
a routing plan, keep this in mind and try to plan for the future.
Put in CAT 5 cable for data and remember that some of the short
cuts that worked for analog will cause problems in digital.

A common short cut is to use some spare conductors within
a data cable. There are installations where the digital PBX is
only using one pair of the four in the cable, and a POTS modem
line has been added on pair four. You may be able to get away
with this sometimes, but higher modem speeds and some
digital phone signals do not mix well. The result is usually
slower connect speeds.

More and more serial data is being used within a facility as well. The
same precautions apply as the data rates get higher. Some of the
existing analog wiring will be acceptable for many of these signals with
lower baud rates, but as the speeds increase, so must the capability of
the cable. Again, CAT 5 cable or better is certainly better to
install now, before you need it for a future upgrade.

Any new installation should be planned for future compatibility if
possible. If you think only in teams of what you will need today, you
will certainly suffer for it tomorrow.

The bottom line is to be smart about routing any digital signal.
The industry has moved away from some of the quick -and -dirty
tricks that worked in the past. Don't split or bridge digital signals
and make sure you use the right wire for the job.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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RoadRunner Breaks the Price Barrier...

See us at NAB98
Booth # RL1925

The easiest, best sounding,

most compatible ISDN

codec. PERIOD!

`.lode: Mono, full duplex, oi-directional

Algorithms: CCS MUSICAM®,
ISOP\APEG Layer II,
Layer III and G.722

Frequency Response:

15 kHz on one ISDN "B" channel
20 kHz on two ISDN "B" channels

Mixer inputs: 2 - Mic and 1 Mic/Line

Headphone outputs: Two independen-
headphone outputs, each with Send
and Re:eive level controls

Now you can h

a complete ISDN

codec, mixer,

headphone

distribution am.

and ISDN termi

adaptor in a sing

box. Irtroducin

new RoadRunn-r

from MUSICAM

USA. RoadRun

gives you all the

best alcj

not jus-

compcstib

the code

already h

MUSICAM, La

Layer III and G.

you can have CD -

quality 20kHz

over one ISDN I

15 kHz on a sing

ISDN "B" chan

or the sh st d

with any 2

codec.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NO
MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA
Tel: 732/739-5600 ask for ext. 163

Fax 732/739-1818  Fax On Demand: 732/935-2777

E.mail: sales@musicamuso.com
Internet: http://www.musica-nusa.com
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Update

150 radio settlements filed
By Harry Martin

0 n or before February 2, 1998, over 150 settlements
among competing applicants for radio stations
were filed with the FCC. These settlements

cover over 600 pending applications filed since the
1993 freeze on processing comparative applications.
The February 2 settlement deadline was included in
the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, which ordered the
FCC to waive its settlement cap rules in order to
encourage resolution of pending mutually exclusive
applications prior to the imposition of auctions.

It will take approximately six months for most of the
settlements to be approved and for new construction
permits to be issued. In February, the FCC accepted for
tender the applications which will be approved through
the settlement process. Acceptance for tender starts the
30 -day time period within which technical and other
amendments to an applications may be filed as a matter
of right. After the conclusion of the amendment window,
applications will be accepted for filing and made subject
to petitions to deny. For the approximately 150 radio
applications to be granted as a result of settlements, the
acceptance/petition process may be concluded as early as
May or June. Then, the Commission will begin reviewing
and acting upon the applications and the accompanying
settlement agreements. Uncontested applications could
be approved as early as August or September.

The Commission's staff advises that the agency may
issue its auction rules and procedures for radio and TV by
May 1998. If this is the case, auctions involving post -June
30, 1997 mutually exclusive applications, which were not
eligible for settlement cap relief, and the pre July 1, 1997
applications which were not involved in settlement, may
begin by year's end. The Commission also will consider
in its auction rulemaking proceeding whether to decide
through some means other than auctions those 20 cases
which already had been adjudicated, but not finally
decided, at the time the 1993 freeze was imposed. Among
those cases is that of Zebulon Lee, discussed below.

Comparative permittee reinstated
The celebrated case of Zebulon Lee and the loss of his

Asheville, NC, market FM station has experienced yet
another turn -around as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit ordered reinstatement of Lee's company's
construction permit for the station.

In a long and complicated FCC comparative hearing
proceeding, Lee's company, Orion Communications, Inc.,

was granted a construction permit for WZLS(FM), Bilt-
more Forest, NC. That grant was appealed to the Court of
Appeals. During the appeals process, in the case of
Bechtel v. FCC, the court overturned the FCC's compar-
ative criteria whereby Orion had been awarded the
permit, and the Biltmore Forest proceeding was remand-
ed to the Commission for appropriate action in light of the
Bechtel case.

In the meantime, Orion completed construction of the
station and went on the air in August 1994. The remaining
competing applicants petitioned the Commission to re-
voke Orion's operating authority. In 1996, the Commis-
sion urged Orion either to settle with Biltmore Forest
Radio, a partnership of the competing applicants, or to
join with the group in operating the station. Orion refused
to do either. Accordingly, as of June 1, 1997, Orion was
ordered to turn over the station to Biltmore Forest Radio,
which would serve as the interim operator.

The Court of Appeals now has found that the Commis-
sion acted "arbitrarily and capriciously" in several re-
spects in rescinding Orion's authority to operate the
station. The Appeals Court found that the FCC had
departed from its own recent precedent concerning
interim operations without providing a reasoned expla-
nation. The Court remanded the proceeding and took the
further unusual step of ordering the Commission to
reinstate Orion at once as the interim licensee.

This case has attracted significant attention from both
the media and Congress. In particular, Sen. Jesse Helms
(R, NC) has been concerned about the Commission's
handling of the case. During FCC Chairman Bill Kennard's
confirmation hearings, he extracted a promise that hear-
ings, rather than auctions, would be considered in cases
such as Biltmore Forest.

Hany Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Rosalyn, VA. E-mail: martin@fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Commercial radio stations in the following states
must file their annual ownership reports on or before
April 1: Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas,
Delaware and Pennsylvania.

Towers in Connecticut, New Jersey and South
Carolina must be registered during the period April
1-30, 1938.
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orbon
H A Harman International Company

E OR THE LAST 20 YEARS,

I Chip Morgan has been

traveling the world with a

single purpose: to design and

fine-tune radio stations for the

best possible signal and

sound. So when someone

with his years of experi-

ence and international

"You plug it

in, it works,

and you go.

What more could

a busy engineer ask for?"

rept.tation describes Version

2.0 as the best thing to happen

since OPTIMOD went digital,

it pays to hear him out.

"For power users, this is

more than another upgrade,

it's a slam dunk - with more

definition, bigger bass, improved

clarity and transparency, and

the ability to increase loudness

without typical distortion. That's

great news for any station that

insists on having the best DSP

technology out there. The 8200

upgrade just proved that even

the jest can get better."

To order Version 2.0 for the

OPTIMOD-FM 8200, contact your

Orban dealer. And get ready to

plug into a bigger, better sound.

1997 Orban, Inc Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone: 1.510.351  3500 Fax: 1. 510.351.0500 1 -mail. custservrcvorban corn Web wwworbancom
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Finding your way
at NAB 98

The broadcast industry is once again gearing up for its annual showcase of the latest broadcast and multimedia
ideas available today, NAB. The NAB convention has grown to massive proportions, but don't be intimidated.
Navigating your way through can be easy with the information in this issue of BE Radio.

The exhibit floor again covers the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) and the Sands Expo Center with the
latest tools and technology, and cruising the aisles for radio and audio equipment will be simpler with our
show floor map. The Radio Hall is fully detailed, and there is also a listing of exhibitors showing radio products
in the other halls.

On this NAB trip, will you be looking for a specific product, or are your interests more general? Either way,
the FASTtrack lists all the NAB exhibitors with radio or audio interests and groups their booth numbers in
product category listings to help you find them quickly. You can map out an effective plan by targeting the
areas you need to see first.

You can get a sneak peek at some of the products that will be released at the convention with the NAB Extra.
This entire section of new products will give you a glimpse, before you even leave home, of what's new at
the show. Within the pages of the Extra you will also find some suggestions from the BE Radio reporters
covering the show, industry leaders and perennial attendees on ways to make your NAB experience the best
it can be. They lend their insight as to what's going to be hot, what's on the way out, how to make it through
the week, and where to spend your time off.

The other half of the convention experience is the conferences. Thisyear has 11 conferences covering all the
aspects of broadcasting and more. Learn about some of the emerging technologies that are already shaping
radio of tomorrow. We have organized the conferences into convenient timetables so planning your
conference schedule will be easier.

If you can't attend, BE Radio has joined up with our sister publication Broadcast Engineering to present an
online Show Daily to provide you with informat;on on the latest NAB happenings. Check out all the latest
from the show floor at www.broadcastengineering.com.

Our April issue will look at the scheduled sessions and the technology being discussed. In May, the showwrap-
up will go in-depth to explore everything that is NAB 98, including the popular list of "Pick Hits of NAB 98"
as determined by our panel of independent industry experts.

We hope your trip to Las Vegas is profitable - perhaps in more ways than one.

NAB Coverage Contents
BE Radio's NAB 98 Pre -show Coverage
BE Radio FASTtrack 36
NAB Extra 44
Radio Hall Map 69
Conference Timetables 88
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440 FASTtrack
The BE Radio FASTtrack can help you plan your navigation of the exhibit iloor. The exhibitors

are broken up into categories to help find what you want even faster.

Denon Electronics
DB Eletronica

RL 1024
RL 1027Audio Accessories Audio Mixers -Portable

Karl -A -Bag 5159 ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720 Yamaha Corp of America RL 1206
Tally Display Corp. (TDC) 5453 Shure Brothers 5913 Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302
Wireworks Corporation 5705 Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 6816 Inoyorics. Inc RL 1401
FM Systems 5711 ADM Systems. Inc. 8115 AEV RL 1420
ATI-Audio Technologies. Inc. 5720 NADY Systems 8121 Circuit Research Labs RL 1506
Acoustic Systems 5745 Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 Eventide, Inc. RL 1619
ADC Telecommunications 6047 Panasonic BDSC 11601 Aphex Systerv, RL 1622
Acoustical Solutions 6815 Group One Ltd. 12164 TimeLine Vista, Inc. RL 1919
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 6816 Micron Audio Products Ltd 13165 Symetrix, Inc. RL 2019
Whirlwind 7352 ProSource/BMI 13263 Audi -Cord Corp. RL 2409
Neumann USA 7447 Systems Wireless, Ltd. 13270 Orban RL 2702
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation 7447 The J -Lab Co. 13708 Alesis Corp. RL 2725
ADM Systems, Inc. 8115 Mackie Designs Inc. M 8138 Pacific Research & Engineering RL 3006
Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 AEV RL 1420 JBL, Spirit, Lexicon, Allen & Heath. dbx
OPAMP Labs, Inc. 10181 Broadcast Electronics, Inc RL 1610 RL 3012
Benchmark Media Systems, Inc. 11067 Henry Engineering RL 2315 Audio Developments LTD RL 3025
Panasonic BDSC 11601 Audio Developments LTD RL 3025 Solid State Logic RL 3325
Graham -Patten Systems 11670 Logitek Electronic Systems RL 3603 Dan Dugan Sound Design RL 3402
Group One Ltd. 12164 A.E 0. RL 3825 A.E.0 RL 3825
Wohler Technologies. Inc. 12178, S 2825 RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022 Studio Technologies. Inc. RL 4019
Beck Associates 12521 Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222 RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022
TASCAM 12962 Calrec Audio ad. RL 4208
Dorrough Electronics 13025 TC Electronic Inc RL 4213

Audio Mixers -Studio, Recording
ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720

Techni-Tool 13235
Comprehensive Video Group 13535

Roland Corporation U.S.
Sascom Marketing Group

RL 4419
RS 3848

Wenger Corporation M 7359 Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 6816 Apogee Electronics Corporation RS 4344
Mackie Designs Inc. M 8138 ADM Systems, Inc. 8115 Axon Digital Design BV S 1047
Denon Electronics RL 1024 Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 Kramer Electronics S 3314
Yamaha Corp. of America RL 1206 AMS NEVE 9610
Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302
Wave:Space, Inc. RL 1322
Sonifex Ltd. RL 1427

Zaxcom Inc.
Otari Corporation
Panasonic BDSC

9672
10341
11601

Audio Recording,
Storage & Playback

Circuit Research Labs RL 1506 Graham -Patten Systems 11670 ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720
Radio Systems RL 1515 Group One Ltd. 12164 Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 6816
Eventide, Inc. RL 1619 TASCAM 12962 DRS Ahead T-?.chnology/CMC 6915
Digigram RL 1901 Micron Audio Products Ltd 13165 Gefen Systems 7652
TimeLine Vista, Inc. RL 1919 The J -Lab Co. 13708 ADM Systems, Inc. 8115
Symetrix, Inc. RL 2019 Digital Audio Research M 7874 Studer. Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343
Henry Engineering RL 2315 Mackie Designs Inc. M 8138 Zaxcom Inc. 9672
Penny & Giles. Inc. RL 2316 Yamaha Corp. of America RL 1206 Otari Corporation 10341
Potomac Instruments RL 2412 AEV RL 1420 Benchmark Wdia Systems. Inc. 11067
SCA Data Systems, Inc. RL 2415 Sonifex Ltd. RL 1427 TASCAM 12962
Arrakis Systems Inc. RL 2606 Radio Systems RL 1515 Denon Electronics RL 1024
Alesis Corp. RL 2725 Broadcast Electronics. Inc RL 1610 Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302
TFT, Inc. RL 2812 Auditronics. Inc. RL 2002 AEV RL 1420
Pacific Research & Engineering RL 3006 Fidelipac Corp. RL 2006 Sonifex Ltd. RL 1427
JBL, Spirit, Lexicon, Allen 8 Heath, dbx Ward -Beck Systems Ltd. RL 2200 Radio System's RL 1515

RL 3012 Henry Engineering RL 2315 Broadcast Electronics, Inc RL 1810
KD Kanopy, Inc. RL 3027 Penny 8 Giles, Inc. RL 2316 Digigram RL 1901
Industrial Acoustics RL 3519 Arrakis Systems Inc. RL 2606 TimeLine Vista, Inc. RL 1919
Illbruck Acoustics RL 3625 Wheatstone Corporation RL 2619 Fidelipac Corp. RL 2006

F RL 3825 Alesis Corp. RL 2725 Symetrix, Inc. RL 2019
Studio Technologies, Inc. RL 4019 Pacific Research & Engineering RL 3006 LPB RL 2021
RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022 Solid State Logic RL 3325 380 Systems RL 2025
Davicom Technologies RL 4211 Logitek Electronic Systems RL 3603 Audi -Cord Corp. RL 2409
TC Electronic Inc RL 4213 Sierra Automated Systems RL 3613 Arrakis Systems Inc. RL 2606
Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222 Harrison By GLW RL 3619 Alesis Corp. RL 2725
Roland Corporation U.S. RL 4419 Autogram Corp. RL 3802 Pacific Research & Engineering RL 3006
OMB RL 4501 A.E.O. RL 3825 Solid State Logic RL 3325
Genelec Oy(R) S 1040 RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022 Dan Dugan Sound Design RL 3402

Calrec Audio Ltd. RL 4208 A.E.0 RL 3825

Audio Mixers -On Air
Ram Broadcast Systems
Sascom Marketing Group

RL 4222
RS 3848

Studio Technologies, Inc.
RDL Radio Design Labs

RL 4019
RL 4022

Harris Corporation 6309 Calrec Audio _td. RL 4208
ADM Systems, Inc. 8115 Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222

Audio ProcessingStuder, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 Prophet SyMrr/1,-;
Zaxcom Inc. 9672 beyerdynamic Inc. 5707 Roland Corporation U.S. RL 4419
Lectrosonics, Inc. 10481 FM Systems 5711 Sascom Marketing Group RS 3848
Radio Systems RL 1515 ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720 Digidesign RS 4744
Broadcast Electronics, Inc RL 1610 OPTIONS International Inc. 5753 Digital Audio _abs RS 5547
Auditronics, Inc. RL 2002 ADM Systems. Inc. 8115 Nagra Kudelsxi SA S 2029
Fidelipac Corp. RL 2006 Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 Sonic Solutions S 2338
LPB RL 2021 AMS NEVE 9610
Ward -Beck Systems Ltd. RL 2200
Wheatstone Corporation RL 2619

Benchmark Media Systems, Inc.
Graham -Patten Systems

11067
11670 Audio Routing & Distribution

Pacific Research 8 Engineering RL 3006 Dorrough Electronics 13025 ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720
Logitek Electronic Systems RL 3603 Modulation Sciences 13143 Audio Accessories, Inc. 5755
Autogram Corp. RL 3802 Digital Audio Research M 7874 Pacific Radio 7462
Radio Computing Services RL 4101 Antex Electronics M13341 Gefen Systems 7652
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FAST-tr-ac-k
Systembase Ltd. 6957 Sascom Marketing Group RS 3848Audio Routing & Distribution Amco Engineering Co. 7309 Professional Audio Supply RS 4945

(continued)
Digipath, Inc. 7801

Accom, Inc. 9367, S 2025
Leitch Incorporated 9941

B&H Photo -Video -Pro Audio
Electrosonic Systems. Inc.

S 1507
S 2325

Connectronics Corp. 8102 A. F. Associates, Inc. 10221 Herman Electronics S 2627
ADM Systems, Inc. 8115 Columbine JDS Systems. Inc. 10957 Preferred Video Products S11838
Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343 Panasonic BDSC 11601 Brainstorm Multimedia T 4867
Leitch Incorporated ,4,431 Comprompter 11776 Dawn Satellite, Inc. T 4953
Burst Electronics Inc. 10064 Magni Systems Inc 12462 ATCi/Antenna Technology T 5156
Benchmark Media Systems. Inc. 11067 Adrienne Electronics Corp. 12823
Link Electronics, Inc. 12781
Modulation Sciences 13143

VDOnet Corporation 111512
EDNET. Inc 111528 Digital Audio Workstations

BAL Broadcast Ltd 13238 NEC Technologies 113820 Studer, Soundcraft, AKG. BSS 8343
The J -Lab Co. 13708 Diaquest Inc. M 5929 AMS NEVE 9610
AutoPatch, Div. of XN Technologies M 6429 Optibase. Inc. M 6764 Otari Corporation 10341
Inline, Inc. M 8229 General Video Corp. M 6774 Systems Wireless, Ltd. 13270
Burk Technology RL 1215 Promax Technology M 7068 Digital Audio Research M 7874
Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302 Apple Computer, Inc. M 7362 Mackie Designs Inc. M 8138
Radio Systems RL 1515 MicroNet Technology. Inc. M 7628 Soundscape Digital Tech. M 8159, RL 1419
360 Systems RL 2025 Andataco M 7659 Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302
Penny & Giles, Inc. RL 2316 Inline, Inc M 8229 AEV RL 1420
Switchcraft. Inc. RL 2525 Intel M 8263 Sonifex Ltd. RL 1427
Arrakis Systems Inc. RL 2606 Audiomation/Sellmark Re_ 1319 Radio Systems RL 1515
Pacific Research 8 Engineering RL 3006 Register Data Systems RI 2322 Broadcast Electronics. Inc RL 1610
JBL, Spirit, Lexicon, Allen & Heath, dbx CBSI/Custom Business Systems RI_ 2615 Digigram RL 1901

RL 3012 TFT, Inc. RL 2812 TimeLine Vista, Inc. RL 1919
Logitek Electronic Systems RL 3603 Pacific Research 8 Engineering RL 3006 LPB RL 2021
Sierra Automated Systems RL 3613 A.E.O. RL 3825 Register Data Systems RL 2322
Harrison By GLW RL 3619 Prophet Systems RL 4406 Pristine Systems RL 2416
A.E.O RL 3825 Roland Corporation U.S. RL 4419 Orban RL 2702
Studio Technologies. Inc. RL 4019 Digital Audio Labs RS 5547 Pacific Research & Engineering RL 3006
RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022 IBM Corporation S 2318 Solid State Logic RL 3325
Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222 Interlace Engineering Corp. S 2552 Scott Studios Corp. RL 3601
NVISION. Inc. S 2967 Play. Incorporated S 2918 A.E.O. RL 3825
Kramer Electronics S 3314 Pluto Technologies Intl Inc. S 2938 Studio Technologies, Inc. RL 4019

Fast Electronic U.S. Inc. S 2944 Radio Computing Services RL 4101
Discreet Logic S 3006 Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222

Automation Systems Truevision S 3432 Prophet Systems RL 4406
Studer, Soundcraft. AKG, BSS 8343
LPB RL2021
SMARTS Broadcast Systems RL 2120
Pristine Systems RL 2416
Orban RL 2702
A -Ware Software, Inc. RI_ 2800
Scott Studios Corp RL 3601
Dalet Digital Media Systems RL 3610
Cartworks/dbm Systems. Inc RL 3727

MegaDrive Systems S 3462
Microsoft S 3510
Silicon Graphics S 4125
Ensemble Designs S 4132
NewTek S 4732
Norpak Corporation S 5015
Hewlett Packard S 5426
Raytheon Semiconductor S 5532
Optivision, Inc. S 9925

Computer Concepts Corporation
Roland Corporation U.S.
MEDIATOUCH
Euphonix/Spectral
Digidesign
Digital Audio Labs
Sonic Solutions
Play. Incorporated
D -Vision Systems, Inc.

RL 4413
RL 4419
RL 4503
RS 4738
RS 4744
RS 5547

S 2338
S 2918
S 4613

Radio Computing Services RL 4101
Computer Concepts Corporation RL 4413
MEDIATOUCH RL 4503 Dealers, Distributors Intercom, 1FB Products
ENCO Systems, Inc RL 4525 Rorke Data, Inc. 6060 beyerdynamic Inc. 5707

Harris Corporation 6309 Audio-Technica U.S.. Inc. 6816
Pacific Radio 7462 Pacific Radio 7462

Compression Equipment Chapman/Leonard Studio Equipment 7660 Telex Communications Inc. 9729
Wegener Communications 10153
Group One Ltd. 12164
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd 12825
Evertz Microsystems 13753
EDNET. Inc. 111528
Telos Systems 112118, RL 3606
RE America, Inc. M 6425
Genesis Microchip M 6729
Minerva Systems, Inc. M 7232
Antex Electronics M13341
DB Eletronica RL 1027
Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302

Mole Richardson 7844
Union Connector 7849
Richardson Electronics, Ltd. 7905
Television Equipment Associates, Inc. 8117
Bi-Tronics 8120
Continental Electronics Corporation 8333
Jensen Tools Inc 9835
Broadcasters General Store 10061, RL 1922
Yale Electronics, Inc. 10071
Milestek, Inc. 10072
Multimedia Accessories, Ltd. 10171
Broadcast Store. Inc. 10176
EMCEE Broadcast Products 10350

TecNec
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd
COMTEK. Inc.
Systems Wireless. Ltd.
Vega
Clear-Com Intercom Systems
Denon Electronics
Sierra Automated Systems
A.E.O.
Studio Technologies. Inc.
RDL Radio Design Labs
Ram Broadcast Systems

11281
12825
13172
13270
13538
13664

RL 1024
RL 3613
RL 3825
RL 4019
RL 4022
RL 4222

Circuit Research Labs RL 1506 Hi -Tech Enterprises, Inc. 10962

Microphones, Accessories
Schoeps/Posthorn Recordings 4739
beyerdynamic Inc. 5707
ATI-Audio Technologies, Inc. 5720
Shure Brothers 5913
Quickset International. Inc. 5916
L.T.M. Corp. of America 6747
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 6816
Neumann USA 7447
Sennheiser Electronic Corp. 7447
Pacific Radio 7462
Mole Richardson 7844
R -Columbia Prod. 8049
Connectronics Corp. 8102
NADY Systems 8121
Countryman Assoc Inc 9727
Telex Communications Inc. 9729
Lectrosonics, Inc. 10481

Digigram RL 1901
MUSICAM USA RL 1925
0E1 Corporation RL 2014
Symetrix, Inc. RL 2019
Comrex Corporation RL 2612
TFT, Inc. RL 2812
Moseley Associates, Inc. RL 3002
Audio Processing Technology RL 3616
A E. U RL 3825
Intr,ililx. ins RL 4216
ComStream Corp. RS 5347
Axon Digital Design BV S 1047
Nagra Kudelski SA S 2029
IBM Corporation S 2318
Kramer Electronics S 3314
Optivision, Inc. S 9925
Da-Lite Screen Company S11537
Digital Transport Systems S12145

TecNec 11281
H. L. Dalis 12181
Techni-Tool 13235
Global Microwave Systems, Inc. 13257
BDL-Autoscript Inc. 13260
ProSource/BMI 13263
Systems Wireless. Ltd. 13270
Geneva Aviation 13280
BAF Communications Corp. 13718
United States Broadcast 13722
DSI RF Systems, Inc. 113026
Soundscape Digital Tech. M 8159. RL 1419
Synelec USA. Inc. M 8273
Bradley Broadcast Sales, Inc. RL 1601
Professional Sound Corporation RL 1625
Broadcast Supply Worldwide RL 1815
0E1 Corporation RL 2014
TERACOM Components RL 2425
A.E.O. RL 3825 Benchmark Media Systems 11067

Computers & Peripherals
Imagine Products, Inc. 4761
W. Clark & Associates, Ltd. 5041
Tally Display Corp. (TDC) 5453
Dubner International 6362

Audio Intervisual Design/DTD
RL 3923, S 1838

Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222
Avocet Instruments, Inc. RL 4306
Coffey Sound RL 4308

TecNec
Panasonic BDSC
Group One Ltd.
Micron Audio Products Ltd
COMTEK, Inc.

11281
11601
12164
13165
13172
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The
Digital

Console
for your

Next
Studio

Logitek's new line of digital consoles
is truly different -- consoles ready for
the digital age.

Logitek's digital consoles with 32 -bit
internal processing, 20 -bit A/D, D/A
converters, along with sample rate
converters, to connect Et mix all your
analog El digital sources.

Logitek's consoles have a unique
ergonomic profile which allows for
a more open studio look Ef closer,
easier to read computer monitors.

Logitek consoles, the console for your
next studio. Call today for your
information kit.

ROC -10 starting at under $10,000

ii.

Logitek digital with a better difference!
3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: North America 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592 e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information

Circle (27) on Free Info Card



FASTtr-ack
RF COMPONENTS
 Transmission Line
Rigid/ HELIAX

 Waveguide
 Filters/Combiners
UHF/VHF

TV ANTENNAS
 UHF  LPTV
 VHF  Dual mode

MI ANTENNAS
 Sidemounts
 Panels
 Combined Systems

I
1 I hen
You Want More
Than Just An
Antenna

PANEL ANTENNAS
 FM  UHF  VHF

M,Ide in USA since 1954

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RE SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 292880

Sacramento, CA 95829 USA
Phone (916) 383-1177  Fax (916) 383-1182

www tampro corn E -Mails tamproans net

HELIAX' is a registered trademark of Andrew Corporation

Circle (28) on Free Info Card See us at NAB Booth 6313

%1icrophones, Accessories
(continued)

ProSource/BMI
13263
Systems Wireless, Ltc. 13270
Vega 13538
RCI Systems, Inc. M 7736
Videoquip Research Ltd RL 1302
Wave:Space, Inc. RL 1322
Audio USA RL 1328
Azden Corporation S 2827

Microwave, Fiber Optic
& Telco Equipment

Telect 5053
Wireworks Corporation 5705
FM Systems 5711
ADC Telecommunications 6047
Nucomm. Inc. 6660
Broadcast Microwave Services 7803
Mole Richardson 7844
R -Columbia Prod. 8049
Bi-Tronics 8120
Microwave Radio Comm. 8324
Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343
VEAM Div. Litton Systems, Inc. 9176
Telex Communications Inc. 9729
Allen Osborne Assoc. Inc. 9837
Advent Communications Ltd. 9872
Flir Systems 9883
Milestek. Inc. 10072
ETM-Electromatic. Inc.10084. T 5569
TRON-Tek. Inc. 10185
EMCEE Broadcast Prod. 10350
Telecast Fiber Systems. Inc. 11484
IPITEK 12485
Nemal Electronics Inc.
Bencher, Inc.
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd
Frontline Communications
Modulation Sciences
Techni-Tool
Microwave Filter Company
Global Microwave Syst. Inc.
Geneva Aviation
E -N -G Mobile Systems, Inc.
RF Technology, Inc.
EDNET. Inc
Telos Systems
Gentner Comm.
AEV
Sonifex Ltd.
Radio Systems
0E1 Corporation
Henry Engineering
Kintronic Labs, Inc.
Comrex Corporation
TFT, Inc.
Moseley Associates, Inc.
Elenos S.r.l.
A.E.O.
Energy-Onix
Bext, Inc.
Intraplex, Inc.
Technosystem S.P.A.
.1K Audio. Inc.
Force Inc.
Vyvx, Inc.
Fiber Options, Inc.
Pulizzi Engineering. Inc.
Kramer Electronics
Trylon/TSF
Channel Master
Ortel Corporation
Dawn Satellite, Inc.

12643
12647
12825
12981
13143
13235
13240
13257
13280
13735
13757

1 11528
112118, RL 3606

M 3325, RI. 3109
RL 1420
RL 1427
RL 1515
RL 2014
RL 2315
RL 2319
RL 2612
RL 2812
RL 3002
RL 3521
RL 3825
RL 3901
RL 3906
RL 4216
RL 4416
RS 5438

S 1529
S 2332
S 2656
S 2829
S 3314

S10301
T 4153
T 4951
T 4953

Power Products, Batteries,
Generators, UPS

FM Systems
Frezzi Energy Systems
Walter Brewer Corp.
Horita
IDX Technology
Pacific Radio
Mole Richardson
PEP, Inc.
Bi-Tronics
PAG USA
Lightning Eliminator & Cons.

5711
5717
6656
6657
7037
7462
7844
8100
8120
8984
9725

Andrew Corporation 9857
Cine 60. Inc. 10161
Sachtler Corp. of America 10771
Control Concepts/Liebert 11258
Cool -Lux 12182
Anton Bauer 12457, S 2625
Staco Energy Products Co. 13157
Pro Battery 13159
Techni-Tool 13235
MCL, Inc. 13243
ProSource/BMI 13263
Systems Wireless. Ltd. 13270
Northern Technologies RL 1325
Best Power/North Star Tech. S 1526
Pulizzi Engineering, Inc. S 2829
Equi=Tech Corporation 10511

Radio Transmitters,
Translators, Exciters &

Antennas
ERI-Electronics Research 5907
Systems With Reliability (SWR)

5909
Itelco 6043
Harris Corporation 6309
Jampro Antennas/RF Systems 6313
Antenna Concepts Inc. 6960
Continental Electronics Corp. 8333
Electronic Associates 9422
Allen Osborne Assoc. Inc. 9837
Dielectric Comm. 10225, RL 2306

Isetek Inc
I Corporation

LPB
,c Labs. Inc.
Valley Power Amps

Crown Broadcast
Energy-Onix
Armstrong Transmitter
OMR
Broadcast Technology Ltd

RL 1001
RL 2014
RL 2021
RL 2319
RL 3422
RL 3816
RL 3901
RL 3911
RL 4501
S 10623

Recording Media &
Accessories

Imagine Products. Inc.
Tally Display Corp. (TDC)
Steenbeck. Inc.
MSE Video Tape Services
Sony Electronics Inc.
Professional Label. Inc.

4761
5453
5725
5726
6332
7262

Valentino Prod. Music Library . 7315
RTI-Research Technology Intl. 8345
Milestek, Inc. 10072
JVC Professional Prod. Co. 10201
Storeel Corporation 10210
TecNec 11281
Maxell Corp. Of America 12031
Eastman Kodak Company 12549
Techni-Tool 13235
Optibase, Inc. M 6764
MicroNet Technology. Inc M 7628
Sun Microsystems M 7969
Denon Electronics RL 1024
TimeLine Vista. Inc. RL 1919
Fidelipac Corp. RL 2006
audiopak, Inc. RL 2310
Dan Dugan Sound Design RL 3402
Apogee Electronics Corp. RS 4344
Storage Concepts. Inc. S 1241
Sonic Solutions S 2338
United Ad Label Co.. Inc. S 2529
Microsoft S 3510
Electrorack Products Co. S 5022
STUDIO FILM & TAPE INC S 9818
Zonal Limited S10645.
American Video Tape S12142
Brainstorm Multimedia T 4867

RF Feedline,I4'a vtguide & Com-
p onests and Towers, Services
Doty Moore Tower Services 5639
Communications & Power
Industries 5904
ERI Electronics Research 5907
Systems With Reliability (SWR)

5909
Toshiba 6443
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Rack Radio
1w -

Flexibility

Remotes

MAR
Path Analysis Code

Exciters

SOLUTIONS FOR
AC:A: GING

I IIISTRY.
Digital Switch

Redundancy

Consulting

BRO

Voice Tracking

I=E FRANSMITIERS

Operating
Costs

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
DP (2111224-9600
Ile II emblem is a remslerel trakart M lenlea hidnies, Me.

Lightning

Please Visit Us At NAB, Booth aRL1610

Cash Flow

Clustering

Satellite

Music Formats

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

Circle (41) on Free Info Card



EAST -track
RF Feedline, Waveguide &

Components and Towers, Services
(continued)

Walter Brewer Corp.
Nucomm, Inc.
Micro Communications, Inc.
Acoustical Solutions
Myat Inc.
Pacific Radio
Thomson Components & Tubes
Stainless Inc.
Richardson Electronics, Ltd.
Lightning Eliminator & Consultants
Andrew Corporation
LeBlanc Broadcast Inc.

6656
6660
6713
6815
6913
7462
7726
7805
7905
9725
9857
9861

Advent Communications Ltd. 9872
ETM-Electromatic. Inc. 10084. T 5569
Dielectric Communications 10225, RL 2306
EMCEE Broadcast Products 10350
AVCOM of Virginia. Inc. 10961
Scala Electronic Corporation
Rohn
Microwave Filter Company
MCL, Inc.
Global Microwave Systems. Inc.
EEV. Inc
Will -Burt
Kline Towers
Astre Systems. Inc.
Phasetek Inc.
DB Eletronica
Altronic Research Inc.
Broadcast Electronics. Inc
Bird Electronic Corporation
Shively Labs
0E1 Corporation
Flash Technology Corporation
Central Tower Inc.
Delta Electronics Inc
Kintronic Labs. Inc.
TWR Telecom/Lighting Inc.
TERACOM Components
TFT, Inc.

11273
12530
13240
13243
13257
13557
13600
13725
13746

RL 1001
RL 1027
RL 1406
RL 1610
RL 1727
RL 1806
RL 2014
RL 2016
RL 2123
RL 2312
RL 2319
RL 2413
RL 2425
RL 2812

CTE International RL 3125
Utility Tower Company RL 3401
Hughey & Phillips. Inc. RL 3403
GEC Marconi Communications RL 3406
Magnum Towers Inc RL 3419
Coaxial Dynamics. Inc. RL 3423
Elenos S.r.l. RL 3521
Econco RL 3919
Penta Laboratories RL 3921
Davicom Technologies RL 4211
Svetlana Electron Devices RL 4311
Technosystem S.P.A. RL 4416
IRTE S.p.A. S 2353
Pulizzi Engineering, Inc. S 2829
Trylon/TSF S 10301
Vertex Communications Corporation T 4156
NTL T 4862
Loral Skynet T 5556

Satellite Equipment & Services
FM Systems 5711
Communications & Power Industries 5904
PanAmSat Corporation 7357
Scientific-Atlanta Inc 7713
GE American Communications 8317, T 5162
Vistek Electronics Ltd. 9525
Andrew Corporation 9857
Advent Communications Ltd. 9872
ETM-Electromatic, Inc. 10084, T 5569
Wegener Communications 10153
AVCOM of Virginia. Inc 10961
Sure Shot Transmissions, Inc. 12821
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd 12825
Frontline Communications 12981
Microwave Filter Company 13240
MCL. Inc. 13243
Global Microwave Systems, Inc. 13257
EEV, Inc 13557
BAF Communications Corp. 13718
Taurus Communications. Inc. 13740
RF Technology, Inc. 13757
Crown Satellite M 7877
DB Eletronica RL 1027
NPR Satellite Services(R) RL 3502

Elenos S.r.l.
MicroNet
ComStream Corp.
Miralite Communications
IRTE S.p.A.
Pulizzi Engineering, Inc.
General Instrument Corporation
NII Norsat International, Inc.
LNR Communications Inc.
NSN Network Services
Channel Master
Talk America Radio Network
Standard Communications Corp.
NTL
Dawn Satellite, Inc.
Tiernan Communications

RL 3521
RS 4348
RS 5347

S 2329
S 2353
S 2829
S 4725
T 3759
T 3851
T 4053
T 4153
T 4168
T 4351
T 4862
T 4953
T 5159

Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories

River City Sound Productions
Taber Mfg & Engr Co.
Tally Display Corp. (TDC)
Data Security. Inc.
beyerdynamic Inc.
FM Systems
Telepak San Diego
Dubner International
FirstCom Music
Walter Brewer Corp.
Energetic Music
Sound Ideas
Amco Engineering Co.
Valentino Production Music Library .
Pacific Radio
Theatre Service & Supply
Omnimusic
Gefen Systems
Winsted Corporation
ZERO STANTRON
Network Music. Inc.
LE Nelson Sales Corp.
Aircraft Production Music Libraries
TRF Production Music Libraries
Tentel Corp

5158
5342
5453
5704
5707
5711
5732
6362

6547. RL 3504
6656
6856

6956, M 6629
7309
7315
7462
7649
7650
7652

7720. S 2928
7728

7732, S 2925
7749
7950
7953
8110

Switch to DSP
You need DSP in your matrix switchers! With
DSP, direct conversion between analog and
digital formats takes place inside the matrix
switch! Take control of your facility with the
OZ. Matrix sizes start at 32 x 32 and includes
local and remote control capability.

 Digital Signal Processing

GI Analog Audio to 1024 x 1024 Channels

 AES/EBU to 512 x 512 Channels

SMPTE to 128 x 128 Channels

 +24dBm I/O (Analog Audio)

 >100dB Signal to Noise (Analog Audio)

 Optional Dual Processors
and Power Supplies

The OZ is the latest addition to the "K" series
family of Lighthouse Digital Systems matrix
switchers, manufactured in Grass Valley, Calif.
For more information on the OZ or smaller
matrix sizes, call or visit us on the web
at www.kcl-dfw.com

Knight's Communications Inc., 2219 West Broadway. Fort Worth. Texas 76102 817-877-3037 Fax 817-877-3039
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-A -

GET IT AL

ONE
CALL

FINALLY.

COMPLETELY

INTEGRATED

RADIO OPERATIONS.

('he perfect digital radio operation.

Now it's a reality with Computer
Concepts' complete line of integrated
radio products.

With traffic and reporting, inte-
grated music scheduling and complete
studio products, Computer Concepts
has the integrated digital prod act line
for your station operations.

%,t1 is the brain for all
operations - music and commercials,
announcer text with daily schedules,
all on screen with instant access to
all of your audio inventory.

VOICETRACKER combines your music

commercials and pre-recorded voice

segments to create a live sounding

automated program.

V. T (NEW!) Sur to be the leading
traffic system in the world. Now man-

age and report all traffic operations
for up to 128 different stations from

one location.

NEWSROOM. captures text and
audio from wire services and network
feeds for creation of newscast. Wrie,
edit, package or play audio and ter-.

Plus link actualit_es to copy.

CIAMaSter integrated multi -track
editing with powerful realtime effects
editing.

Get real digital operations wi-
just one call, Computer Concepts

"AarConcepts
Corporation

8371Welrose Dri " Lenexa, KS 66 214
Toll Free 1-800-255-6350  Pk 1:41W1000 - Fax 913-541-0169

'

See us at NAB Booth aRL4413 Circle (



FAST -track
Studio & Facility Support
Products & Accessories

(continued)
Trompeter Electronics Inc.
ADM Systems, Inc.
Uni-Set Corporation
Garner Industries
ESE

8112
8115
8122
8128
8130

Continental Electronics Corporation 8333
Studer, Soundcraft, AKG, BSS 8343
RT1-Research Technology International 8345
Kata USA 8984
Vistek Electronics Ltd.
Jensen Tools Inc
Manhattan Production Music
Andrew Corporation
Leitch Incorponted
AVS Graphics
Milestek, Inc.
Lightware, Inc.
OSI Systems, Inc
Peerless Industries

9525
9835
9838
9857
9941

10010
10072
10163
10167
10173

Dielectric Communications 10225, RL 2306
Sachtler Corporation of America 10771
CANARE
TecNec
VidCAD Documentation Programs
Nalpak Video Sales Inc.
Group One Ltd.
Thermodyne International Ltd
AnviUCalzone Cases
Veetronix. Inc.
Beck Associates
Philips Digital Video Systems
Lucasey Mfg Corp.
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd
Allen Avionics, Inc
Torpey Controls
Hardigg Cases
Techni-Tool
Systems Wireless, Ltd.
AAVS (Advanced Audio Video Systems)

13283
Comprehensive Video Group 13535
Avitel Electronics Corp. 13570
Videssence. Inc. 13727
Evertz Microsystems 13753
Gennum Corporation BH 203
ViaGrafix 1 12316
Display Devices, Inc. M 5719
Image Ideas. Inc. M 6629
Genesis Microchip M 6729
SVS, Inc. M 7059
Wenger Corporation M 7359
Delta Designs/Progressive Marketing M 7622
Chief Manufacturing Inc. M 7720
Bud Industries M14844

RL 1001
Videoquip Research Limited RL 1302
Audiomation/Sellmark RL 1319
AEV RL 1420
Sonifex Ltd. RL 1427
Circuit Research Labs RL 1506
Radio RL 1515
EDX Engineering. Inc. RL 1725
Radio Express, Inc. RL 2020
Penny & Giles, Inc. RL 2316
Kintronic Labs. hit RL 2319
TERACOM Components RL 2425
Arrakis Systems Inc. RL 2606

!tic Research & Engineering RL
Dan Dugan Sound Design RL 3402
Sprague Magnetics RL 3421
Industrial Acoustics RL 3519
RDL Radio Design Labs RL 4022
Ram Broadcast Systems RL 4222
Svetlana Electron Devices RL 4311
F NCO Systi,. RL 4525
LM Engineering RS 3642
Sascom Marketing Group RS 3848
Sonic Science RS 4944

r,. RS 5.138
ScheduAll by VizuAll, Inc. S 1517
Premier Wireless, Inc. S 1806
Forecast Consoles, Inc. S 1847
IBM Corporation S 2318
Sonic Solutions S 2338
Promusic, Inc. S 2629
Nigel B Furniture S 3218
Ergo S 3632
Marshall Electronics, Inc. S 3633

10976
11281
11368
12070
12164
12231
12344
12428
12521
12701
12727
12825
12827
13125
13161
13235
13270

Electrorack Products Co.
Omnimount Systems
Creative Support Services
Narrator Tracks Music
Da-Lite Screen Company

S 5022
S 9418

510308
510521
511537

System Integrators,
Consultants & Misc. Services

Doty Moore Tower Services
FM Systems
Optimum Productions
Communications & Power Industries
Systems With Reliability (SWR. Inc.)
Harris Corporation
Sony Electronics Inc.
Dubner International
Stainless Inc.
Tentel Corp
Continental Electronics Corporation
Studer. Soundcraft. AKG, BSS
Andrew Corporation
LeBlanc Broadcast Inc.
Advent Communications Ltd.
A. F. Associates, Inc.
EMCEE BROADCAST PRODUCTS

5639
5711
5730
5904
5909
6309
6332
6362
7805
8110
8333
8343
9857
9861
9872

10221
10350

Weather Central 10353, BH 206
AccuWeather, Inc. 10357,111820
AVCOM of Virginia. Inc 10961
VidCAD Documentation Programs, Inc.11368
Kavouras, Inc. 12073
Rees Associates, Inc.
Advanced Designs Corp.
WSI Corporation
Media Computing, Inc.
EEV, Inc
NS Microwave
DSI RF Systems, Inc.
Communications Data Svcs
Wave:Space, Inc.
Flash Technology Corporation
Kintronic Labs. Inc
TERACOM Components
V -SOFT Communications
Pacific Research & Engineering
Dataworld
Utility Tower Company
Dan Dugan Sound Design
Sprague Magnetics

Ram Broadcast Systems
Technosystem S.P.A.
The Austin Company
Automated Weather Source
Walters-Storyk Design Group
ScheduAll by VizuAll, Inc.
IBM Corporation
Norpak Corporation
Brainstorm Multimedia

12346
12481
12976
13543
13557
13580

113026
RL 1020
RL 1322
RL 2016
RL 2319
RL 2425
RL 2428
RL 3006
RL 3015
RL 3401
RL 3402
RL 3421
RL 3825
RL 4222
RL 4416

S 1249
S 1265
S 1504
S 1517
S 2318
S 5015
T 4867

Test & Measurement Equipment
Rohde & Schwarz Gmbh & Co KG
Tally Display Corp. (TDC)
Wireworks Corporation
FM Systems
OPTIONS International Inc.
Dubner International
Mole Richardson
Tentel Corp
Burst Electronics Inc.
Milestek, Inc.
OSI Systems, Inc
AVCOM of Virginia. Inc
Benchmark Media Systems, Inc.
TecNec
Tektronix Inc.
Group One Ltd.
Magni Systems Inc
Link Electronics. Inc.
IRT Electronics Pty. Ltd
Asaca/ShibaSoku Corp. of Amer.
EEG Enterprises, Inc
Modulation Sciences
Techni-Tool
ProSource/BMI
Team Systems, Inc.
Burk Technology
Videoquip Research Limited
Inovonics, Inc
Altronic Research Inc.
Circuit Research Labs

4743
5453
5705
5711
5753
5362
7844
8110

10064
10072
10167
10961
11067
11281
11614
12164
12462
12781
12825
12930
13027
13143
13235
13263

M 8353
RL 1215
RL 1302
RL 1401
RL 1406
RL 1506

Broadcast Electronics. Inc
Bird Electronic Corporation
Shively Labs
Belar Electronics Lab Inc.
0E1 Corporation
Gorman -Redlich Mfg.Co.
Delta Electronics Inc.
Holaday Industries, Inc.
Potomac Instruments
TFT, Inc.
Pacific Research & Engineering
Audio Precision
Coaxial Dynamics. Inc.
Logitek Electronic Systems
Davicom Technologies
Boland Communications
DSC Laboratories
Prism Media Products. Inc.
Sencore, Inc.
Pulizzi Engineering. Inc.
Data Check Corporation
SyntheSys Research Inc.
Planon Telexpertise
Digital Transport Systems

RL 1610
RL 1727
RL 1806
RL 2010
RL 2014
RL 2119
RL 2312
RL 2407
RL 2412
RL 2812
RL 3006
RL 3215
RL 3423
RL 3603
RL 4211

S 1035
S 1500
S 1840
S 2368
S 2829
S 2956
S 4920

S11441
S12145

Wire, Cable & Connectors
Imagine Products, Inc.
Telect
DGS Pro Audio
Wireworks Corporation
Audio Accessories, Inc.
Gepco International, Inc.
Micro Communications, Inc.
Whirl Wind
Pacific Radio
Union Connector
Connectronics Corp.
Trompeter Electronics Inc.
Bi-Tronics
Clark Wire & Cable
VEAM Div. Litton Systems, Inc.
Milestek, Inc.
The Rip -Tie Company
Lemo USA, Inc.
CAMPLEX Concept W Corporation
CANARE
TecNec
AVP Mfg & Supply Inc.
Belden Wire & Cable Company
Kings Electronics Co., Inc.
Nemal Electronics Inc.
Bencher, Inc.
Allen Avionics. Inc
Techflex, Inc.
Techni-Tool
Mohawk/CDT
Comprehensive Video Group
Avitel Electronics Corp.
The J -Lab Co.
EDNFT in,
Extron Electronics
RCI Systems. Inc.
WEST PENN WIRE/CDT
Altinex
Inline, Inc.
Videoquip Research Limited
Penny & Giles, Inc.
TERACOM Components
Switchcraft, Inc.
Neutrik USA. Inc
Ram Broadcast Systems
Technosystem S.P.A.
Edac Inc.
Apogee Electronics Corporation
Rean Products
Evolving Video Technologies
Ergo
Marshall Electronics, Inc.
TrylonfTSF
Channel Master

4761
5053
5058
5705
5755
6360
6713
7351
7462
7849
8102
8112
8120
8972
9176

10072
10165
10338
10353
10976
11281
11481
11881
12543
12643
12647
12827
13147
13235
13272
13535
13570
13708
11528

M 7219
M 7736
M 7738
M 7818
M 8229

RL 1302
RL 2316
RL 2425

RL 4222
RL 4416
RS 3640
RS 4344
RS 5538

S 1228
S 3632
S 3633

S10301
T 4153

Booth listings are provided by the
NAB and are accurate as of press
lime. BE Radio is not responsible

for any errors or omissions.
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AKG CONDENSER
MICROPHONES
TAKE YOU FROM TH'
STUDIO TO THE STAG::

When you think of hig1 quality

microphones, your first onsideration

should be AKG. Since 1547,

AKG has been the leader in condenser

microphone technology. Our C10005,

C3000 and C535EB are great for

professional and home studio engineers,

as well as performing musicians.

Perfect for both studio and stage Performance

Rugged constructior for demandinc road work

Shock isolation rech.ces physically Transmitted noises

Competitively priced

AKG Acoustics, U.S.
1449 Donelson Pike  Nashville, it, 37217
Telephone: (615) 360-0499

Fax: (615) 360-0275

AKG Acoustics, GmbH
Lembockgasse 21-25  ROI 158, A-1230 Vienno/Austno
Telephone: (01) 431866540
fax: (01) 43186654516

Web Site: http://www.okg-ocousti:s.com Circle (44) c n Free Into Card

Factures
loge gold
sputtered
diaphragm.

Ccpsule assembf
cr?ates two pokr
pcterns.

Feaures integre
icor position outdid
level/bass rollcif

witch.

Features

Dual polar
potterns that
a -e ideal for
sound & recorifos.

N A Harman Intemation4 C c roam

Charoderisic of
AKG'r best studio

condensers at
a price you
con afford.

Operates on
phantom
power or

9 volt
battery.



hat's the best thing about the NAB show? The conferences? The
camaraderie? Those ice cream bars they sell on the show floor?
Not even close. Everybody knows that the NAB convention is
about new products. Do you have a need? Can you not get your

signal from Point A to Point B quite as smoothly as you might want? Look around,
the perfect solution is out there somewhere.

To help you find it, BE Radio has compiled the following list of products making
their NAB debut from respondents to an editorial call.
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Digital+Analog+Interface Audio Test

At.ALYZER SGNAL
MONITORS

.

Di51741

TRIGGER SIGNALS

REFERENCE
IN rut.

GAL 01,11COL

DIGITAL OUTPUT

race c
200 .07

True Dual Domain Audio Testing at an Attractive Price Point

The Portable One Dual Comain is
the ccmplete portable test
solution .:or analog and digital
audio and the AES/EBU/SPDIF
serial digital interface. As the
fist portable Dual Dom3in"°,
audio analyzer, it includes sepa-
rate and independent hardware
for analog, digital and interface
signal generation and
measurement.

in Comprehensive analog audio
analyzer

 True dicital domain ana yzer
with -140 dB residual noise

 Independent analog & digital
audio generators and analyzers

 Generate and measure
interface jitter

 Digital interface analyzer
 View AES/EBU status bits

 Interla save and recall of
30 test setups

 Loudsp2aker molitor for
dig tal & analog audio signals

Audio .
precision
PO Box 2209
Beaverton, Oregon 97C75-3070
Tel 503) 627-0832 Fax: (503) 641-8906
US Toll Free: 1.800-231-7350
Email: sales@aud opredsion.com

Our worldwide force of Audio Precision representatives
will be pleased to demonstrate the many advantages of the Portable One Dual Domain

IN-ERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS Australia: VICOM Australia Ply Ltd . Tel 3 9563 7844. Austria: ELSINCO GmbH. Tel (I) 815 04 00. Belgium Trans European Music NA, Tel 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA
Tel (21) 325-5.151 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Rep Office Sofia Tel (2)958 12 45. Canada: GERRAUDIO Distnbubon. Tel (6131342-6999, China, Hong Kong: ACE (Intl) Cc Ltd, Tel 24N-0387. S&V Instruments Co Ltd . 2833 9987.
Croatia: ELSINCO Rep Office Zagreb. Tel 1 61534 50. Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spol s r o . Tel (2)49 66 89. Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel 86 57 15 11. Elitism': Genetic OV Tel 17 813 311. France: ETS Mesureur.
Tel ( )45 8:. 6.341. Germany: R/ GmbH 6 Co KG . Tel 221 70913-0. Greece: KEM Electronics Lx1.. Tel 1 6748514/5. Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT re( (1)339 0000; Israel: Den -E lechnolopes. Ltd Tel 3-647 87!0. Italy:Audio Link s n c Tel 521 648723. Japan: TCYO Corporation, Tel 3 (5689) 6800. Korea: MP Intemabonal Co. Ltd Tel 2 546-1457. Malaysia Test Measurement & Engrneenng Sdn (Selangor) Tel 3 734 1017.Test Measuiernerrt & Engineering Sdn (Penang i Tel 4 6422088. Netherlands: Heynen B V . Tal 485 55 09 09. New Zealand: Audio8Video Wholesaors, Tel 9 279 720e Norway: LydconsultTel 47-69-178050, Poland:
ELSINCO =olska sp zoo , Tel (22) 39 69 79, Portugal: Acutron Electroacustica Lda . Tel 1 940 1785, Singapore: THE Syste-ns Pte Ltd Tel 747-7234. Slovakia ELSINCO Slovens-k:s.r o -el (7) 784 165. Slovenia:
ELSINCO d o c. (51) 133 62 79, South Africa: SOUND -FUSION MFG . Tel 11 477-1315, Spain: Telco ElectronicaS A . Tel 1 531-7501. Sweden: ITS Tal &Ton Studioteknik AEI. Tel .11 5251 53, Switzerland: Dr W A Gunther AG.
Tel 1 91C 4541. Taiwan: R.O.0 (Double Advance Tech .Tel 2-5960696. Thailand: Massworid Company Ltd . Tel 2-294-4930. United <ingdom: Thurlby Thardar Instruments. Ltd . Tel .1480)412451 111.12.971

Circle (45) on Free Info Card



RadioSoftTM ComStudy V 1.50

Most Likely Server Study of Eight FM's
Over 5 years in the making, RadioSoft's
ComStudy 1.50 for Windows is the easiest, most
advanced software ever created for all Broadcast,
Paging and Land Mobile Applications. Map and
Plan your systems with confidence in full color!
Simple to learn! Complete tools include:
 Latest Matrix Based Tiling Techniques
 Correct models for any Service including DTV
 Directional and Multisite Antennae
 Land Uses and Attenuations Shown
 Interference and Delay Calculations
 More features than fit into this ad!

PRICED RIGHT!
Call now for demo or information:

RadioSoft 888.RADIO95, Fax 904.423.0821
109 West Knapp Avenue, Edgewater FL 32132

SEEING IS BELIEVING!
email: pmoncure@america.com

... a Customer Friendly Company
See the software perform at most major

Land Mobile and Broadcast Trade Shows!

Digigram
 Booth
RL1901
po. PCXnp
Multichan-
nel Card
800 and
PCX440np
cards use a
new driver
(np), oper-
ate on the
PCI bus in
master mode and take advantage of the enhanced
performance of a new DSP that is more powerful than
the previous generation; all cards are available with a
complete set of development tools, Xtrack multitrack
editor and a wide range of applications developed by
Digigram OEMs; several versions of the cards are
available with a range of features to fit the, needs of any
number of facilities; OEM applications shown else-
where that incorporate Digigram technology will 12a-
turre a "Digigram Powered" logo.

703-875-9100; fax 703-875-9161; e-mail
inputadigigram.com

Circle (201) on Free Info Card

Chip Morgan, President, :MBE, Inc.,

woo.
Sacramento, California. USA

What is going to be hot at NAB98?
Digital consoles, PC based audio measuring sys-

tems, audio processing, 1130C, radio netwo k solutions.

What wa.s hot last year that is on the way out 'his year?
Nothing =nes to mind

What wPI you be looking at/for at NAB98?
We'll be look rg for new products that integrate well ilk) our studio
and RF syveras.

What wiz you be looking at for an imminent purchase?
All RF and studio products

Recomerruded hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
Ferraro's hr Italian food.

What changes should be made for NAB98 from last year?
Since the th:w is spreading out, a more logical arangement of
products woulc be nice. Sections for RF, audio, vidso, etc.

Suggestions far first-time attendees:
Wear comfortable shoe; and clothing, visit the vendo-s and booths
you don't reco;nize.

My view of the Radio Broadcast Industry:
Consolidat on will lead to regional and nalonal networks, then
"boutique' ope-ators will regain market share. Expect major growth
in prcgrarr sippliers with home -based studios.

Any other thoughts?
It's E grez t time to be in the radio business.

Circle (46) on Free Info Card
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In this day of self-service,

ATMs and "get -it -yourself"

attitudes, one place still offers

full service - BSW.

Our knowledgeable sales

representatives have real -world

broadcast and studio engineering

experience to offer expert help witi_

your equipment purchase. And

comprehensive inventory, repre-

senting over 200 manufacturers, s

on -site so we can quickly turn-

around your order. Best of all,

we offer low prices on all audio

and broadcast equipment.

Go with BSW, the

industry's full -service equipment

supplier for over 25 years.

Phone: 8 0 0 .4 2 6 .8 4 3 4 Fax: 8 0 0.2 3 1.7 0 5 5

BROADCAST SCRIP! Y WOhLOWWE

7012 27th St, 2.E: Nest  Ta zorna, WA 93466
Circle 129) on Free lrfo Card

http://www.bswusa.com



Crown Satellite  Booth RL3816
DR2000: offers built-in, solid state flash

memory for store and forward
applications; multiple stereo MPEG
audio decoders and mixer/faders
are also included; features bit rate -
agile tuners (BPSK/QPSK) operat-
ing from 64kb/s to 45Mb/s; in

operation. unit permits a radio affiliate to receive multiple network audio feeds from the same receiver and to record
and play commercials, liners, PSAs, IDs and even short -format programs.

800-598-6270; fax 219-294-8329
Circle (202) on Free Info Card
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Multi -Studio?
You can have it all at your fingertips

-

Talkshow Concepts
 Integrated Software & Hardware
 No Extra Monitor or Computer to Buy
 Intuitive Screener Host Transfers
 Display for Time on Hold. Time on Air
 Keyboard Input on each Work Surface
 Take your show on the road!

-
so in
a a u

in a
a

I

Keyboard Concepts
 Single Key per Function
 LED for each Function
 Super -fast Operation
 User Definable Action Keys
 User Friendly Design
 No Function Sequences

Network your Studios and share phone lines to
reduce costs without sacrificing line integrity.

The talkshow is integrated into the
system and so is the display.

Fast, slick operation that you can
even take on the road.

Take control of your phones! CALL:

Broadcast Telephone Systems

r e
email
web

info@innovadev.com 1-888-890-7424www.innovadev.com

Innovative Devices, Inc.

Gepco international
Booth 63E0

5526Ez: this 26 -gauge, single -pair
digital audio cable features an overall
foil shield, a wrapped PVC jacket
carrying an NEC (UL) -type CM rating,

characteristic impedance of 110f1, and
a mutual capacitance of 13.5pF/ft;
includes :4;vo 26 -gauge, tinned -cop-
per, ccio --coded conductors and a
26 -gauge Arlin wire.

312-33-9355; fax 312-733-6416
Circle (293) on Free Info Card

Logitek  Booth RL3603
 Roc - 5: fiie-fader control surface
for Log ti:'s digital audio engine is
ideally act to studios with a limited
number of ir.puts needed at any one
time, sick as news booths or auto-
mated t -la cls.
 VMIX:I.ith either a touchscreen or
mouse. unit is a PC -based control
.urface for remote use and/
or where console is not desirable.

800-2 31 -5E70: fax 713-782-7597;
e-mail inroelogitekaudio corn;

ovvv.logitekaudio.com
Circ (a04) on Free Info Card

Circle (30) on Free Info Card
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The Best Digital Systems
More radio stations choose Scott's
than any other digital audio system!

1,750

1,500

1,250

1,000

750

500

250

It's a fact: 1,600 radio stations use
3,600 Scott digital workstations,
including major groups like CBS,
Chancellor, Disney/ABC, Clear
Channel, Emmis, Jacor and Citadel.
More Scott stations win Air
Personality of the Year Marconis
and are Arbitron's highest rated in
their formats!
Scott is the only U.S. supplier with:
 47 digital employees, with
 600 years Radio experience,
 367 years Digital experience and
 3 systems: Good, Better and Best!

Good Spot Box
8:13:24

CompUSA Epson M.. M

Be.

5 ,t0.17.," NI
000 1 Il r C 1 el Mli=.--. ..4
Bp... "g; "" 6004
Cam Melton ,elm., 8.!
'00 1:00,C CM
Cae Motion Wed
:00 1.00 C CM Jpngle

110.810018 Cen1tal Banb Trum

7327 .4,3.,cu 00 0-20,C CPA M5C.j

0  Cmi Pep,

4 3

:00 1 00 C CPA

:00V.37 17'

CMms 12

..........
Scott's new digital Spot Box triple -
deck "cart" replacement delivers
true CD quality sound. And Spot
Box is the easiest digital system to
use! There's only one screen, so
jocks always know what's
happening. At left, three players
count down and flash End -of -Spot
signals.
At right, there's a "Wall of Carts"
that lets you pick and play any
recording by number or name. Or,
number keys at the bottom load
your cut quickly.
Starting at $5,000, Scott's Spot Box
includes a recorder and
touchscreen. Options include two
triple -deckers and easy log imports
from traffic computers.

8:15:38A How Do I Live
Leann Rimes

:11/4:05/F HIT HM0105 8.15:47
#1 for 3 Weeks in Oct '97

Something About the Way
Bton John

:17/4:13/F HIT HM2608 8:18:40

Contest Promo Bed
listrumental

:00/0:30/F PRO 702214 8:22:42

Short Jingle
Q-102

:00/0:06/F JIN 702215 8:22:02

Help!
Beatles

:00/2:45/C 101 DA1234 8:23:08

Copy ri 11 10('- S(
Medium
Jingle
:12 4

Legal Morn. Oldie PSA Promo
ID Ing Jingle Bed Bed

:11 4 :69 4 :08 4 :30 4 :31 4

Weather Weather Slide Seeds News
::4)rri4 :'4:I4ose4 Whistle .6ie Bed

:12 4

rGor_g )rum Rim Traffic Weather
SFX Roll Shot Bed Bed

1 :03 4 : 0 4 :01 4 :31 4 :13 4

rliooster 3ugle Woman Contest Winner
Crows Reveille Yawns Bed Bed
:04 4 : 6 4 :02 4 :59 4 59 4

McDonald's 2 for $2
0: ...may vary.

:00/C:30/F COM DA4315 8:25:53

Don'tGe loFn)t) BHalgrdaya Aapts3.41. Wow!

:02 4 J3 4 :32 :08u 4 :01 4

:07
Here's the user-friendly new Scott NT System, with 30 sets of 30 hot keys, phone editor, and all songs
and spots on line for instant play! It delivers uncompressed digital audio at compressed prices!

Better
11010 C014r. 1,45
B.. cam. The 8.10 On

err
Cr0.81010

SmOmml Ilmermla el/

Compriii In

,X _P _oisj

AXS

10 84.8

I

III 11711 11311

AXS (pronounced ax'-cess) is radio's
premier digital audio system for
satellite or news/talk formats and CD
automation. AXS gives you instant
play Hot Keys, log editing, Power Fill,
satellite jock substitution, link to
NPR's SOSS, an easy Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net catching
and an optional production or phone
recorder and editor in the air studio.
Scott Studios offers AXS satellite
systems as low as $7,500 complete.
Scott digital systems can send any
voice tracks, spots, promos and songs
to sister stations, near or far! Our
Remote Recording Router transfers
via modem, Internet FTP, ISDN,
WAN or Frame Relay Cloud.

Circle (31) on Free Info Card

Best Scott NT System

The Scott NT System is the first with
a true 32 -bit PCI digital audio card
that plays four uncompressed stereo
channels with overlap from one card
while recording! It's radio's top -of -
the -line system for digital music on
hard drive. Scott's Voice Trax lets
jocks record a great 4 hour show in
context in about 15-20 minutes!
Scott also offers an Invincible
seamless redundancy option and
other exclusive self -healing fail -safes.
Regardless what happens, your spots
and songs just keep on comin'!
Good, Better, Best. Scott Studios'
three digital systems can be tailored
to your needs and budget. Call or
visit www.scottstudios.com.

Seats Stade:ad
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77



628 Digital Voice Processor

It Takes Requests

Doesn't Need Coffee!

You've received over a dozen requests in
less then 15 minutes and the phones
still ringing! If that isn't enough, your
program director wants the presets
changed & needs your voice on a cart
"ASAP. " All this and you haven't even had
your first cup of coffee! The day's just
starting... You may not be up to speed, but
the Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor is!
Made for broadcasting, live performances
and recording studios.

The Symetrix 628 Digital Voice Processor
provides a quick way for talent or producer
to make those speedy changes without
running frantically to the equipment rack!
The 628 offers instant quality
on -air capabilities. A simple turn of a
knob selects any of 119 user resonalized
presets or one of 8 factory presets.

The Symetrix optional RC -1
remote enables eleven presets and
includes a bypass
function. All with only a
touch of a single button.

The 628 is a
transformerless
& capacitorless mic preamp.
Filters in the 628 eliminate RF interference
and features like the switchable 15 dB pad,
which prevents microphone melt downs are
essential for quality end results.

Along with easy plug to play operation,
independent metering process functions,
microphone & line level outputs.The 628
provides AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital outputs.
As well as 20 bit A/D & D/A converters.
The 628's parametric approach to
equalization allows cuts & boost exactly
where needed and provides sound signal

processing every professional
demands!

Better yet the 628 with
onboard de-esser, expander/
gate, compressor and

processing power
takes up only one rack space! Intervention &
independence... that's what the Symetrix 628
Digital Voice Processor is all about. So go have
your coffee!

Harris Corporation
Broadcast Division
U.S.: 1-800-622-0022

Fax: 765-966-0623

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

Circle (32) on Free Info Card



DIGITAL FM TRANSMITTERS
Someday They'll Wonder

How We Did It!

Platinum Z Solid -State FM Transmitters.
"Here for future generations"

The Platinum Z may just be
the eighth wonder of the
world!

Phenomenal CD -quality sound is
provided by true digital FM generation.
The Platinum Z provides the reliability
of solid-state digital technology, the
performance of digital modulation, and
the confidence of third generation
solid-state amplifier technology.

Platinum Z transmitters also use
innovative Z -plane combining, which
enable seamless transmission during
maintenance & enhances redundancy.
If you remove a hot-pluggable RF
module from a Platinum Z transmitter
at any time, for any reason, the
remaining modules will compensate to
continue broadcasting at nearly, full
power. Incredible RF module MTBF of
250,000 hours further ensures the
reliable performance of Platinum Z.

Digital CD -quality performance...solid-
state reliability & redundancy...with a
price comparable to tube type
transmitters.

Platinum Z features:
 Digit CD exciter (digital or analog

input)
 Hot-pluggable RF modules
 Redundant IPA system
 Redundant power supplies
 Broadband design (N+1 capable)
 Life support backup controller
 Dual output power switching
 Built-in auto exciter switcher
 High/overall efficiency

If your wondering how the Platinum Z
will fit in your budget or how your
listeners and your ratings will
increase... Stop wondering and give us
a call!

Harris Platinum Z
Transmitters.
Harris does not
recommend
stacking or leaving
the Platinum Z
out in the weather.
 Shown with optional
second DIGIT CD"
exciter.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

U.S. and Canada
TEL:+1 217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439

Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

ouglirl HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

Circle (33) on Free Info Card

Radio -FM: DIGIT CDTM Digital FM Exciter  SuperCiter
TM

Analog FM Exciter  CD LINK TM Digital STL  Quest Platinum and Platinum Z Solid State FM Transmitters 
HT Single -tube FM Transmitters  FM Antennas Radio -AM: DX Digital Solid State AM Transmitters  GATES® Solid State AM Transmitters Radio DAB: DAB 2000
Transmitters Studio Products: Digital and Analog Studio Equipment Systems: Mobile and Fixed Studio and Satellite Systems

0 1997 Harris Corporation



Comrex  Booth RL2612
Vector Codec:

POTS codec deliver-
ing 15kHz two-way
audio; compatible
with HotLine POTS
codecs, unit includes
a three -channel mix-
er with three head-
phone feeds and ex-
tra I/0s for PA feeds
and producer cues;
combines mixer, co-
dec and modem into
one package.

800-237-1776; fax 978-635-0401;
e mail info@co rex.con ; wymccznrex.com

Circle (205) on Free Info :::arc

Auditronic;  Booth RL2002
 NuStar 3001: digital console offers new 30 -position mainframe, new color
and styling wkh a long -wearing, durable control surface; unit is completely
modular and features upgraded W meters. large clock and timer displays, and
a full 48kHz sample rate.

901-362-1350; fax 901-365-8629;
e-rnai I saleseauditrc nics.coTK www.at. d itronics.com

Circle (2a6) on Free Info Carc

QEI Corporation
Booth RL2014
V Transportable RF Systems: com-
plete, self-contained transmitter site
available in mobile, semi -permanent
or permanent building designs; of-
fers integral environmental controls

and are pre -wired and pre -assem-
bled with new or existing equipment;
allows solid state or single -tube pow-
er levels to 10kW and fixed -tuned or
frequency -agile applications.

609-728-2020; fax 609-629-1751;
e-mail qeisales@qei-broadcast.com;

www.gei-broadcast.com
Clovis (207) on Fres Info Card

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

 4153 N. BONITASIRLI

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging...wood trim to
keep edges from

delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

 SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-465, A FAX (619) 698-12W A
V (800) 307-1060 Ernai.. dennis@murphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
Circle (34) on Free Info Card
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DigiTA t CART

RECORdER/PIAyER

Audio
MixER/RdEo

MIMI MEMORY

MCdijlE

At Crown, we've been integrating technology
since 1947. Our latest equation offers MPEG
audio solutions for satellite radio network content
delivery. We started with a bit -rate agile receiver.
We added flash memory for store and forward use.
We gave it multiple MPEG audio decoders and
mixer faders. We put in Crown quality and reli-
ability. It all adds up to the SpectraCastTM
DR2000-an SCPC/MCPC receiver decoder.

For you, the sum total is a more efficient way of
doing business. Now you can use one receiver for
multiple network audio feeds and simultaneously
record and play commercials, liners, PSAs,
and even short format programs such as news-
casts. In other words, you get the freedom of
localization and all of the advantages of network
programming-seamlessly-from one piece of
equipment.

Can we help you calculate
the possibilities?

SpECTRACAST DR2000 RECEIVER

(Fo SATELLITE DigiTAI Audio ANTI DATA)

Th

CROWN Audio SATELLITE RECEIVERS

J have built-in, solid-state flash memory for
store and forward.*

O call for spot rotations and playlists under
network or permissioned local control.

 allow for spotcasting of regionalized
commercials and local ad insertion.

 offer multiple, stereo MPEG audio decoders
and audio mixers/faders.

 include bit -rate agile RF tuners (BPSK/QPSK)
operating from 64 kbps-45 Mbps.

J are addressable as individual units, as part of
a group, or as part of a set of groups.

crown.
SATELLITE

F hone: 800-598-6270 (or 219-294-8143)
Fax: 219-294-8120

Email: spectracastacrownintl.com; Web: www.crownsat.com

Circle (35) on Free Info Card ' Patent Pending SpectraCast is a trademark of Crown International. Inc



Neumann USA Booth 7447
TIM 103: transform-

erless condenser mi-
crophone features a
newly developed cap-
sule, the K13, which is
based on the K87 used
in the U67 and U87
mics; exhibits an acous-
tically well-balanced fre-
quency response and

excellent attenuation
of signal from the rear
of the mic; features
extremely low self
noise (7dBa), a large

dynamic range (131dB)
and has the ability to
handle acoustic signals
up to 138dB SPL; pro-

vides a flat frequency re-
sponse to 5kHz, with a wide

four dB presence boost in the
higher frequencies.
860-434-5220; fax 860-434-3148;

www.neumannusa.com
Circle (208) on Free Info Card

Kevin McNamara, president, EXEgesis
Technologies, New Market, MD

11111r
What is going to be hot at NA898?

Data communications infrastructures supporting
new formats will be a hot topic. The deployment of

commur ications protocols such as DSL and ADSL by the various
telephone companies will have an impact on our business. I would
expect to see the introduction of more Internet and intranet broadcast
products (i.e. webcasting). Implementing a company intranet for a
cluster of stations can be an extremely efficient method to share
company information and files among employees.

What was tot last year that is on the way out this year?
As the price ior ISDN drops and availability increases, I would expect
the need for she POTS codec to decrease, and the need for available
ISDN solutio Is to increase.

Recommended hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
If you want to get away from the crowds, try the Sam's Town Casino.
They have decent restaurants and not many people.

Suggestions for first-time attendees:
You can accumulate a lot of info. Unless you routinely lift weights,
you'll want to mail it back to your home before you leave Las Vegas,
or have the vendors send it to you after the show.

My view of the radio broadcast industry:
Consolidatior is nearly complete in most major markets. The major
group owners that were so active in purchasing stations last year, are
now scrambl ng to find creative methods for servicing a debt, that by
many accounts may be impossible. The high prices paid for these

facilities, combined with the deployment of new emerging
competitive media choices (i.e. DBS, Internet broadcast, etcl
wil make the next year will be a wild ride for people in this
industry. The net result will be a loss of many good broadcast-
ers to other industries.

New Problem Solvers From See these and other BTI products
at NAB Booths RL1815 and RL1922

Broadcast Tools

SS 8.2 Stereo Crosspoint Switcher
This new generation of BTI's popular 802 switcher allows crosspoint switching of 8 stereo inputs to 2

stereo and 2 mono outputs. with any input to any output. Here is a sampling of its many features:

 Inputs can be programmed for overlap. mix, or interlock switching operation

Electronically balanced inputs and outputs

 Internal stereo silence sensor with front panel LED indicators. adjustable alarm threshold and duration

Front panel, mufti -color LED VU meters

 Headphone amplifier with front panel output selection switch. headphone jack and level control

 Powered speaker output with front panel level control. output selection switch and mute control

 Mulbdrop addressable RS -232 and RS -485 serial ports allowing up to 8 units on one serial port

 16 Parallel (status) Input Port (PIP)

8 relay status outputs and 8 open collector outputs

 Low -drift 60Hz clock calendar with battery backup and sync input

 Power -up selection of inputs to outputs. mute or last selected channel

 Plug-in screw -style wire captive connectors

List 5729.00

Smart Silence Monitor

Smart enough to detect white noise, program audio

or silence. the new Smart Silence Monitor is designed

to monitor any stereo or two independent monaural

sources. Check out some of its many features:

 Active balanced inputs with muhi-turn trimmers

 Alarm sensitivity down to 40d13 below program

 Precise time delay from 2 seconds to 93.5 minutes

 Stereo or independent dual monaural operation

 Alarm and activity LED indicators for each channel

 Two DPDT relays may be used for audio switching

Four open collector function outputs

 Remote optdisolated and local defeat and reset inputs

 Screw -style wire captive terminals

List 5209 00

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors!

BROADCASTtoo IsVoice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360. 428 . 6719

Internet: 'tools corn E-mail:

Circle (36) on Free Info Card
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Skywave 2000

From analog to full digital

Short Wave :
the Future of International Broadcasting
Presented al major broadcast exhibi.ions in 199E
SKYWAVE 2C(10 might be the b ggest leap forward since
the birth of Short Wave Radio.

SKYWAVE 2000 will give International Broadcasters the
capability of Digital 3roadcast ng throug i their existing
stations. Improied sound quail- y, unsurpassed rece;-;tion
stability and sI -he extras of digital transmission as wall
as DX-ing ana og broadcasts. -he future of shortwavDs
is bright!

'TliONICAST
1. rue de l'Haut iI. 7E700 Conflans-Ste-Hoicirine. France. Tel. : (-33) 01.34.90.31.0) - Fax : (+33) 01.34.90.20.01

Circle (47) on Free Info Cz rd



NFAB-er-
ESE  Booth 8130
10.1x-5100 Series: extended series sterns from the already popular LX -5112;
smaller and larger versions are capable of automatically
setting themselves to the correct time as received via any
one of three different time code inputs (SMPTE/EBU,
ASCII or ESE - IRIG-B is optional); alternate modes of
operation allow the clocks to synchronize with an
alternating 12- or 24V im-
pulse signal, or to act as
a stand-alone clock;
sweep or step silent
modes and time -zone off-
set are user set via rear -
mounted DIP switches; options for a lighted dial (with brightness control and rack mounting) are also available.

310-322-2136' fax 310-322-8127
Circle (209) on Free Info Card

beyerdynamic  Booth 5707
MCE 82: stereo microphone for x -y recording is well suited for remote

recording due to its compact and rugged metal housing; elastic suspension of
the condenser capsules suppresses handling and cable noise, while a
switchable bass filter eliminates wind noise and rumble; has two condenser
capsules with cardioid polar patterns, which are mounted at an angle of +1- 45°
of the microphone axis, thus allowing a wide recording range and an accurate
reproduction of the sound source.

516-293-3200; fax 516-293-3288; e-mail salesUSAebeyerdynamic.com
Circle (210) on Free Info Card

Fairlight  Booth RL4409
 Revision 14.3 software introduc-
tion for the MFX3plus and FAME sys-
tems provides significant improve-
ments in audio resolution and connec-
tivity, while offering enhanced record-
ing and editing functions; supports
audio in 18-, 20- and 24 -bit formats.

310-287-1400; fax 310-287-0200;
www.fairlightesp.com

Circle (211) on Free Info Card

iil The Leading Manufacturer of SEA Products
SCA Data Systems, Inc.

Standard Products

 NIT series of high-speed high-performance
data systems

 RD -57 RDS Generator

 PG 57-3 phase -locked paging generator

 9600 bps subcarrier data system

 Music 4 plus 9600 high speed data and
audio system

SCA questions... We have answers

2912 Colorado Avenue, Suite 200. Santa Monica. CA 90404  310/3159930  FAX 3113/315.9530

_ 1.48)ill on Free Info Card
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Fill Your Rack With Switchcraft...

One
rack
unit

TTP96FA Series

IOC Terminations

Nickel -plated steel frame jacks
with gold-plated switching contacts

Jacks paired for easy I.D.
of left- and right channels

Heavy duty
slide -out tray
provides easy
access from
front of rack

Captive nut design

Introducing the Front Access Patchbay Series...
an exciting new reason to make Switchcraft your source for audio panels.

Our innovative front access patchbay gives you space
where you've never had it before and convenience
you've never dreamed of, in a quality package you've
come to expect from Switchcraft. Our heavy duty
slide -out tray gives you access to the 96 nickel -plated
steel frame jacks from the front of the unit.

But that's only the beginning! See the photo above for
all of the features and benefits, which make this panel

 1/4" Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"

panel height

 Extra wide
labeling slips

 Fully -wired with
EDAC connectors

Swilchcrafl®

ideal for use in studios, tape editing rooms, mobile
facilit es and anywhere space is limited.

While you're at it, check out the patching products
below. Don't forget our high quality patchcords, and
industry -standard Q -G microphone connectors.

Switchcraft is your one -stop shop for all of your broad-
cast nterconnect needs. Call (773,' 792-2700 ext. 243
today for a copy of our Audio Video Products catalog.

 TT Nickel -plated
steel frame jacks

 Rugged cable tie bar
 Extra wide

labeling strips
 1 3/4" panel height

 Choose from
a variety of
normaling
configurations

 3 1/2" or 1 3/4"
panel height
(1/4" or TT)

5555 North Elston Averue  Chicago. IL 60630
(773) 792-2700  Fax: (773) 792-2129
Switchcraft -Consistently Excellent Since 19465m
www.switchcraft.com

Circle (49) on Free Info Card
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Ward -Beck Systems Booth R1,2200

V ABS-1 Audio Bit Spitter: a companion to the
ABB-1 Audio Bit Buddy, this porta-

ble, battery -powered au-
dio monitor generates dig-
ital and stereo analog au-
dio test signals that can he
injected into the signal path

when testing device perfor-
mance or signal path continu-

ity; generates AES3 digital sig-
nals of 1kHz or 400Hz, at 48-,

4-1.1- or 32kHz sample rates; unit
can be synchronized to an external

digital reference signal; digital signal
levels of -20, -12 and OdBFS are front-

panel selectable; stereo analog tones of 1kHz or 400Hz may also he selected
at levels of -16, -8 and +4dBu.

800-771-2556; fax 416-438-3865; e-mail wbsltdeistar.ca; www.wbsltd.con
Circle (212) on Free Info Card

Shively Labs  Booth 1806
 Model 6017 Lindenblad antenna: ideal for use on poles and small towers
panel antenna, and on larger structures where minimum tower loading
performance across the band, omni-directionality and power handling ,:apac

888-SHIVELY; fax 207-647-8273; e-mail sales@shively.com;
Circle (214) on Free Info Card

Pristine Systems
Booth RL2416

A RapidFire Line: user interface and
Quick Pick feature allow point -and -
shoot additions and changes to on -air
music, commercials and last-minute
insertions.

310-670-7500; fax 310-670-0133;
www.pristinesys.com

Circle (213) on Free Info Card

:hat cannot support the windload of a
is desired; features excellent VSWR
ity.

www.shively.com

a

W hy limit Your
POSSIbildieS

mediatron offers you the complete digital solution for
your Radio Station !

Base° on mediatron plug-in technology, Windows NT 4.0,
standard PC- and network- configuration with unlimited
audio storage (MPEG) using harddisk.

- Cart replacement, live assist and 24h automation
- Newsroom- and cartwall- systems
- News editing, text and audio
- Multitrack recording and editing
- Nptebook recording, editing and communication
- Satellite automation
- Program scheduling tech
- Traffic integration
- ISDN and Internet ---1 -
- Archive solutions

The best, visit us at NAB by RAM Systems booth RL 4222.

ET 110 SEI j.,

1)00 '

ARTIST Joe Cocket

You canf

Ask for our
documentation or

http://www.mediatron.com

mediatron GmbH
Postbox 43 07 12
80737 Munchen

Germany
Phone ++49-8131-8305-0

Fax ++49-8131-8305-25
mediatron e-mail sales@mediatron.com

Circle (75) on Free Info Card
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oec3000 RA".

REMOTE/LOC4L

Taking remote control to a higher level.
Forget remote control...think facilities management. Gentner's GSC3000 is one step beyond remote control. New
augmented macros make the GSC3000 the smartest, most powerful site control system in the industry. Not only
is it as accurate as an engineer, it will make the same evaluations and judgement decisions as one...24 hours a day.
With the addition of Voice Interface, it can even talk too.

Gent ner WE PUT THE WORLD ON SPEAKING TERMS See us at NAB booth #3409

800.395.7486 801.975.7200 http://www.seiteer.em CSA RTL/C, FCC PSS/P15, CE APPROVALS

Circle (51) on Free Info Card
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Nagra USA  Booth 52029
V C -PP: high-performance ISDN codec/recorder/editor offers possibility for
recording, playing and virtual editing of digital audio files using Flash PC Card

memory technology as a
storage media; housed in a
19" rack -mount frame, the
unit is universally powered
for 94- to 264VAC, 48- to
63Hz mains; unit may be
programmed to automati-
cally receive and record files
on removable FLASH mem-
ory PC cards and to play
pre -selected files each time
a call is received; in manual
mode, user may connect to
another ISDN codec for
transfer of digital audio files,
while direct communica-
tions are possible using the
units universal microphone
and line inputs.

615-726-5191;
fax 615-726-5189;

e-mail mail@nagra.com;
VAVW.nagra.com

Circle (215) on Free Info Card

RCS  Booth RL4104
 Master Control: integrated con-
trol system for instant playback of
all audio; Living Log, using Win-
dows NT, allows all users to see the
same log as it automatically up-
dates; Real Feel voice tracking lo-
cally or across WAN for market -to -
market updating.

914-723-8567; fax 914-723-2258;
e-mail intoarcsworks com;

www.rcsworks.com
arcie (216) on Fres Info Card

For up-to-the-minute

show coverage,

check out the online

Show Daily at

www broadcageogilleng com

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete. turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just

$1,595 per month! Look to us for.

LQ Satellite Data Networks

Satellite Internet Connectivity

Network Design & Licensing

 Domestic & International Spacetime
tQ 24 -Hour Technical Support
tQ Installation & Training
4 Lease Financing

800* 345VSAT Fax 970.949.9620
8 7 2 8 E-mail: kell@nsn.net

NSN NETIVORK
SERVICES

Circle (52) on Free Info Card
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25 Year trong!
Inovonics

continues to meet the
everyday needs of

broadcasters the world over
with sensible, top-quality

audio -broadcasting products
at down-to-earth prices.

144::1/414tif

- 

Audio Processing and Air -Chain
A broad range of great -sounding processors for every
AM, FM, TV and Short-wave need. From our time-
honored, programmable 5 -band to a very basic multi-
purpose unit, feedforward-PWM technology yields a
strong, clean sound that won't wear -out your listeners.

The legendary "DAVID -II" FM Processor/Generator
persists in surprising users with its major -market
performance at a budget price. Both the "DAVID -II"
and our basic FM Stereo -Gen -only utilize digital
synthesis for unassailable specs.

Instrumentation, Radiodata, Etc.
Inovonics' full -featured, off air FM Mod -Monitor
gives accurate total -mod, pilot and program audio
readings; a companion unit measures SCA and high-
speed data subcarriers.

And our FM "Relay Receiver" is sensitive, selective
and, most of all, professional. It's ideal for FM transla-
tor and other demanding off -air pickup applications.

A selection of RDS/RBDS products includes an easy -
to -use PROM -based Encoder, and a "dirt cheap"
Mini -Encoder that fits any station's budget. A profes-
sional Decoder -Reader works with any mod -monitor
to qualify and display all data groups.
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Inovonics, Inc ill t-

1305 Fair Avenue  Santa Cruz. CA 95060
Tel: (408) 458-0552  Fa>: (408) 458-0554

WWW.inovon.com

 Visit us at NAB '98 - Booth RL1401 Circle (53) on Free Info Card



TC Ekctroni:  Booth RL4213
DBMAXII: features 24 -bit A/D and D/A converters among other hardware and software enhancements, including

a hardware analog signal bypass function (allowing signal to pass through even if the unit is off, a new EQ with a

Issledmok

Cann -
1:=111

1:1=E1

liT=11 1:111=1

In=g1
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ii
1211M
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multiband clipper function, live bands of expansion, compression and limiting, a new adaptive gain controller - all
combined with the ability to simultaneously insert multiple signal processing functions pre and post.

805-373-1828; fax 805-379-7578; tcusetcelectronimm; www.tcelectronic.com
Circle (217) on Free Info Card

SCA Data Systems  Booth RL2415
 FM Subcarrier Data Broadcast Equipment: three versions include a high-speed
64kb/s using subcarrier space from 54- to 90kHz, hand-held high
throughput at 28.8kb/s using the space from 60- to 90kHz, and full-
mobile at 14.4kb/s using either 60- to 76kHz
or 76-92kHz; features enhanced multi -
mode VLSI demodulator with a com-
putationally intensive coding tech-
nology while still operating at low -
power levels; power -saving tech-
niques developed in previous receiv-
er generations will he expanded with
a low -power radio section.

310-315-9930; fax 310-315-9530;
e-mail Ilarrascadata.com;

www.scadata.com
Circle (218) an Free Info Card

Svetlana Electronic Devices
Booth R14311

4C320,000B: plug -compatible re-
placement power tetrode is used in
pairs as class B modulators and as the
class C high-level modulated IliF power
amplifier stage in AM transmitters:

1

features a mesh filament ensuring
mechanical rigidity and long-lasting
concentricity.

650-233-0429; fax 650-233-0439;
mew svetlana.com

Circle (219) on Free Info Card

point-to-fixed-multipoint at

Edward 1. Miller, CPBE,
pres.dent, Society of Broadcast
Engoneers, Cleveland, OH

What ageing to be hot at NAB98?
Digital, digital, digital. We hear the word so

often, it has already 3ecome a generic definition.
Bandwidth may be a more accurate description of where

the industry is going. Managing bandwidth, whether by Internet,
PCS, broadcast or wireless will be the hot item(s) at NAB98.

What was hot last year that is on the way out this year?
I don't typically track what technology is disappearing. But, I have noticed a change for the
better regarding multimedia. At NABs past, Multimedia was struggling with an identity
crisis. What is/was multimedia anyway? NAB98 will crystalize the marriage between
computers, video and audio in a way never before attempted. Truly, the item "on th, \,.1
our will be the confusion over the meaning of multimedia.

What sessions and conferences will you be attending?
Pretty much across the board of Radio, TV and Internet seminars. Webcasting is of special
interest. Can't forget the basics of EAS, EPA and FCC regulatory issues. With the possibility
it antenna displacement (due to HDTV lower loading concerns) tower site and construction

issues will need some attention as well.

Recommended hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
All work and no play...well, you know now that goes. If your interests include the beauty
of nature or man-made wonders, visit Red Rock Canyon, Hoover dam, or take a ride on the
coaster atop the Stratosphere. If eating is your downfall, be sure to visit the Pamplemousse
French Restaurant, or Battista's Hole -in -the -Wall for that Italian flavor. If steaks are on your
must list, visit the The Flame or Philips Supper House.

What changes should be made for NAB98 from last year?
Some changes are already in -place. Since the show has become so large as not to tit in the
Convention Center, the overflow involves the Sands Convention Center, Hilton, Bally's and
numerous other venues. Improvement is needed in "people -moving" among the venues.

Suggestions for first-time attendees.
To maximize your visit, prepare in advance a detailed agenda for your daily activity. Have
dates, times and location of all sessions you plan to attend. Pre -select the 'must -see vendors
and budget your time accordingly. Once you have visited those manufacturers you
NEED to see,everything else is a bonus. Your prepared "dance card" will be a life saver.
If possible, team up with a veteran attendee to learn the ropes.

My view of the radio broadcast industry:
Radio broadcasting is at the verge of major change. We have seen some of it
already, with multiple ownership, downsizing, and the introduction of new
technologies. As never before, the radio professional will be required to relearn
some the basics before moving forward. There is no better time to do that than
right now.
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MASTER
CONTROL

ier,A,Au

The world's finest on -air system.

Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff. We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on -air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry -standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.

Want a free video?
Jot your name and address in this box

and fax to 914-723-2258. We'll rush
you your video and more info on

Master Control NT.

.1111
NEM 11=1111111111

) /
111111111111\

INN WI& MEM= MIMI/
=I VIM 'MIME 111111111w
Sound Software

Name:

Station:

Address:

City: State: Zip

Tel: Fax:

Radio Computing Services, Inc.
Two Overkill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567, Fax: 914-723-2258

info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com CC

LL THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SVSItM
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360 Systems  Booth R11025

Short/cut V2.0: updated version of popular Short/
cut audio editor offers new features, including sup-
port for an external Zip drive, allowing storage of
more than seven minutes of linear audio information;
can create a DigiCart/II Plus formatted Zip disk and
then store audio files to the disk for playback on
DigiCart/11 Plus units; comes equipped with D -NET
file transfer capability providing for the transfer of
audio files and related information such as cut names
and running times; allows instant access to frequently
used cuts via Hot Keys; hard disk storage capability
has been increased to four hours on an internal 3.2GB
drive.

818-991-0360; fax 818-991-1360; e-mail info@360systems.com; twAv.360systros.com
Circle (220) on Free Info Card

Itelco  Booth 6043
 TFMK Transmitters: line offers 500W, 1-, 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, 16- and 20kW
models; frequency agile transmitters can be programmed for up to eight
preset frequencies, or a frequency can be keyed in directly on the exciter front
panel; distributed microprocessor allows for diagnostics of virtually every
device in the transmitter, as well as remote control and monitoring via an
RS232 serial port.

303-464-8000; fax 303-464-8770; www.itelco-usa.com
Circle (221) on Free Info Card
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Win a free BB/00

(k_)e're giving away a
free 1323 at N.9.13 Vegas, but

you gotta register to win now.
6-o to www.acousticsystems.com and open

the contest /ink on the front page. Wien you se
this Bt Padio postcard, click on the little man's
be// to fill out the entry form. We'll print it out
and bring it with us. Then come by booth 57W
( see if you 1. -von.

ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS
(800) 7W -
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Henry Engineering
Booth R1.2315
V Portammich: aatteri-operawd ver-
sion of Hen -i's Matcl-box level and

impedance nterface operates on
two 9V batt.iies; converts unbal-
anced -10dBv and o to +4dBm 600.0
balanced lines foe - independer.r. am-
plifiers provide hi -directional iereo
interface to cower unbalanced 1/0s
to balanced lines

818-355-36t6; fa: 81$-355-0W7;
www kem}eng..:om

Circle (2270 on Free Info Card

Kintronic Labor tories
Booth RL2319
 DAGMOD-12: menu -driven touch
screen contrc.l features integrated
pattern clock wilt battery bacl-up;
field programi-23 via laptop com-
puter: interface w th ny type of
remote control opti3nal remote Lial-
up access via nodz..-m; requires re-
dLced rack space ccmpared to hard-
wired controlle-s.

423-878-3141;fa: 423-878-422e;
e-mail kiCkilroni corn
Circle (223. on Free Into Card
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Wherever
you are...
GSC3000
with Voice Interface*
Radio Transmitter Remote Control

 With any phone or by
computer & modem

 Dial in to check transmitter
 Access and correct from anywhere

 Program unit to take its own
corrective action

 Notification by phone,
pager or computer

Full time access or periodically
check multiple transmitter sites
from anywhere

 Available end of summer 97

Gentner
BROADCASTERS

L' - GENERAL STORE
al616- 2480 SE 52nd St.. Ocala. FL 34480-7500

Phone: 352-622-7700Fax: 352-629-7000
E-mail: <bgs,imercurY.net>
Web site: http://www.bgsfl.com

You're
in control.

BROADCASTERS
GENERAL STORE

2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 34480-7500
Phone: 352-622-7700
Fax: 352-629-7000
E-mail: <bgs@mercury.net>
Web site: http://www.bgsfl.com

COME SEE US IN LAS VEGAS
AT NAB '98 BOOTHS 1922 and 10061
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Otari Corporation  Booth 10341
V Advanta Console: uses a 40 -bit DSP architecture and an ultra -fast
communications network, and is scalable to handle all present and future
formats up to 24-bit/96kHz; offers choice of dedicated or mapped control
surfaces and 128 channels per position in a three -operator version; control

surface provides the user interface, faders, switches and display, connected
over short or long distances via standard 100Mb Ethernet to a processing rack
containing the digital engine, I/O processors and power supplies; digital
engine has DSP cards, master computer and system sync card (SMPPI-Sony
nine-pin/MMC); I/Os include digital (AES3, MADI, etc.) and tnic/line amps
with 24 -bit DACs/ADCs, remotely controlled from the console.

650-341-5900; fax 650-341-7200
Circle (224) on Free Info Card

SINE NYSTEM(5
Innovative Solutions

TIME -TEMP ANNOUNCER

A radio station is an ideal business to operate a telephone "time
and temperature service." Thanks to the low cost of the Time-

Temp Announcer, this is now possible in even the smallest
communities. Selling advertising on the service is a new revenue

source and the cross -promotion possibilities are tremendous.
The basic unit answers two lines and comes complete with

everything you need to get started. Expansion units
allow up to 62 lines.

9KE NYSTEMN
972 Main Street, Nashville, TN 37206-3614

615-228-3500 FAX: 615-227-2367
FAX ON DEMAND: 615-227-2393 www.sinesys.com

Circle (40) on Free Info Card
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Elearonic Associates, Inc
Bcoth 9422

 Dataline Transmitter Controller:
operates using a dedicated data inter-
face to a studio control point or as a
stand-alone unit; includes a multipur-
Do:.e interface which operates a dial -
in channel using the RF-Manager
Remote access program or using a
touch-tone interface with speech re-
sponses; master unit has 16 inputs
and 16 independent control chan-
nels; enclosed in a two RU chassis
and includes a dedicated micropro-
cessor and a high -quality graphical
display LCD.

915-595-3103; fax 915-857-5261;
e-mail infoOelecassoc.com

www.elecassoc.com
Circle (225) on Free Info Card

LBA Technology
Booth 3618
V coLocon: new family of antenna
site isolation inductors permits the
installation of co -located communi-
cation antennas on AM broadcast

towers, even in megawatt directional
arrays; units incorporate coaxial trans-
mission lines up to 3" and are avail-
able in pad -mount and weatherproof
modular assemblies; more than a
dozen coaxial, power and control
cables can be isolated.

800-522-4464; fax 919-757-0279;
e-mail lbatechOlbagroup.com;
www.lbagroup.com/technology

r..Ircb (226) on Free Info Card



Take A Closer Look...

And discover all that NAB98 has
to offer Radio!

This is your opportunity to test drive new products and

uncover new revenue streams at the most comprehen-

sive broadcasting convention in the world -NAB98.

We're unmasking a new digital era and giving you hot

tips to help you make the right choices as you ccm-

parison shop the most exciting advancements in radio

and audio technologies. So register today for this in-

dustry -shaping event.

Don't turn this page until you've
contacted us for more information!
1 Visit www.nab.orgiconventions/
1 Call Fax -on -Demand at 732.544.2888

'Call 800.342.2460 or 202.775.4970

I Explore more than 200 Radio and Audio
exhibits and uncover hundreds of new products

that will advance your business

I Examine the issues critical to your success in over

40 sessions across eleven conferences

The perfect opportunity to network and see how all

the convergence markets relate to you

VAtt
nal

MARKETPLACE

EXHIBITS: CONEERENCE
April 1992

Las Vegas,
Nevada USA 



NOM
Sennheiser
Booth 7447

HD570: fully modular, dynamic,
circumaural hi -ft stereo headphones
offer high -quality sound reproduc-
tion, new BioNetic design, neodymi-
um magnets for powerful dynamics,
and detachable, kevlar-reinforced, sin-

gle -sided cable; frequency response is
18- to 22KHz and SPL is 95dB.

860-434-9190;
fax 860-434-9022;

e-mail miclitesennheiserusa.com;
www.sennheiserusa.com

Circle (227) on Free Info Card

Enco Systems  Booth RL4525
 DADpro32: digital audio delivery
system provides powerful Live Assist
and automated on -air, production and
inventory management for broadcast

facilities; Global Wide Area Networking capabilities permit group -wide
sharing of audio, scheduling and billing, and other associated data, as well as
methods to integrate Internet capabilities.

248-476-5711; fax 248-476-5712; myw.enco.com
Circle (228) on Free Info Card

Accept No
Substitutes

I ram/

RED

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

MDigigram
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1004 Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: +1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161
E-mail: input@digigram.com
Web: http://www.digigram.com

Prism Sound
Booth S1840
 DScope Series III: features high -
quality analog and digital measure-
ment and signal generation with sam-
pling rates up to 96kHz; also offers
jitter and related digital interface
measurements, including display of
the eye pattern; unit comprises inter-
face unit, which occupies the same
footprint as a notebook computer,
and a native 32 -bit software package
which will run under Windows NT
or 95.

+44 (0) 1223 424988;
fax +44 (0) 1223 425023;

e-mail sales@prismsound.com;
www.prismsound.com

Circle (229) on Free Info Card

Switchcraft
Booth RL2525
V TTP96: audio patch panel series is
available as a panel, patch kit with
EDAC connector or in a front -access
version; features corrosion -resistant,

nickel -plated jacks (0.13") with steel
frames for superior lie; offered in
three jack configurations to meet ex-
act switching requirements: full nor-
mal, half normal and open circuit;
features gold switching contacts for
long-term reliability in normal -through
connections; cable tie -bar takes weight
of cables off jacks, and extra -wide
labeling strips provide maximum
space for identification.

773-631-1234; fax 773-792-2129;
www.switchcraft.com

Circle (230) on Free Info Card
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ANTIL W,
'1111TI G A 10

WAS POINTLESS.
Until now, routing audio between
multiple studios was a mess, a
jumble of wires, cables and junc-
tions. Now, there's ALdioPOINT' -
the most advanced routing
switcher in the radio industry. It
maximizes your flexibility, lowers
your installation and maintenance
costs, and much more.

Let AudioPOINT's unique features
untangle your mess...
 DSP Based
 Analog / Digital / MADI Inputs

& Outputs
 Windows - based software

control
 Expandable to 1024 by 1024

Channels

There's more to AudioPOlNT you
need to know. Check it out at
www.bdcast.com/audiopoint.

AudioApar
Get The Point?
www.bdcastcom
OP 1214 224-9600

Please Visit Us At NAB. Booth #RL1610

Solutions for
Tomorrow's RadioThe BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc

Circle (55) on Free Info Card



THE [ET INNOVATION

IN FY ANTENNAS

IN 30 VMS,

See ACI for CQIT!
Enter 11011000 for
QUALITY results.

Don't miss
your chance to play at
www.antennaconcepts.com
Then visit us at NAB98

LVCC Booth 6960 to
see if you've won!

It's a Duesy!

AANTENNA CONCEPTS INC.

';i11: 6601C Merchandise Way
Diamond Springs, CA 95619

A Tel: (530) 621-2015 A
A Fax: (530) 622-3274 A

A www.antennaconcepts.com A
A E-mail: sales@antennaconcepts.com A

NIBS..B-eiiteyr-
Benchmark Media Systems  Booth 11067
V ADA2008: hi -directional, four -channel, 20 -bit audio A/D, D/A converter
system with internal power supply is housed in a heavy -gauge, RF-tight, 1RU
chassis; system is ideal for multichannel recording/monitoring and routing

switchers; offers THD+N of -108dB FS (0.0004%) measured at 1dB below full
scale digital (20Hz- to 20kHz); CCIF intermodulation distortion is -128dBFS
(0.00004%) with 19- and 20kHz tones input at -1dB FS; sample rates: 44.1kHz
and 48kHz; also offers jitter -reducing dual phase -locked loop circuitry and
choice of digital interface.

800-262-4675; fax 315-437-8119;
e-mail info@benchmarkmedia.com;

www.benchmarkmedia.com
Circle (231) on Free Info Card

Steha Plumbridge,
digital media consultant,
SY?HA, London, England

What is going to be hot at
NAB98?

Webcasting (Internet b-oadcasting) tools, DVD, and
fibre channel storage

What was hot last year that is on the way out this year?
the idea that Microsoft, Compaq and Intel can dictate the future
if the broadcasting industry - well we can hope that they listened to the feedback from

last year's show.

What will you be looking at/kr at NAB98?
Nonlinear editors, disk -based automation systems and portable recorders. Also Internet
streaming technologies, tools for webcasting and updating websites.

What sessions and conferences will you be attending?
Any sessions in the Internet Tech iologies and Applications conference which don't
( lash with press conferences or exhibit opening times.

Recommended hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
f he Hard Rock Hotel swimming pool, roulette tables with very low stakes.

What changes should be made for NAB98 from last year?
Bring all the exhibits hack into one location. Impose noise limits on the exhibitors,
specially those at the Sands. Basically, there are too many booths, too many visitors,

.ind too many miles to walk - what can you do?

Suggestions for first-time attendees:
Although planning a list of booths and products is essential, allow time for browsing
especially away from the main exhibitors - often you find interesting products and
technologies on booths with no entry in the catalog and little or no signage. When you
think you can't walk any further, or you are waiting in seemingly endless bus and food
queues, try singing "I got you II fed good)" by lames Brown.

My view of the radio broadcas! industry:
Digital audio broadcasting and the nternet offer many new and interesting possibilities
for radio broadcasters.

Circle (56) on Free Info Card
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At NAB98 April 6th -9th EoDth #RL4503 "The World Premiere"!
mom

Ic

Sunday
Feb 1. 1998

This Hour:
11:07

On Hand:
20:18

Ti2 transition of the worlds 'Digital Original" OpLOG° to Windcws is done,
fully 'wnctional aid ready for delivery. The simp icity of AIR 'unctionality and high operational reliability of

MediaToich OpLOG° have been further enhanced with an impressive array o' new live assist operticral features.
Come to La: Vegas, NPE98 Booth #RL4503 and e),perience the live assist AIR controller that everyone is talking about.

To receive :onolimeltary NAB93 trade show passes, appointments
for demorstra-ions at NAB98 o- arrange a possible future on site demo
at your station: Call 1-800-636-Y23

nalucAsTur
Joutiand

2430 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 34480-7500

Tel 1-32-622-7700
=ax: 1-352-629-700C

141198
..,4.1:1111A111.141

MAFKETPLACE

April 6-9, 1998
Las Vegas, Nevada
Booth #RL4503

Watch our web site at detail! on OpLOG-2000 are released Windows 95 and Wirdows NT Ire trademarks
of Mic oso t Zorporationon the "Courr.down to NAB98" at s-inw.omt.net

Circle j7-) on Free Info card



NABEAAeogee.
EDX Engineering  Booth RL1725
V Signal 4.0: comprehensive, general purpose design
tool for broadcast communication systems; uses ad-
vanced propagation models to perform coverage, inter-

ference, and detailed link analysis studies; system plan-
ning maps can be plotted along with terrain features, land
use, roads, political boundaries, demographic and traffic
data; new broadcast add-on modules allow users to have
specialized study capabilities in a single application,
creating a highly flexible product.

541-345-0019; fax 541-345-8145;
e-mail info@edx.com; www.edx.com

Circle (232) on Free Info Card

Crown Broadcast  3ooth RL3816

A Narrow band transmitters: modeled after Crown's
line of FM transmitters, these integrated exciters and
power amplifiers provide reliability, efficiency and audio
quality; available in 200-, 400- and 1000W power levels,
theses units are designed with dual redundant capabil-
ity for applications that demand continuous on -air
performance.

219-294-8050; fax 219-294-82;
e-mail bro3dcast@ciowrintl.com:

wwldr.crown ritl.com
Circle (233) on Free Info Card

Inovonics  Booth RL1401
V PBX Phone Switch: allows up to seven modems or
other dial -up devices to share a single telco line; remote
controls, alarms and monitoring equipment at a transmit-
ter site obtain central office dial tone on a first -come, first -
served basis; outside calls incoming to the site are routed

to the selected device with a touch-
tone access and routing command.

DELTROA GOTHAM
INTERCONNECTS MAKE SWEET MUSIC

0;;°=00assmumm

T

AUDIO CABLES

 Microphone cables
Digital cables

 Multipair cables
 Ultraflexible
 Double shielded
 Digital multipair cables

DGS

Deltron/Gotham
US Sales & Stocking Warehouse

800-292-2834

ors'
CONNECTORS

 XLR's, 1/4' phone,
phono, and Midi's

 New -foolproof channel
identification for XLR's

 New -silent version 1/4"
phone plug

I -

NI III 11 1

L08 -4f8-)552; fax 4CE.-458-0554;
e-fnai info@inovcn.com

www.inovon.com
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Prophet Systems
Booth RL4406
 Audio Wizard V.8: updated digital
automation software allows multiple
monitor operation supporting ease of
use for varied live needs; enables
multi -site groups to share talent ef-
forts, production activities and files
from one site to another.

600-658-4403; fax 308-284-4181;
www prophetsystems.con
Citle (235) on Free Info Card
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Confiabil
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 80CW 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,0)0W 4.1 $2,270

6 3,030W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

114ii

/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
SGP-1
SGP-2
SGP-3
SGP-4
SGP-5
SGP-6

Bays
1

2

3
4

5

6

The antenna gain I I'

please. make th

Power
4,COOW

8,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W

ry's
est to p

ILL

OMB also Mann tures:
FM transmitters
TV transmitters
FM and TV Links
TV antennas
Medium power FM

( (in Hectors
(Al Free Info Card

Gain
-3.3

0
1.4
3.3
4.1
5.2

Price
$690
$2,690
$3,595
$4,500
$5,300
$6,100

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-0MB4USA



Problem:
I have a

duopoly.
I need
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters -

buy ONE!

Our Legend Series, Solid State.
FM transmitters are Freauency
Agile and Broadband. Your
engineer can instantly tune one to
any frequency!

We've designed the Legend Series
to ensure long transistors life with
"wind tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.

Legend Transmitters make perfect
main transmitters too!

Available from 1KW - 11KW

Two or more stations:
One back-up transmitter.

GREAT IDEA!

Great Products
Great Solutions!

"The Transmitter People..

- EnergyOnix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO IN'

PO BOX 801 ' 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184

Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476

energy-onix energy-onix.corn

Noorna:ed Systems  Booth RL3613

A SAS 16030D: digital audio routing switcher's 32x32 matrix is housed in a
two RU chaNsis and provides alphanumeric controls on the front panel; unique
monitor has been provided to allow the user to listen to the AES3 or S/PDIF
digital audio input signals; unit is compatible with the complete range of SAS
remote control panels, console and rack -mounted, with full alphanumeric or
push-button capability.

818-840-6749; e-mail salesesasaudio.com
Circle (236) on Free Info Card

RacioSoft  Booth 6960
ComStudy

Coverage V.
2.0: improve-
ment to this an-
alyzing and
mapping soft-
ware includes
database man-
agement of
transmitter lists
and matrix stud-
ies, full imple-
mentation of
the new U.S. and

nterference Stud

international interference methods, and highly
mized 32 -bit coding.

904-426-2521; 888-RADI095; wvAv.radiosoft.com
Circle (237) on Free Info Card

opti-

Broadcast Tools  Booth RL1815 & Booth RL1922
SS 8.2 Stereo Crosspoint Switchen accommodates eight stereo

inputs with any input routed to two stereo and two monaural outputs

ow., At I

)

controlled via front panel switches with dual LED indicators; inputs can be
programmed for overlap, mix or interlock switching operation; internal stereo
silence sensor with front panel LED indicators, adjustable alarm threshold and
duration; offers front panel LED VU meters; headphone amplifier with front
panel output selection switch, headphone jack and level control; other
features include eight relay status outputs, eight open collector outputs. and
a low -drift (60Hz) clock/calendar with battery back-up.

360-428-6099; fax 360-428-6719; e-mail bti@broadcasttools.com;
www.broadcasttools.com
Circle (238) on Free Info Card
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AR)

THERE ARE STILL
SOMEONES OUT THERE,

THAT ARE UNAWARE

OF THE MOST
COMPLETE AUDIO

AND INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

t Total convergence and integration.

t Audio, text and Video objects on a single screen.

a5 Compatibility with different audio processing boards.

a5 Reliable, user-friendly and immediate management.

a3 Cost savings.

YOU WILL ONLY DISCOVER ITS ENORMEOUS
POSSIBILITIES USING IT

AND IT IS DEVELOPED BY:

Certified by ISO 9001 - 080/1/96

HEAD QUARTERS: c/. Rey Pastor, 36 - P.I. Leganes - 28914 Legarts - MADRID (SPAIN) Phone: 34 (1)686 13 00 - Fax: 34 (1) 686 44 92 - aeqsales@aeq.es

AEO Broadcast International Inc.: 2660 S.W. 87 Davie - Miami - FLORIDA 33328 Phone: (954) 424 0203 - Fax: (954) 424 0902 - e -Mailaeqamerica@aol.ccm
AEO CATALUNYA: Cl Codas°, 174, Entlo 1 ' - 08027 BARCELONA (SPAIN)- Phone/Fax 34 (3) 340 96'1

AEO PORTUGAL.. i'whancana - Perm de Palhancana - 2580 ALENOUER (PORTUGAL) Tel 0E1 94 30 06 - Fax/Gravador 061 94 30 07 - e -Mail aepemail telepac pt

Circle (50) on Free Info Card



YOUR BEST

SOURCE!!

SOLP3°VtS

RS

Complete Standard Line
*Custom Engineering

High Power
UHF TV / HDTV

We also can supply
your needs for

STL, MMDS, PCS,
Paging & Cellular

applications.
Make UTE Microwave your
BEST SOURCE for high
quality
components

Call: (732)
922-1009

OVER
35 YEARS
of Engineering

Leadership

121EI

MICROVAVE INC.
3500 Sunset Ave Asbury Park. New Jersey 07712

Phone: (732) 922-1009
Fax: (732) 922-1848

Canare  Booth 10976
BCJ Series: family of digital audio

transformers designed to allow the
transmission of two -channel AF.S3
signals over standard 7511 co-
axial cable; provide excel-
lent rejection of hum and
noise and makes use of
an extremely low -profile
design, allowing them to be
easily placed in -line with an I/O without creat-
ing an obstruction; compatible with SMPTE
276M and AES transmissions.

818-365-2446; fax 818-365-0479; www.canare.com
Circle (239) on Free Info Card

Yasmin Hashmi, Partner,
SYPHA, London, England

ZIP What is going to be hot at
NAB98?

Servers, fibre channel networking
MPEG-2. Digital broadcasting is imminent

and manufacturers are responding to the potential
needs of program makers and editors, who will need faster
and wider access to material and more transparency he-
tween products.

What was hot last year that is an the way out this year!
The market is not that fickle. Digital technology was hot last year and wi'l be again
this year.

What will you be looking at/far at NAB98?
Anything nonlinear for audio.

What sessions and conferences will you be attending?
Anything which offers new insights into how nonlinear technology car be app ied, nrvs
storage media or strategies, networking advances.

Recommended hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
'Jenny's for a full breakfast, but be prepared to queue!

What changes should be made for NA898 from last year?
Generally move the dates so the show doesn't clash with the Easter weekend - trying
to get flights is always difficult and more expensive.

Suggestions for first-time attendees:
The show is bigger than you think. Wear comfortable shoes, get a trolley fcr all rase
brochures and go, go, go!

My view of the radio broadcasr industry:
Every room in my house has a radio, there is also one in the car, one in the office and
one in my travel bag. Radio is alive and well, and always will be, whatever form it :akes.

Circle (76) on Free Info Card
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We've Moved
Continental is leading the

way in the design and
manufacture of digital AM,

FM and TV transmitters.

See the new digital equipment
at our exhibit #8333 in the

TV hall at NAB.

Contiliaztal aiet2tm if A Ca2/20-2A1[o7C
P.O. BOX 270879  DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879

214-381-7161  FAX 214-381-3250  1-800-733-5011
WWW.CONTELEC.COM

Circle (77) on Free Info Card
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Broadcast Electronics  Booth RL1610
A AudioVAULT V. 6.6: now supporting Windows
NT with the AVExplorer module, making the units
Wide Area Network (WAN) compatible.
 AirBoss: networked copy management system
allows the elimination of paper in a studio operation;
live, commercial, sponsorship and community notes
are accessible at the touch of a button or can be
scheduled within integrated logs.

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9607; www.bdcast.com
Circle (240) on Free Info Card

Dane E. Ericksen, P.E., CSRE, CSTE.
Hammett & Edison, Inc.,

ZIP Consulting Engineers, San Francisco

What is Going to Be Hot at NAB 98?
Look for more demonstrations of in -band on -channel

(IBOC) digital audio radio systems. USA Digital Radio/Westinghouse
Wireless Solutions has been working on revised AM/FM systems for two
years now, and at lei st one of their published development calendars has
system roll -o0 scheduled for 1998. Also look for demonstrations of a
newly -announced system from Digital Radio Express, which has already
hosted some in-house demos of a competing IBOC technology.

It will also be interesting to see if senior FCC staff attending NAB98 bring
up RM-9208, which proposes to create a new class of microradio AM and
FM broadcast statiors.

What was hot last year that is on the way out this year?
Reed Hundt. pirate :M stations (the new CIB Bureau Chief, a former
Marine, has de monstrated that he understands what the 'C' in 'CIB' stands
for. FCC/FAA pnblems seem to be winding down.

What will you be looking at/for at NAB98?
Opportunities o encourage FCC action on the Hammett & Edison Petition
tor Declaratory Rulin; regarding Section 73.315)b( of the FCC Rules (line
of sight to community of license).

I'll be interested in seeing if Potomac instruments has come out with a
rumored new Meld stength meter.

What changes should be made for NAB98 from last year?
Keep it all at the LVCC. Don't split up registration from the LVCC. Don't
pack the chair, and tables in the session rooms too close together: then
there are empt,i chain in the impossible -to -get -into middle seats. A room

with 100 seats that people can actually get to and use is much
better than a room with 150 seats but spaced so close together
that 75 of those seats remain vacant.

lk 9

Tri-Maze Complete AM -FM
Processing Package

ognn6
.

titd
Model TM401 3 Tri-Maze

 
. .

4. 4. 4.

44.

 60 db control range.
 Meets all NRSC requirements.
 Time domain contoured, integrated release.
 Easy access compression and mix controls.
 Dip switch selectable pre and de -emphasis, 75 or 150 uS.
 Mix down peak metering, permits precise yet simple setup.
 Triggered absolute level expansion, auto -mode for voice or

music.
 Zero hysteresis post filter clipping, provides up to 20 dB

loudness without center channel distortion products.

Reliable. Quality Processing From:

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751. Lamar, Caorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902

Leitch, Inc.  Booth 9941
 64x64 Family Routers: configured
up to 64x64, these routers are serial
digital and analog audio capable, al-
lowing users to mix formats and to
feed in coax or fiber; modular routers
feature hot-swappable power and log-
ic cards, as well as backward compat-
ibility to all Leitch products; all versions
expand from 32x32 to 64x64 in a 4RU
frame and to 128x64 in a 6R11 frame.

800-231-9673; fax 757-548-4088;
wevi.leitch.com

Circle (241) on Fns Info Card

Gefen Systems  Booth 7652
 M&E Pro Intranet this upgrade for
the NI&E Pro offers on-line sound
effect and music searching, audition-
ing and transferring using Netscape
or Microsoft Internet Explorer brows-
ers; PC, Mac and UNIX compatible;
offers reduced -bandwidth samples for
auditioning of commercial CD librar-
ies, and full -bandwidth audio down-
loading in any sound file format.

818-884-6294; fax 818-884-3108;
e-mail gsinfoegefen.com;

www gefen corn
Circle (242) on Free Info Card
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NA B
Audio Precision  Booth 3215

Portable One Dual Domain: features a complete comple-
ment of digital interface testing and monitoring functions,
including jitter generation and measurement, audio bit error
rate, sample rate measurement and other interface functions;
measures analog and digital audio signals in their native
domain; includes high-performance analog hardware for
analog measurements and digital hardware for digital domain
and audio interface measurements, all in a rugged, self-
contained package with integral display.

503-627-0832; fax 503-641-8906
Circle (243) on Free Info Card

JK Audio  E oath RS5438
100. Inline Patrik connects to the base of an analog or cordless telephone and the RJ11 wall jack and contains back-
to-back hybrids for complete control of audio from
both sides of the call; XLR and 1/8" audio input
jacks allows the user to mix sound bytes or
music into the conversation; one stereo jack
provides one voice on one channel and
another on the second; a second jack con-
tains a mix of both voices; front panel
controls for each output offer all necessary
controls.

815-786-2929; fax 815-786-8502;
rAwcjkaudio.com

Circle (244) on Free Info Card

Whirlwind
Booth 7352.
V PressMite: battery powered press
feed system for distributing mic or
line level audio with high amounts of

isolation; unit features a high quality
mic preamp, a built-in headphone
amp and level control for monitoring,
and active transformer -isolated out-
puts (12 mic and two line).

716-663-8=20; fax 716-865-8930;
e mail t.3 es©whirlwind.com;

ndusa.cam
Circle (245) an Free Info Card

Mina PATCH hone Audio Interface
pt.0,-,? From Phone Balanc)

Tele

From Line
JK Audio, Inc.

Send To Phone
Lineauto

off -hook

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging
from educational series
to multi -station antenna
arrays, are highly
customized to meet
broadcaster's needs.

Options
*Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization
 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns

eats
.0115% '1110 Milkaineasaliassw WNWIrt-ir .011l 'd1 r r II 1.

Walla n 111
_joht. Jits...A...4ossupt OM. OHM.

FP rt,

The FM10
Series

INC. Our Priority is
Antennas and Transmission brie Systems Your Satisfaction

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856. Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814.472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
Sales: 800-279-3326
E -Mail: swrethird-wave.com
http://homepage.third-wave.com/swrweb

See us at NAB Booth 5909 Circle (57) on Free Info Cara



Clark Wire & Cable
Booth 8972
 SPA22GS and 800 Series: single
pair audio cable and 800 series digital
audio snakes are now CM rated for
assured reliability and safety.
 Test Equipment: Paladin Tools Audio
Cable Tester is designed to test the
continuity of most audio cables, in-
cluding XLR, 1/4", phono (RCA), DIN,
3.5mm and Speakon connector cables
up to 1000 feet; a clear LED display
provides visual pass/fail diagnosis.

800-222-5348; fax 847-949-9595;
e-mail sales@clarkwc.com;

www.clark.com
Circle (246) on Free Info Card

John Battison, P.E., technical
editor, RF, Loudonville, OH

WhatisgoingtobehotatNAB98?
Digital operation, IBOC, data trans

mission, multiple modulations on AM
carriers, AM antenna systems and and multifre-

quency transmitters.

What was hot last year that is on the way out this year?
EM

What will you be looking at/for at NA898?
I'll lw looking ot new modulation systems and RF generation products.

What sessions and conferences will you be attending?
Anything RE oriented

Recommended hangouts and hotspots away from the show:
I never have emnigh time to!

What changes should be made for NA898 from last year?
I would like to iee the radio and TV conventions separated.

Suggestions for first-time attendees:
Wear very comfortable shoes, drink lots of water and carry a notebook. Beer will be free'

My view of the radio broadcast industry:
The industry is on the way up. We'll see a large increase in data transmission as a
subsidiary service. SCA has been around for a while, but now there is even more interest
in it as a secondary service. Multiple ownership will continue, which I don't agree with.
Thii is against the original plans of the FRC aid FCC. With the auction prices being so
high, only large pocketbooks can afford the licenses. It's not broadcasting as we used to
knew it ncw, and as I first knew it 53 years ago.

Any other thoughts?
The NAB Convention is the biggest of all broadcast conventions. Make the most of it. If
your situation calls for it, take advantage of the employment opportunities there.

Harris Corporation  Booth 6309
1 MixPak by Vortex: created

expressly for Comrex's
HotLine POTS codec,
MixPak adds a

three -input mixer
and a battery pack
in a compact

sembly that bolt
directly to th
HotLine; battery
power is provitf

ed either from an
external DC source
or by six standard
alkaline D cells; mix-
er provides three bal-

anced XLR inputs; two
are at mic level and one is switchablebetween mic and line; each input

has an independent level control; two mic inputs form the feed
into the HotLine; headphone out-
puts are independently adjustable
and provide local and return audio
from the HotLine.

800-622-0022; fax 765-966-0623;
www.broadcast.harris.com
Circle (247) on Free Info Card
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Computer Concepts Corporation
Booth RL4413
.4 Maestro v.2.1: full 32 -bit software features improved
recording capabilities and full satellite support; Windows NT
allows Maestro to be configured at your location, allowing
your system to grow as station or locations are added to your
group.
 Visual Traffic: takes advantage of 32 -hit technology to
allow traffic for all group stations to be handled from one
central site or from each individual location.

800-255-6350; fax 913-541-0169;
e-mail cccOccc-dcs.com; www.ccc-dcs.com

Circle (248) on Free Info Card

EMC  Booth 51775
Microbond 2000: cut -to -length, pre -terminated ground straps

on a roll; tinned copper rope -lay cable with pure copper
terminations offers flexibility in bonding and grounding;
equivalent to a #6 AWG, Microbond has standard termina-
tions every four inches, with 1/4" mounting holes; comes
on a 25 -foot roll, can be cut to length with scissors, and
terminates like any standard connection; continuous
loop eliminates need to stock lengths of wire, crimp lugs
and tools.

806-379-8515; fax 860-379-7825
Circle (249) on Free Info Card

FIRST UNLICENSED SECURE

COMMUNICATIONS THE FIRST WIRELESS REMOTE

0

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES IMPROVED

ACCURACY BUT SMOKE QUICKLY

BECAME UNFASHIONABLE

WIRED SYSTEMS

OFFER SOME IMPROVEMENT

BUT ADD TO OPERATING COSTS

eQE6

eQEq VVII.C.1?-0>YRA 11,
I. LICENSE -FREE

N. WIRELESS SPREAD SPECTRUM

UNCOMPRESSED

DIGITAL STEREO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

FOR STL/TSL, RPU 6 LMA AUDIO TRANSPORT

PRIMITIVE

COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

OFTEN PROVED FATAL

0E1 CORPORATION, ONE AIRPORT DRIVE, P0. BOX 805, WILLIAMSTOWN, NEW JERSEY 08094

TOLL -FREE (800) 334-9154, LOCAL (609) 728-202G, FAX (609) 629-1751

REACH US ON THE WORLDWIDE WEB AT HTTP://WWW0EI-BROADCAST.COM/

Zircle (58) on Free Info Card
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Broadcast Engineering Conference
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

7:00

8:00

8:30 - 12:00

Radio Boot (amp

Part 1

9:00
9:00 - 9:30

Broadcast Engineering

Conference Opening

Keynote Address

9:30 - 12:00
Digital Sound Broadcasting

Worldwide Expectations

and Progress

9:00 - 10:A0
NAB All -industry Opening

and Keynote Address
9:00 - 12:00

Internet Technologies

for Radio

-
9:00 - 12:00

Hot Topics: Regulatory Issues

in the Real World Part 1

-Also-

Computer Networking

and Media Management

9:00 - 12:00

Data Broadcasting

for Radio

10:00
10:30 - 12:00

Consolidation:

Engineering Management

Perspectives
11:00

12:00
12:15 - 1:45

Technology luncheon

1:00

1:00-530

Radio Boot Camp

Part 2

............-...1111111111111b..

1:00 - 4:00

Digital Sound Broadcasting:

Worldwide Expectations

and Progress

1:00-5:00

Broadcast Towers:

Managing Your

Vertical Real Estate

1:00 - 5:30

Building the Digital

Radio Station

2:00
2:00-2:30

Hot Topics: Regulatory Issues

in the Real Wodd Part 2

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00 6:00 - 6:30
Ham Radio Reception

____________111111111111111111111111111111111111

New Media Professionals Conference
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

111111111111111111111Pe' ' '411-WigWillit 16- ,
7:00

8:00

9:00-1030 9:00-1030
9:00 9:00 - 10:30

NAB MultiMedia World Regulatory Minefields:
NAB All -industry Opening

and Keynote Address
lisaWddress How to Protect Yourself

on the Digital Frontier
10:00

10:30 - 12:00
Trends in Interactivity -

11:00 What's Ahead?

12:00

1:00 1:00-2:30
NAB MultiMedia Boot Camp:

1:00-2:30
DVD Market

1A0-2:30
Videoconferencing for Training

1M0-2:30
Thinking Interactively

1:00-230
What Will Win With

Part 1 Opportunity Update and Distance learning Consumers? Analysts Picks

2:00

3:00 -
3:30 - 5:003:30 - 5:00

NAB MultiMedia Boot Camp:

3:30 - 5:00
The Essentials of

Great Graphics and
3:30 - 5:00

Writing for Interactivity -
3:30 - 5:00

Investment Update: Where
4:00 Part 2 DVD-ROM Authoring

Animation Don't Just Happen

- They're Created
A Workshop is Wall Sheet Finding Value?

5:00

6:00
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Telecommunications
Strategies Conference

Monday Tuesday Wcc iesday

7:00
s

411

8:00
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Ouolitw .. dio and 4ileo

.... .

11:00
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1:00
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...,
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LE0s, ME0s, GEOs: The
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via Satetlite

3:00 -
3. 3C - 5:00

Intenet In The Sey

fanna-tivity for

r olkJe Society

3.30 - 5:00
Wireless 8 Broadcasting:

Where ire the Synergies?

Returr 'nth? Marketing?
4:00

5:00
- mom

6:00
----orarismIlaraff111111.1411.1Isalainissomailataisielasikailliallikalal4

Affordable
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III .Scaste

Broadcasters around-the-worle are discovering our
easy -to -use WaveStation automation. Install our
software on your PC and you have a powerful, versatile
music -on -hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its oval digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation. voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.

888 -BS IUSA

Try Before You Buy.

brii3ad the Actgl Sewn!

www.bsiusa.com

24 HOUR

FREE
INISUPPORI

`1699
BSI
Broadcast Software international

Circle (59) on Fro* Info Card

NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD

AVCOM's PSA-65C
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's newest Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, model

PSA-65C, incorporates a microprocessor and attractive multifunction.
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from less than 1MHz to
over 1250MHz, for the amazing price of $ 2930.

AVCOM's new PSA-65C is a low cost general purpose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with, standard features including FM audio
demodulator, AM detector and digital frequency lock. The PSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep with a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65C is ideally suited
for 2 -way radio, cellular, cable. satellite. LAN. surveillance. educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1250 MHz frequency
extenders, BNG-1000A tracking (noise) generator, log periodic anten-
nas. carrying case (AVSACi, and more.

APCOm

I IMMO
0159 0:03

o

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND. VA 23236 USA

804-794-2500 FAX 804-794-8284

Phone, fax or write for more information or to order.
Visit our website at www.AVCOMofVA.com.

Circle (60) on Free Info Card
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Sunday Mondry Tuesday Wednesday

7:00

8:00

9:00 9:00 - 10:110 9:01 10: to 00 - 70:30
NAB All -industry C .er Mg

and Kaynote Aram
!te teof Radii Sales Adde,. Seli lig Your IPeb S. to

1 0:00
10:30 - 12 )0 11:30 - 12:00

Webra itirc. 110:31, 12:00 , -few-11:00 Ready for Prime Ime? Tie D.C. S. Dilemma
lee Challenges

12:00 12:U - 1:30
12:30 2.110 N1I3 Red) Luncheon

1:00 t-.00 - 2-30
Radio Gets Revolts -

The Mulhopoty Annie'
1:4; - 3:00

Speck -vents and S.msetranal Rath) So nest i

2:00 Fromotiors - Marketing

2:3C - 4:0)
2:00 -4:1P

Time N.onawme-t f x ling or Making 230 - 4:00
Chart a Cruise Prou 1h Rod o Monogrs TH An. zing Ner Listen n1

3:00 the -'.xhiti-s Stakjcs Iron 'crbitrar

4:00 4:00 - 5:1:i
Radio Ogee ing Recereri

5:00

6:00

Broadcaster's
haw and

Regulation
Conference

Radio
Management/
RAB
Conference

7:0
---"IlefliilliMill

()

Sunday

I
1

E

:00 -4:00lire2Ivenal 8
[-rondo trig I.
betel d fi Your

Frei e ti.,e

/V onday Tu :-!sd a y Wednesday

73 ) - !i0;011
FCC Cheinan s Bre °West8:00

primirrrmsenn
Upgrading fax Radio Siatien
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- Also -

Avoiding CC Fines -
A Commission Rul.

Liiforxxnent Prime

9.00 9:10 - 10:10
rat All-'neustry Ginning and

Keyicae Ad iress

9: 111. - 10 3f)
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tiers, k Pe/senility and
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1

Ave ding libel and Privacy
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Special bear, end F10000115
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2:00 - 3:00 41
Broadcast ',Lechery Spec um2:00

- Fighting fc r Haven ins
Usin Them Enalloe-3:00 .........._0.1.i....miand

3:311 -5:0(
Reguet.fy Dia clue

3:: 0 - S:30

A lvedcaste 's
Ara ri st Primer

4:00

5:00

6:00

FISilicon Valley Call 800-986-9700
P 0 VV E R Fax 408-986-1438

AMP! 1=IERS
The RF People

NEW! B-2000 NEWS

2 KW FM POWER AMPLIFIER
up to 2 4 KW for 10 W wive.

SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF AMPLIFIERS AT NAB 98, BOOTH RL3422
Circle ;61) on Free Info Card
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retting connected.

Choosing an Internet
service provider

By Chuck Poulton

Taking a behind the scenes tour of a prospective ISP can tell you a lot about them.

selecting a ser-
vice provider
for your Inter-

net and webcasting
presence may at first
seem like being asked to buy a car without being able
to kick the tires, start the engine, or take it for a test
drive. Yet, unless you are willing to repeatedly change
e-mail addresses, re -order expensive data circuits, and
reconfigure servers, you won't be able to test-drive a
provider connection before making what is likely to
be a long-term commitment. However, by learning the
important issues to discuss when evaluating a pro-
spective provider, you can make an intelligent, in-
formed choice.

Start as you would with any other major purchase. Ask
for references. Talk to the other customers. Find out how
long the ISP has been in business, if it's backed by a parent

Selecting an ISP for the station
doesn't need to be difficult.

company, or if it's
currently being
bought out by an-
other company. Do
an on-line search for

ISP surveys and find out how it ranks. If it sells dial -up
access, sign up for an account and try out the technical
support - the closest you'll come to a real test-drive.

Determine if the ISP is able to provide the services you
will require. Almost every ISP can provide web -hosting
and e-mail access, but is the ISP willing and able to handle
your special needs as a webcaster?

Pipe dreams
One of the most important issues for potential

webcasters to consider is that of bandwidth, or overall
channel capacity. Using today's unicast webcasting
technology, each concurrent audio stream requires its
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own continuous connection between the listener's
player and your server. These connections each use up
some percentage of the available bandwidth. A single
stereo stream targeted at a 28.8kb/s modem user will
typically use about 20- to 24kb/s of the bandwidth
available on your server's Internet connection. This
means that a standard T-1 connection at 1.54Mb/s can
only handle 65- to 75 concurrent listeners, and that is
without reserving any additional capacity for Web or
e-mail traffic. Serving additional simultaneous listen-
ers would require multiple T-1 circuits or even 45Mb/s
T-3 circuits, which can quickly become very expen-
sive. Pricing varies widely, but a single T-1 can cost
between $1000 and $3000 per month (with T-3 costs
at five- to eight times the cost of a T-1, albeit with 28
times the capacity).

One way to reduce the bandwidth costs is to avoid
bringing that much bandwidth all the way to audio servers
within your facility, and instead to either co -locate your
own servers within the ISP's facility, or use an ISP audio
server. In this case, you only need to feed an encoded
stream from your location to the ISP, or perhaps even use
an off -air feed, although a dedicated audio feed will yield
better quality audio. This reduces the interconnect costs
paid to the local telco, and you only pay hosting and
bandwidth fees to the ISP.

Another important issue involves the ISP's connec-
tions to upstream providers. ISPs will often oversell
their connections to the Internet backbone based on
the fact that Web and e-mail traffic is bursty -a user
connection will only be briefly busy while a user
downloads a new webpage or sends an e-mail. An ISP
can buy less connectivity to its upstream providers
than it has sold to its downstream customers because
it can predict that not all of the customers will be using
all of their capacity simultaneously. The continuous
nature of webcasting streams upsets this assumption.
Make sure that your prospective ISP can reliably and
continuously provide the bandwidth you require,
particularly during peak -usage times.

Smaller ISPs often buy connectivity from mid -sized ISPs,
who buy capacity from larger ISPs, who then connect
directly in a peering arrangement with other large ISPs
and/or connect into one or more shared major network
access points (NAPs). The lower the number of connec-
tions, or bops, through each ISP network router from
source to destination, the less likely that packets will be
dropped along the way, and the less overall delay
between sender and receiver.

The number and type of direct peering arrangements
that an ISP has is also becoming increasingly important
as the major NAPs become more and more burdened
with an overload of traffic. This leads the NAPs
themselves to often be a major source of packet loss
across the Internet. The direct peering arrangements
provide a way for ISPs to bypass the NAPs and share
traffic directly. Since these connections are provi-
sioned and managed by the involved ISPs, and usually

only carry traffic to and from the respective ISPs and
their customers, they are less burdened and often
provide better performance.

Traceroute
One way to get some idea about the performance of an

ISP's networks and connectivity is to use the traceroute
command. This command does exactly what its name
describes - it traces the route to a particular machine on
the Internet. In doing so, it returns the round trip time that
it takes each probe packet to traverse to and from each
hop along the way to the destination host. On a Win-
dows95 machine, the traceroute program is accessed
from a DOS box under the name "TRACERT." Type
"TRACERT" and the host name you want to probe. You
can also run a traceroute from Web servers located at
various points around the Internet. You can find a list of
these traceroute sites at www.boardwatch.conVISP/
Trace.htm.

As in broadcasting, redundancy and backup systems
are also important in selecting an ISP. Ensure that your
ISP has multiple NAP or peering connections that
provide redundancy in case one or more of the
connections goes down. Find out if these connections
take disparate routes through the telco infrastructure,
or if a single fiber cut could take them all down. Ask
the ISP if it has backup power protection such as UPS
systems and generators. If they have a hardware

ARMSTRONG
FM TRANSMITTERS
Engineered for Reliability

 Power Levels from

lkW to 30kW

 High Efficiency, Grounded

Grid Single Tube Design

 Wideband Quarter Wave

Cavity for Lowest

Synchronous AM

 Solid State Driver with Patch

Around Capability

 Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback

 INEXPENSIVE!

TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

In New York: In Florida:
4835 N. Street Road 3100 N.W. 72 Av. #I27
Marcellus. NY 13108 Miami, FL 33122

(315) 673-1269  Fax (315) 673-9972 (305) 471-1175  Fax (305) 471-1182
Circle (79) on Free Info Card
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Getting Connected
failure, is backup equipment available to be brought on-
line immediately?

Security and firewalls
You'll also need to determine what level of security

the ISP can provide, especially if you plan to connect
your LAN to the Internet (although even dial -in clients
can be susceptible to attacks). Many ISPs will be able
to provide a basic type of firewall implemented as a
network level packet filter within their routers. This
type of firewall works by checking the source and
destination addresses of a packet, along with the type
of service that the packet is destined for. A packet filter
can be configured to, for instance, allow all outgoing
traffic from your network, but only allow incoming
traffic for your Web server and e-mail, blocking other
traffic. The router -based packet filter cannot, howev-
er, provide detailed logs and statistics useful in deter-
mining if someone has been probing or trying to break
into your site. It also cannot protect against weakness-
es in the services for which you have permitted
outside access, or protect against many of the most
recent denial -of -service attacks that exploit weakness-
es in the operating system network code itself.

A more sophisticated type of firewall, the applica-
tion level proxy, works by blocking all direct traffic
between the Internet and your network. Individual appli-
cations within the firewall act as an intermediary between

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

Connecting your LAN to the Internet gives your network
users easy access to the Internet, but security precautions
should be taken.

the outside and inside of the firewall, securely passing
information without allowing direct access to the inside
machines. These types of firewalls can perform sophisti-
cated logging and monitoring - some can even perform
virus scanning for e-mail and Web downloads on the fly
- but the firewall may impact on the performance of the
applications being screened. Furthermore, as new net-
work applications come along, you will either need a

Webcast Service Providers
AudioNet www.audionet.c7om
Real Broadcast Network www.realnetwork.com
PSINet WWW. DS i . net
ITV.Net www.itv.net

plug-in for the firewall to support that application, or
implement the less secure packet filtering for that partic-
ular service. It's a trade-off between security, conve-
nience and transparency, and cost.

Finally, you'll want to investigate what level of customer
service and support the ISP provides. Check to see if its
Network Operations Center (NOC) is staffed on a 24-
hour/seven-day-a-week basis. Find out what kind of
network monitoring it has in place. For example, if there
is a outage, will you have to find it and notify the NOC,
or will it be automatically notified of the failure and fix it

Circle (80) on Free Info Card
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It doesn't always need to be pretty to work well. This 1 iP has
placed its equipment on tables instead of in racks. but still
offers redundancy and many supplemental services.

before you notice a problem? Also, ask if it can monitor
audio specific services on your behalf, even if the equip-
ment, such as an audio encoder, is located at your site.
When choosing an ISP, you may want to consider a

service provider that has previous experience providing
webcasting services, especially if you want to serve a
large number of simultaneous streams. Some of these ISPs
can also provide specialized services such as turnkey
system setup and stream splitting/mirroring to multiple
geographically distributed servers.

Connecting your LAN
It you plan on connecting your LAN to your ISP, you'll

need to decide what type of connection to install. Other
than ordinary dial -up, which wouldn't be appropriate for
webcasting applications or more than a very small
number of LAN users, there are three types of connections
typically used: ISDN, frame relay, and private leased line.

ISDN can be a good choice for lower -bandwidth,
periodic -use situations on a LAN. It could also be used for
sending locally encoded audio to remote servers, but
unless you can buy fixed-rate ISDN service (without per -
minute usage charges) in your area, you won't want to use
ISDN for continuous feeds.

Frame relay, a less expensive alternative to private
leased lines, works by connecting your LAN into a nearby

"frame relay cloud" shared by multiple users. Your ISP is
also connected somewhere into the cloud. Data goes into
the network on one end and comes out the other. With
frame relay, you buy an average committed information
rate (CIR) but can burst above that rate if the bandwidth
is available. Unfortunately, even the CIR is not abso-
lutely guaranteed, so it is possible to run into congestion
if lots of people on the cloud send data at once. For
ordinary e-mail or Web traffic, occasional delays can be
tolerated. However, webcasters may run into problems
with the congestion due to the real-time requirements of
the audio streams.

A private leased line, such as a fractional T-1, T-1, or
even greater data rates, are most often used and most
appropriate for webcasting applications. This type of line
is basically a fixed bit rate, point-to-point, permanent
circuit between your facility and the ISP. Connecting to
this type of line requires a channel service unit/
digital service unit (CSU/DSU) which interfac-
es to the T-1 circuit and provides a serial V.35 datastream.
This serial stream connects to a router, which translates
your LAN's physical media topology, such as ethernet, to
and from the serial connection. Ask the ISP to recommend
equipment, and to assist with the ordering of the proper
circuits and the installation of equipment.

Chuck Poulton is Systems Manager at WKSU-FM, Kent, OH.

New
in 98

RemoteMix 3x4
4 phone lines,

3 mic/line inputs,
3 headphone outputs,

clean balanced mixer output,
all in one road -ready box with removable cover.

JK AudiooBroadem tceast Gear
NAB98 Booth RS5438 at the Sands

800-JK Audio 815-786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346 Fax: 815-786-8502
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Feedback
R

ESPONSIE
E-mail: beradio@intertec.com

FAXback: 913/967-1905

Saving the spectrum
Chriss, I wanted to thank you for your editorial

comments in the January 1998 issue of BE Radio
[Viewpoint, "There are 721 clays remainingl. You
touched an important fact facing broadcasters. The
loss of spectrum.

I realize that through downsizing and consolidation
many station engineers don't have the time, luxury or,
in some cases, funds to keep abreast of the changes in
our medium. Unfortunately, station owners and man-
agers, the same people that created this high work-
load, will be the first to complain when they can't do
their remote broadcast due to loss of spectrum or

PHASETEK INC.
 CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS 
AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS.
DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS
 COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS 

PHASETEK INC.
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-718D

FOR MORE INFORMATION

OR

TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:

hotam@phasetek.com

overwhelming interference to the channel.
Broadcasters are losing spectrum. 2GHz for televi-

sion ENG, and 455MHz for radio and TV remote
pickup. It's all because the FCC has learned the value
of auctions. There is revenue in spectrum, and the
Federal Government is looking for methods to take
advantage of this golden goose.

What can we do? Right now we don't know. We have
had meetings with the FCC in attempts to reclaim lost
frequencies, but it was clear the FCC was under
pressure to continue identifying more potential auc-
tionable spectrum. SBE is attempting to assist the FCC
in locating replacement spectrum. But it ain't easy, and
usually presents more problems. Not to mention the
additional retuning or replacement costs broadcasters
will have to absorb. As frequencies become more
scarce, look for more complications. I wish I had a
magic wand.

Rick Edwards, CPBE
Board of Directors, Frequency Coordination Commit-
tee chairman, Society of Broadcast Engineers

It's true that there are many issues facing everyone in
broadcasting in general, not just in radio. With so
many items taking up time during the day - issues
with consolidation, keeping the plant running at top
efficiency, and who will own the licensee tomorrow-
it's easy to look at a news item and think that it does not
apply to your own situation. Unfortunately, sitting on
the sidelines too long and not speaking up as the events
unwind means not being able to shape the outcome.
Actually, sitting and watching does shape your future,
only not in yourfavor. Hopefully, the FCC will not find
any more auctionable spectrum that will affect broad-
casters (not that I wish ill will upon other services).
Perhaps making alliances with some of the other
organizations that are losing out can make for a
stronger voice.

Chriss Scherer,
Editor
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Murphy was an optimist
iv .111: John

Your article on Nitrogen vs. dry air
[RF Engineering, February, 1998]
was fine insofar as it went, but
stopped short of being complete in
my opinion. Of course, one has to
understand my point of view re-
garding life. Murphy says that what-
ever can go wrong will and it will
get worse! Patrick's law is "Murphy
was an optimist" and I have scratch
pads I give out with that thought
printed on them.

A majority of our stations (High C)
are located on nearby 2500- to
3000ft hills with cloud layers run-
ning from 1800- to 4000ft during
the winter time. This places our
antenna systems in 100% humidity
much of the time. Plus, power is
out due to lots of ice and roads are
impassible for days even to 4x4
sometimes. Therefore, I have de-
veloped what I term the ultimate
system. First, I use the Andrew
automatic dehydrator and as you
know, it is better for it to run less
often but for a longer period of
time when it does come on. There-
fore, I come out of it to a 30 gallon
propane type tank and then on to
the feedline. It is set to come on at
about 6.5- to 7lbs. But that's not
good enough. Over the years, I

have had too many failures of a
dehydrator over and above power

outages. Things like lightning, fus-
es and normal failures. Therefore,
in the line between the dehydrator
and the bulk volume propane tank.
there is a "T" to which I have
connected a standard nitrogen tank
with the normal regulator setup. It
is adjusted to come online at about
5.5- to 6lbs tank/line pressure.
When I come to the transmitter for
the normal inspection, a quick
glance at the nitrogen take tells me
if it is or has been on line by the
high pressure reading, allowing for
room temperature variation. So, the
bulk tank provides longer but less
often dehydrator runs and the ni-
trogen provides auto backup. Gen-
erally while on site, I will unplug
the dehydrator to exercise the tank
regulator assembly - they don't
like sitting for extended periods
and I like to see them perform,
remember Murphy?

Thanks for the good article, one
of many you have provided.

Don W. Patrick CPBE
Patrick Electronics
Ft. Smith, AR

Every situation is different and it
seems that you have come up with
an excellent solution foryour needs
Thank you for the note.

John Battison,
Technical editor, RF

;ountdown to NAB98
AediaTouch Presents:
JAB98 April 6" - 9" Booth RL4503

'The World Premiere" of:

OpL OG-2000© "Radio's Digital Original"

The transition of the world's "Digital Original- OpLOG to Windows'. is done. fully functional and ready for delivery.

The simplicity of AIR functionality and high operational reliability of MediaTouch OpLOG©. have been further enhanced with
an impressive array of new live assist operational features. Come to Las Vegas. NAB98 Booth RL4503 and experience the live
assist AIR controller that everyone is talking about.

To receive complimentary NAB98 trade show passes, appointments for demonstrations at NAB98 or arrange a possible future
on site demo at your station: Call 1-888-636-0123

Watch our web site as details on OpLOG-2000© are released on the "Countdown to NAB98" at www.ominet

Wmilays 95 and Wow.. NT ore modern.. s of Microsoft Co.ca-at'o., 114edulioure and Opt OG ore Corynonf a OUT Tec,nrkvo Inc 01996 OUT Teennolopes
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VACUUM CAPACITORS

i
 Variable or Fixed Types
 Capacitance Ranges from 3pF to 6600pF
 Peak Test Voltages to 100kV
 Current Ratings to 1000 Amperes

Ideal for Semiconductor Fabrication,
Broadcasting, RF Heating/Drying, Medical
(MRI), Avionics, Scientific, and other RF
power applications.

COMET Nort America, Inc.
USA

818-3827
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for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can 5e controlled in Real -Time

DATALIN
with modem and voice support

se e us ca' NAB 98 booth #9422

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn
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NAB says pirates are illegal
The National Association of Broadcasters filed an amic-

us brief with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit supporting an earlier decision by the District Court
upholding the government's seizure of a pirate station's

equipment.
The pirate broadcaster ar-

gued that he has the right
to challenge the FCC's reg-
ulations concerning pow-
er levels of licensed FM
radio stations as an affir-
mative defense to the Unit-
ed States' seizure of equip-
ment he used to operate
an unlicensed station. The
NAB said that the District
Court's decision should be

upheld because the FCC was enforcing the statutory
ban on unlicensed broadcasting in the Communica-
tion's Act, and not the FCC power regulations.

The NAB pointed out that the Supreme Court has upheld
the Communication's Act provisions of licensure for broad-
cast stations as constitutional for over 60 years and that the
licensing requirement is necessary to maintain spectrum
consistency and protect against airwave interference.

Furthermore, the NAB points out that even if the rules
of the FCC were being challenged before the court, they
would have to be upheld because the Act gives the FCC
the right to set power levels for broadcasters.

According to NAB President/CEO Edward Fritts, "Pirate
radio broadcasters are illegal. Period. The court should
affirm the rights of legal broadcasters, hut should not
tolerate or condone lawbreakers."

Edward Fritts

Burns moves against free air provision
,Montana Senator Conrad Burns. chairman of the Senate

Subcommittee on Commu-
nications overseeing the
FCC, announced that he will
go forward with a legislative
provision to prohibit the FCC
from moving forward with
Chairman Kennard's pro-
posal to give free or re-
duced -rate air time to po-
litical candidates.

The FCC Chairman made
his proposal after President
Clinton referred to free air
time as a part of campaign finance reform in his State of
the Union address. While commissioners Ness and Tris-
tiani have expressed support for Kennard's proposal, it

Conrad Burns

was heavily criticized by the other FCC members and
members of Congress as unconstitutional and beyond the
scope of the FCC's authority.

Burns, who cast the only vote in the Senate against
Kennard's confirmation as chairman, explained, "The
FCC has been consistently overstepping its bounds and
using the 'public interest standard' as its excuse. We
simply can't stand by and watch the FCC take on issues
that clearly must be addressed with legislation, not
regulation. In order to prevent the FCC from taking this
kind of unilateral action in the future, I will introduce
language to prohibit the FCC from acting at this time on
this matter in the Commerce, Justice and State Appropri-
ations bill.

"I think it's important that this nation's communications
agenda not be dictated by a small group of independent
regulators who have not been elected to their position.
I'm working to schedule a heavy agenda of FCC oversight
hearings in an attempt to examine abuses like this.
Hopefully, Mr. Kennard will get the message when I have
him sitting in front of the subcommittee."

CEMA flies report on digital radio
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association

filed its final report on digital audio radio (DAR) systems
with the FCC, concluding a six -year evaluation.

After looking at nine proposed technologies for
broadcast digital radio, the Association's DAR subcom-
mittee announced that of those, only Eureka-147/DAB
offered the audio quality and signal robustness that
listeners would expect from a new DAR service in all
reception environments. The other systems each ex-
hibited shortcomings:

 The in -band, on -channel (IBOC) systems as present-
ed and tested are not feasible at this time due to deficient
performance in the areas studied: audio quality, perfor-
mance with channel impairments, RF compatibility, and
extent of coverage.

 The in -band, adjacent -channel (IBAC) system cannot
be deployed due to interference with the current spec-
trum occupancy of the FM band.

 The Voice of America/Jet Propulsion Labs (VOA/JBL)
system at S -band frequencies is subject to continuous
and/or repeated outages due to blockage. It was not clear
to the Subcommittee that this could be totally remedied.

Gary Shapiro, CEMA president, added, "Despite these
results, last spring we halted advocacy of the adoption of
any system at the request of the broadcasters, who said
they needed more time to correct the flaws of the IBOC
system. We look forward to broadcasters demonstrating
in the near future a system that will work.

While the report contains information that broadcasters
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have awaited, the findings are not
reflective of what is currently happen-
ing with the state of DAR. Currently,
work is already underway on two
satellite -based systems (S-DARS) by
CD Radio and American Mobile Radio
Corporation, both of which were
awarded FCC licenses in April 1997.
Two separate IBOC systems are also in
development stages - USA Digital
Radio and Digital Radio Express.
The CEMA's report is available to

the public from the FCC and through
CEMA's website, www.cemacity.org/
works/pubs/dar. htm.

SBE requests ruling for
unattended operations

The Society of Broadcast Engineers'
FCC Liaison Committee has submit-
ted a Request for Declaratory Ruling
regarding the clarification of certain
aspects of the FCC's rules considering
unattended operations.

In October of 1995, the Commission
adopted rules allowing the unattend-

ed operation of broadcast stations.
The SBE contends that since that
time, certain ambiguities have come
to the surface and need to be ad-
dressed by the Commission, espy
cially the need for clarified defini-
tions of the possible modes of station
operation. Other subjects of request-
ed review include manual transmitter
shutdown and the designation of a
chief operator by unattended sta-
tions, directional antenna system tol-
erances, remote transmitter control
for ATS and non-ATS equipped sta-
tions, and control points for unat-
tended operation and shutdown ca-
pabilities thereof.

The brief requests of the Commis
sion the issuance of a Declaratory
Ruling.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable repair service?
Rely on us!
Satellite Systems is respected industry-
wide for prompt, accurate service to radio
stations and networks.

 Whether you have a Dart 384 or Scientific
Atlanta 7300/7325 we can repair your
equipment.

Pre- and post -service technical support.
along with a 6 -month warranty.

 Ask us about the CB500 25/35 HzTone
Decoder.

Celebrating 7 years of providing
reliable repair service

615 East Brookside Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Phone: (719) 634-6319
Fax: (719) 635.8151
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Equi-Tech
...Symmetrical Power Systems

"Welcome to AC Power for the 21st Century"

Equi=Tech Rack Systems
are guaranteed to greatly
reduce electrical noise in
a/v systems.
Five models range in size
from 15A to 50A to meet
the needs of every type
of system environment.
All models feature
industrial quality compo-
nents to provide years of
dependable operation.

Pat. Pend.

Highest quality from the pioneer in balanced AC power.
 ETL listed. Conforms to ANSI/UL Std. #1012 & NEC Art. 530.
 Guaranteed technical support and customer satisfaction.

2 years parts and labor warranty. Lifetime warranty on transformer.

Equi=Tech Corporation P.O. Box 249 Selma, OR 97538
Tel: 541/597-4448 FAX: 541/597-4099 http://www.equitech.com
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Comrex founder
Cheney dies at 70.

People

John Chen
founder and
president of
Comrex Corpora-
tion, Acton, MA,
passed away at
age 70. Cheney
had a long career
in electronics
and broadcast,
starting before
World War II as
an engineer and
announcer for
WJNO in West
Palm Beach, FL.
He founded

Comrex in 1961, developing a wireless microphone
system and, later, the first UHF wireless microphone,
which became popular for newsgathering applica-
tions. Frequency extenders, another Cheney develop-
ment, have long been a standard tool for radio
networks and stations.

BE Radio editor -in -chief Skip Pizzi remembers
Cheney as a broadcast technology pioneer who
nimbly straddled the analog/digital generation gap,
and who was unanimously admired by peers and
competitors. "His work in adapting communications
technologies to broadcast backhaul applications was
truly groundbreaking," Pizzi recalled, "first with
frequency -extension and later with perceptual
coding. So dominant was his company's work that as
'Xerox' was to photocopying, 'Comrex' became to
frequency -extension. He will be missed, but his
legacy will live on throughout the broadcast industry."

John is survived by his wife, Lynn, two sons, and
grandchildren. In lieu of flowers, contributions can
made to the Deaconess Nashoba Hospital, John
Cheney Memorial Fund, 200 Groton Rd., Ayer, MA
01432.

Comrex will continue under the leadership of Lynn

BUSINESS
Telex Communications, Minneapolis, announced the

successful closing of a merger with EV International
(EVI). The combined companies, controlled by affiliates
of Greenwich Street Capital Partners, will be headquar-
tered in Minneapolis. The new company, which will
operate as Telex Communications, will have over $355
million in sales and approximately 3300 employees
worldwide.

GlobeCast North America, Culver City, CA, through
its joint venture partnership ABC/GlobeCast Ventures,
will continue its relationship with the Motor Racing
Network by providing distribution services for the Daytona
500. ABC/Globecast will provide Satcom C5 DATS distribu-
tion services to the network's 700 -plus radio stations.

Pacific Research & Engineering (PR&E), Carlsbad, CA,
received an order to supply the GulfStar division of Capstar
Broadcasting with audio consoles and studio furniture for
new showcase facilities in Capstar's Austin, TX, headquar-
ters. The order, worth more than $250,000, includes ten
Radiomixer on -air consoles and other equipment to be used
in the construction of new, state-of-the-art, on -air and
production facilities for GulfStar's "StarSystem" broadcast
network. GulfStar's parent company, Capstar, is the largest
owner and operator of radio stations in the U.S.

Broadcast Software International (BSI), Glen-
dale, AZ, has announced and agreement with the
Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, for the de-
velopment of Internet broadcasting software. The
agreement frovides for Microsoft to assist BSI in the
development of software to interface with the Net -

Show 3.0 Internet server technology from Microsoft.
NetShow software provides streaming audio, video
and multimedia information across the Internet.

Telos Systems, Cleveland, OH, announced that it is
in partnership negotiations with Digital Radio Ex-
press (DRE), San Jose, CA, to provide equipment to
broadcasters for DRE's IBOC DAB system. Telos
intends to provide audio encoding and transmission
equipment should DRE's system be adopted. Formal
testing of the system should take place within the next
few months.

Broadcast Electronics, Quincy, IL, which has owned
and operated Marti since 1994, will include the entire
product line under the BE banner in order to more
effectively market that sector of its business. the
product line will continue to carry the Marti trade
name and will also continue to be manufactured at the
Cleburne, TX facility.

BE also announced the creation of a new division to
accommodate the exceptional growth of its Audio-

VAULT product line. The new Studio Systems Division
will be headed by director Ray Miklius.

Itelco announced the opening of its first manufactur-
ing facility outside of Europe. The facility, located in
the Denver suburb or Westminster, is expected to
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produce high -power IOT transmitters and liquid cooled
solid state transmitters for both VHF and UHF appli-
cations within the next two months. A new service
facility is part of the new building and will provide a
second service facility in the U.S. in support of the full
range of Itelco products.

KNBC-TV in Los Angeles has employed technologies
from Musicam Express, San Francisco, to aid in the
distribution of topical radio spots promoting its nightly
newscasts. The station uses the P-DaX and A-DaX sending
and receiving units to deliver the spots via T-1 lines to 20
local radio stations.

Waves Audio Ltd., Israel, announced that its Audio
Transmission Processor (ATP) software package now
supports the Microsoft NetShow 3.0 multimedia serv-
er, thus enabling content providers to deliver high -
quality audio across LAN and ATM networks.

Carnival Cruise Lines' Inspiration will host Capital
Radio UK for a one -week cruise, thus marking the
first ever live digital broadcast via MTN/C-band
technology. MTN or Maritime Telecommunications
Network's C -band satellite system allows for the
broadcast of live video and radio broadcasts while
the ship is at sea or in port.

Texas Eagle Radio Networks, Bryan, TX, also
known as TexRock Radio, has ordered a total of
DADpro32 Digital Audio Delivery Systems from Enco
Systems, Farmington Hills, MI. Texas Eagle will be
uplinking five formats via DAD from its Bryan head-
quarters and using DAD systems at each of its down-
link sites for live origination in the morning hours, and
automated local insertion into the master feeds at
other times.

PEOPLE
The Society of Broad-

cast Engineers will
present its Lifetime
Achievement Award to
Morris H. Blum, recog-
nizing his 67 years in
broadcasting.

Brooks Gibbs has
been named director of
technology and strate-
gic market for Gentner
Communications, Salt
Lake City. Merris H. Blum

Tom Creighton has been contracted to act
manufacturers representative to the consulting engineer-
ing groups at Broadcast Electronics, Quincy. IL.

William "Win" Craft has been
dent of marketing
and sales for THAT
Corporation, Marl-
borough, MA

Nick Hamawi has
joined THAT Corpo-
ration, Marlborough.
MA, as a senior soft-
ware engineer.

Bill Brewster has
been appointed to di-
rector, RFT products,
for CPI Satcom Divi-
sion, Palo Alto, CA.

as the

appointed vice presi-

Nict Hamawi

Norsat's pioneering
spirit made LNBs.
-Now we make them
m e reliable,
more stable

, t
- The first personal earth station built k

in Yukon. Canada in l977.:!!"v

Today Norsat provides a wide
ariety of industry -leading digital
and data grade LNBs to radio and

TV stations, cable operators and
VSAT OEMs worldwide.

As a pioneer in the development

of both LNAs and LNBs, keynote

historical events include: The
establishment of the first
private earth station in
1977, delivery of the first
commercial production
units of an all GaAs LNA in

1983, C -band LNBs in

1984 and Ku -band external refer-

ence LNBs in 1989.1n 1996 Norsat

delivered the first 20 GHz Ka -band

LNB with a noise figure of less than

1.5 dB.

This innovative and ongoing
development work has made

Norsat the world's #1 com-
mercial LNB supplier.

For next day delivery of

all your commercial and
consumer LNB needs, con-

tact your local distributor
or Norsat today.

AORSAT
The people you think offirst.

Contact Norsat at:
#302 12886 78th Avenue, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada V3W 8E7

Canada  Tel 1-604-597-6203  Fax 1-604-597-6214
Internet: www.norsat.com E-mail: info@norsat.com
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POWERFUL DIAL -UP CONTROLLER

A

L

L

E
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 de

Shown with optional Rack Mount

The new CircuitWerkes DR -10 Dial -up remote
control is perfect for studio & automation control.
With features not found anywhere else, you might
be amazed at the DR -10's list price of only $439.00.

10 Dry relay contacts out (2 are DPDT for audio, etc.)
Auto -answers on user selectable ring number and
auto -disconnects at call's end.
Each relay can be independently set to function as a
momentary closure, latching closure with distinct
on/off codes, or interlocked latching with other relays.
Up to 8 digit user set password prevents pirating.
Any relay can be assigned to any tone(s).
Each relay is programmable to beep when activated.
Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing.
4 Status inputs can dial 4 numbers and control relays,
A simple, built-in audio hybrid lets you control
equipment while monitoring a local audio source.
Provides an active, balanced, phone line audio output
All outputs appear on easy to use screw terminals.
Program it with any DTMF phone or encoder.
Retains its settings after a power failure.

CircuitWerkes
(352) 335-6555 / Fax (352) 380-0230

3716 SW 3rd Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
www.circuitwerkes.com
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BACKUP FM TRANSMITTER
Inexpensive insurance against

a main transmitter failure.
300 Watts  600 Watts  1.2 Kilo -watts

Features:
 100% solid state
 No tuning required
 Rugged power supply
 VSWR, current & temperature overloads
 Power trim standard
 Full remote control capability, with

outputs for all main parameters
 Compact 19" rack mount design

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, Colorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902
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Cable entry fro
Installation pl

Iifs riaeriara

Screw down the wire and
plug in the connector
No crimping or soldering

Or top . .

SY 4 mic preamps standard ..
Assign them anywhere you want

Conservatively rated power supply

All front panel parts plug in
:-. for quick service

0

Extensive machine control capabilities ..
Remote starts even for macnines on multiline inputs

tacemake- 1032 (shown)

Also available roil 6 8 and 16 chan,

ifs
Cl,

pot
C/3Its
cn-I=.
CD

CD
. CI

1111'1'01.1:AM PAP
CORPORATION MOM
Planc, Texas (800) 327-6901

Only from . .
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A W% rld of Possibilities.

FM30 6 to 33 watts

FM100
20 to 110 watts

FM2000
400 to 2200 watts

FM250 50 to 275 watts

FM 500
100 to 550 watts

FM1000
200 to 110) watts

Fully integrated, solid-state transmitters, exciters, translators, and
satellators engineered to provide broadcasting confidence.

Highly efficient and reliable power amplifiers innovatively designed to be
lightweight and compact.

 Custom configured and delivered within days!

Give Us a Call When Your World Depends on Ours!

crowns
b a s t

Innovative Technology for Broadcast Confidence

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222

Email: broadcast@crownintl.com; Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com
See us at NAB, LVCC Booth SRL3816
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Need to buy or rent an ISDN CODEC?

.&!

A

L

L

E

Need an immediate BRIDGE to a studio with different codec type?
Need help with ISDN INSTALLATION?

Need to deliver AUDIO via the WEB?
Need an immediate WEBCAST live from your studio?

Call 1-800-93EDNET (933-3638)

Entertainment Digital Network  www.ednet.net
One Union Street  San Francisco CA 94111  (415) 274-8800  fax: (415) 274-8801
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NEW! Qbox AUDIO LINE TESTER
The new Qbox is a battery powered audio line testing system
that includes a built-in mic, reference tone generator, speaker,
and headphone amp. It also has voltage presence LEDs to
detect phantom or intercom power. You can send tones, talk
hack up the line, monitor mic, line, or intercom signals - even

use two Qboxes as a basic intercom.

SOURCE
or

MAL

LIT

SPEAKER,,
ANI ATM 0

.

time anywhere audio XLR
x t°d ay

Orderreena

installationQb

o

and
ddsetup

Drop
a Qbox

into every
audio too/kit,

cables are used.

!rilM%-fa5gttirMegVriiiiin IrIll'aMiT4111f3"J

99 LING ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14612

http://wwwwhirlwrndusa.com
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Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs for
more than 25 years. Whether using GPS, VVWV, Modem, internal crystal or line frequency

accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or aralog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or computer based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA  31C-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
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QUALITY AM ANTENNA PRODUCTS
COMPONENTS

Inductors
Capacitors
Lighting CI-okes 1941%, ti

.164 *
Static Drain Chokes Sfrob,.
Contactors
 RF Plugs & Jacks
Meter Switches
Insulators
Antenna Sample Loops
Equipment Boxes
Copper RF Wire, Tube, and Strap
 Coaxial Cable, Feeder Systems

Offered in a wide variety of types and ratings, LBA
RF Components are intendec for appl cation in
Medium Wave/AM antenna and transmi::er equip-
ment with power levels tc ove- 500kW. L3A prod-
ucts are built to the highest standards to ensure
long life and reliability.

Antenna Tuning Units -
Combiners - Matching

Networks

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
TunipoleTm Folded Unipole Antennas
CombipoleTM Multiple Frequency

Antennas
Detunipolerm Detuning Swstems
Antenna Tuning Units, Diplexers,

Triplexers
Transmitter Combiners
PowerTopperTM Toploadirg Systems
BasemaxTv Base Enhancement Systems

LBA is the world leader in single and mutt ple station
folced unipole artenna systems for high efficiency,
wide -band AM transmissions at all power levels. LBA
systems are found worldwide frcm Alaska to Argenti-
na, Kuwait to Saipan.

LBA Technology Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive P.O. Box 8026
Greenville, North Carolina 27835

TOLL -FREE - 800-522-4464
919-757-0279 FAX 919-752-9715
E -Mail: lbatech@lbagroup.com TUNIPCLETM - Folded Unipole

Antenna Systems

1 9 9 7 An LBA Group Company S.? Habla Espanol
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NAM
See Us At NAB Booth 1806!

Your Bottom Line Is Only
as Good as Your Coverage.

Shively Can Predict
Your Coverage

Better Than Anyone Else.
 30 Years Experience
 Full -Service Provider
 Multi -Station Solutions
 FM & UHF Antennas
 Filters & Combiners
 New B -Line Coax

Shively Labs, because ...

... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
e-mail: sales@shively.com

web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -
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I TROSCOM
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

For All Your
RF And

Audio Needs

Serving Broadcasters For 22 Years
Our Short Hit List

(Over 150 additional lines available)
AIR CORP
ANDREW

ATI
AUDI -CORD

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AUTOGRAM
BBE SOUND

BELAR ELECTRONICS
BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY

BURK TECHNOLOGY
CABLE WAVE

CMBE INC
COAXIAL DYNAMICS

CROWN
EAGLE HILL

ELECTRO-VOICE
FIDELIPAC
GENTNER

GORMAN REDLICH
HNAT HINDES

INOVONICS
JAMPRO ANTENNAS

When You Want
More Than An

Equipment Dealer
VISA

MARK ANTENNA
MARTI ELECTRONICS
MURPHY FURNITURE
MUSICAM USA
ORBAN
PHASETEK
RADIO DESIGN LABS
RADIO SYSTEMS
REGISTER DATA
SCALA
SHIVELY ANTENNAS
SHURE
SINE SYSTEMS
SONY
SYMETRIX
TANNOY
TASCAM
TEPCO
TFT
TTC
WEST PENN WIRE

Southeast Bob 770-992-2230
MidAtlantic Rick 804-974-6635
West John 970-482-9254

Fax: 770-992-6538
Fax: 804-974-9942
Fax: 970-482-6123
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

r GOMM MUCH MFG. co AMINO. ONO

E
RAN PUT FCM

2 3
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1.z

I
8 °

0
...

NCODER DE CODE

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote

signboard & character generator

 4 audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6 audio

inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer isolated
from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

 2 minutes of digital audio storage (expandable
to 4.5 minutes)

 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg4t Borman-redlich.com

°Also available: printers, weather radios. antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled .%ytithesk.ed
FM digitally tuned radios, remote N nhou rd % cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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ERI, SHPX series FM Antenna
and Mounting System

Cora your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price
r-g-ff

LECTRDNICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000
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Pristine

RaFiDRRE "...it's fun to use!"
ODOM
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"Pristine RapidFire is great, it's fun to use! Its got
everything a station would want in a digital system. We
use RapidFire in both Live Assist and Auto modes, all
day long and it never gives us any trouble."
Matt Sedota, WNW, North Myrtle Beath, SC

west & international East
310-670-7500 (pristine) 864-292-0300
Fax 310-670-0133 S°11$ Fax 864-292-9030

VOMMEALEAtioroson

Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

Pristine RapidFire is the industry's most
powerful, fun to use, Digital Studio System!
RapidFire will save you thousands of dollars over
other high -end digital systems, while offering
superior features and bulletproof reliability.
RapidFire's Quick Picks make it easy to add or
change music, commercials, promos, and last
minute insertions simply by point and shoot.
RapidFire masters live assist, walkaway, and
satellite operations. Playback three audio sources
simultaneously while recording a phone bit or
timeshlfting a network feed. Call us to find out
how easy and affordable it is to harness the power
of Pristine RapidFire for your station!

EAS
-COMPATIBLE 

A`'440
Hours

Quick Pick Screen

A

L
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Y
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UNIVERSAL XE-1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

111I

I I I111

.11111111111111
PIMP -

MINS MOW

:

AN AFFORDABLE QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

New, affordable, frequency -agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de -emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50 -channel memory, full baseband output, high -quality audio.
Every needed feature at a sensible price (lowest in the industry).

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING
AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

Phone: (614) 866-4605 Fax: (614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS,. INC.
ammuntcattons Specialist,

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135
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Your Best Source
For Power 11113 s!
Visit Us at the
NAB Show
Booth #RL3921

fi

limos' lir?

El EXTENSIVE INVENTORY
111 IMMEDIATE SHIPPING
 EXPORT PACKAGING
 BEST WARRANTIES
 EXCELLENT PRICING
111 SUPERIOR SERVICE

PENTA LABORATORIES
21113 Superior Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: 800.421.4219
818-882-3872 Fax: 818-882-3968
E -Mail: sales@pentalabs.com
Internet: http://www.pentalabs.com

resit: r

TOWER
 Fabrication

)14. Design

Engineering

 Installation

 Service

 Maintenance
Swager is your

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax
1-800-882-3414

SWAGER
Communications, Inc.

ic-g P.O. Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1-800-968-5601  219-495-5165

Fax 1-800-882-3414  219-495-4205
E-mail sales(iilswager.com
Internet: www.swager.com
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won't get tangle.,
in the Web

Use the Internet
for Broadcasters

as your guide
['his first edition of an annual pub-
lication covers the effects of the
Internet on broadcasting. The content includes
technology and management articles, case studies,
and a directory of Internet resources, which lists
Web sites and email addresses for equipment sup-
pliers, services, information sources, and organiza-
tions, as well as newsgroups and search facilities of
interest to broadcast, video, and audio profession-
als. Softbound, 92 pp. ISBN #0-95178-267-3.

Order #2673, $29.95
To order, call 800-543-7771

INTERTEC BjEka,0

I016:NET
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Complete
Solution...

AMA 4
for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.

as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

NEwiMALIN
with modem and voice support

TM1

see us NAB 98 booth #9422

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn
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ANNOUNCING:

YOUR CORPORATE STUDIO
FURNITURE STORE!

SPACEWISE BROADCAST FURNITURE, INC.

'Custom designed s) stems for RADIO GROUPS!
On site planning and setup for large projects!
Quality components and many customer material choices!
*Solid surfacing, choice laminates, high grade woods!
We go to work for you!

Along with great value and competitive pricing!

CALL 800-775-3660 FAX: 520-531-1078
WEBSITE: www. spacewise.com

SPACEWISE®
"The Broadcaster's Furniture Store"
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Sirce 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best deak on Celwave prahrts,

Andrew cable and Shively antennae.

100W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
10KW FM 1965 ITA 10.000B
20KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

1KW AM 1970 Collins 820D
2.5KW AM 1975 McMartin BA2.5K
5KW AM 1969 Harris BC5H
5KW AM 1979 Harris MW -5A
5KW AM 1980 Harris MW -5A
5KW AM 1980 Collins 828E-1
5KW AM 1982 Continental 315F
5KW AM 1982 Continental 315R- 1
50KW AM 1978 Continental 3 I 7C-1
50KW AM 1981 Continental 317C -I
50KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B
50KW  AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744. Elkins Park PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE -h.WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO

ta. tun et'
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Coming in the April issue of

1

TNAB will be in full swing when the April issue hits the streets. Ifyou're not attending the show, don't worry,
we'll bring it to you. The cover story will look at the technology making its debut, and in many cases an impact,
at the show. The conferences will be previewed and the breakthroughs will be explored.

Also:
Feature Story - Acoustics 101 for broadcasters
The basics of good acoustic practice. A good sounding radio station starts with a good sounding control room.
Contract Engineering - Computer integration, part 1
Our computer expert examines the requirements of a successful transition to a computer -based facility and how
to make it all work.

Managing Technology - Coping with Moore's Law
The financial challenge of keeping a computer -based facility's hardware up to date is at the heart of Moore's
law. Read what you can do to stay ahead.

RF Engineering - Tube life
Tube transmitters are still very common. Get the more life out of your tube with some easy tips on everything
from filament -voltage management to proper cooling.
Next Wave - DAB Update
See where it stands. With launch goals of the year 2000, things are moving quickly.
Last Byte - Serial Buses
Part 2 of the series. We learned about FireWire in this issue, we'll explore the Universal Serial Bus (USB) next.

...and you can read all about what made news at the NAB show in the May/lune issue with our complete show
wrap-up coverage and the BE Radio NAB98 Pick Hits.
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JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD .1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

ICKIEgesIs Technologies
Total Technology Management
P,, U,..1 cost elev.. volunons for networkIng ,our forth., or group

Ilcho I x  901 %  Digital Martina
IAN SX Ars  ISIS..  F rase 1441411T3Microwava

Kevin McNamara
President

Morn 101 165 1011
roll Free to JO) 4174
Fax 101 465 4422
Flout exesrannOunidial cum

Curtis Chan
President

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

1006

6ELTLINE

SUITE 160

DALLAS

TEIAS

75241

912/6615222

(Al

972/9313935

CHAP/ ASSOCIATES
Strategic Marketing  Public RelatIons  Advertising

1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C
P.O. Box 5509
Fullerton, CA 92838-0509
Phone: (7141 447-4993
Fax: (714) 578-0284
Pager: (714) 506-1357
im.k1 odour,. nenorn.om
4.-tonpuNerso 741411.2700

FOR SALE

ANALOG
AMPEX &

SCULLY PARTS
SEQUO I A
ELECTRONICS

(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

THE

GFI
GROUP

INC.

 Full Service Ad Agency.
 Consultants for Start -Ups.
 Prof. input to achieve rea-

sonable mktg goals quickly.
Budget $$ wisely at the right
media. Corp. image & new
products our specialty

Fort Lee, NJ (201) 313.9419
Fax: (201) 313-5605

HEHAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADA I AND TH 1' VISION

DANE E. ER1CKSEN, RE.
Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax

HELP WANTED

AM ANTENNA PRODUCTS- Results only sales
position for manufacturer of AM antenna prod-
ucts. US and international, languages desir-
able, excellent commissions. Expected to de-
velop new markets, support rep network, sell
direct accounts. Resume to LBA-HR, FOB 8026,
Greenville, NC 27834
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Last Byte

Get on the bus, Gus (part 1)
By Skip Pizzi, editor -in -chief

probably the most cumbersome part of computer
interconnection is the interface of peripheral equip-
ment. "Plug -and -play" setup is often a "plug -and -

pray" process, but sometimes just the "plug" part is a
challenge of its own. Broadcasters are used to dealing
with multiple connector and interface types, but the
connector hardware found on the back of a PC deserves
a whole wall of its own at Radio Shack.

Because of the way PCs have developed, nearly
every new peripheral device (or its update) has
engendered its own separate interface. Amazingly,
each of these interfaces are rel-
atively standardized throughout
the industry, but there are still
different hardware and cabling
required for printers, video
monitors, audio speakers, key-
boards, pointing devices, game
controllers, outboard disk drives and outboard com-
munications devices. A typical desktop PC setup today
can involve more than half a dozen different interface
types. With the exception of SCSI, all of these interfac-
es also require a discrete cable run between the
computer and each peripheral, creating the potential
for a world -class rat's nest behind every desktop.

critical enabler for the "smart" homes and workplaces of
tomorrow.

FireWire
IEEE 1394 is the faster of the two buses, and is therefore

more suited for media applications like audio and video.
The FireWire cable contains six copper wires - two
individually shielded, twisted -pairs for signal, plus a pair
for power (8- to 40VDC, <1.5A) - and an overall shield.
This means that most peripheral devices could use only
one cable for power, signal and control. (There are

also some implementations of
1394 that do not include the
power pair, typically found in
battery -powered devices such
as camcorders.)

Up to 63 FireWire devices (or
nodes) can be connected to a

single 1394 PCI adapter card (or bus bridge), with up to
16 of these devices in a single daisy -chain. Cable lengths
between devices can extend up to 4.5m (15ft) using
standard 1394 cables, or longer with special cables.
Repeaters can also be used to extend connection paths.
Transmission speeds of 100-, 200- and 400Mb/s are
specified (called S100, S200 and 5400 respectively), with
speeds up to 1Gb/s proposed. Hot -plugging of devices is
also supported.
There are two types of data transfer possible via

FireWire: asynchronous and isochronous. Asynchronous
transport refers to the traditional, buffered file -transfer
process used in most computer communication today. To
this, FireWire adds isochronous transport, in which data
is communicated via discretely established channels that
provide guaranteed delivery at a pre -determined data
rate. The latter approach is quite applicable to real-time,
high -quality digital audio storage and retrieval, without
the need for large and expensive RAM buffers.

While some PC hardware and software makers quibble
with the difficulties of using FireWire in a general and
comprehensive fashion (therefore preferring USB for
these applications), more singularly purposed profes-
sional environments will soon be able to implement 1394
for cost-effective data transfer at previously unattainable
speeds. Professional digital audio interfaces using 1394
have already been prototyped, and it's likely that FireWire
may soon become a commonly spoken language among
computer -based radio production systems.

Next month: The Universal Serial Bus (USB).

The connector hardware
found on the back of a PC

deserves a whole wall of its
own at Radio Shack.

It's not just you
The industry as a whole has recognized this problem,

and has been struggling to solve it for the last few years.
On the software side, the plug -and -play capabilities of
Windows 95/NT have actually improved things some-
what for PCs, and the Macintosh has always been pretty
good in this area. Future systems will be even better.

But what about the cost, messiness and complexity of
multiple hardware interfaces? This is where the two new
standard peripheral buses should help. Yes, there are two
new standards emerging, but each will have its unique
advantages and applications. (Two formats tomorrow
beats the six or more of today, in any case.)

These new standard buses are called IEEE 1394 (also
known as Fire Wire) and the Universal Serial Bus (USB).
They are both intended for the serial interface of any type
of peripheral device, and can be used in daisy -chain form.
This means that the rear panel of future PCs will be far less
cluttered, with perhaps only one or two peripheral
interface cables and a power cord terminating there. It
will also allow a far greater number of peripheral devices
to be interfaced to the computer than is typical today -a
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